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Abstract

Scheduling policies for real-time systems exhibit threshold behavior that is related to the utilization of the task set they schedule, and in some cases this threshold is sharp. For the rate monotonic scheduling policy, we show that periodic workload with utilization less than a threshold $U_\text{RM}$ can be scheduled almost surely and that all workload with utilization greater than $U_\text{RM}^*$ is almost surely not schedulable. We study such sharp threshold behavior in the context of uniprocessor scheduling using static task priorities. The notion of a utilization threshold provides a simple schedulability test for most real-time applications. These results improve our understanding of scheduling policies and provide an interesting characterization of the typical behavior of policies. The threshold is sharp (small deviations around the threshold cause schedulability to appear or disappear) for most policies; this is a happy consequence that can be used to address the limitations of existing utilization-based tests for schedulability.

1. Introduction

Computing systems have become larger in scale and more pervasive in their applications. The constant interaction between embedded computing systems and the physical world requires a notion of predictable behavior from the deployed computing systems. Even in large-scale computing clusters and server farms there is a growing emphasis on providing service guarantees. This need for predictable operation can often be characterized by a need for timely completion of activities. Tasks can usually be associated with deadlines; systems need to ensure that the tasks meet their deadlines.

In a sense, the convergence of computation, communication and control, which is often seen in distributed embedded systems, has led to a renewed interest in understanding the conditions for a system to meet deadlines. Additionally, most tasks are recurring: they need to be performed repeatedly because of the constant interaction with the physical environment (or because of user demand). Such problems have been at the heart of real-time scheduling since the seminal work by Liu and Layland [11] on utilization bounds for schedulability using static and dynamic priority scheduling policies.

The fundamental contribution that Liu and Layland made was to show that for a specific scheduling policy, they studied the Rate Monotone policy and the Earliest Deadline First policy – there exists a utilization bound $U_\zeta$ such that any task set with utilization $U < U_\zeta$ is definitely schedulable (all deadlines will be met). This has formed the basis for much work in real-time systems.

There are, however, some obvious limitations to Liu and Layland’s result. The first drawback is that the utilization bound test is pessimistic: there are many task sets that may exceed the bound but are still schedulable. Second, for models when the relative deadline does not equal the period, additional tests are needed. Lastly, obtaining the utilization bound is difficult for many policies because such derivations involve identifying the worst-case task set (the task set with low utilization that is not schedulable) and this is non-trivial for certain policies.

In contrast with prior work on schedulability and predictability, we show that the rate monotonic scheduling policy has a utilization threshold $U_\text{RM}^*$ such that any task set with utilization less than $U_\text{RM}^*$ is almost surely schedulable and a task set with utilization greater than $U_\text{RM}^*$ is almost surely not schedulable. Establishing the sharpness of utilization thresholds provides a better understanding of scheduling policies and removes most of the pessimism that is associated with traditional utilization bounds because of the implication that task sets with utilization greater than $U^*$ are unlikely to be schedulable. These results are independent of the relationship between task periods and task deadlines. On the other hand, it is prudent to note that these results indicate that schedulability appears and disappears almost surely. For hard real-time systems, which cannot afford to miss any deadlines, this suggests that the threshold can be used as an initial estimate and as an aid to optimization; schedulability needs to be verified by an exact test at some step but the almost sure nature of the threshold allows us to be confident. For soft real-time systems, which can tolerate some deadline misses, our results provide a simple test and a tight performance guarantee.

As an example, consider rate monotonic scheduling with the Liu and Layland task model. We would like to show that when $n$, the number of tasks to schedule, is large, a task set of utilization less than about 0.80 utilization is almost surely schedulable and a task sets with greater utilization is almost surely unschedulable. This shows that the average performance of the rate monotonic policy is much better than the Liu and Layland worst-case utilization of 0.69 [11]. Our results concern
the behavior of RM scheduling in expectation. Note that the worst-case results for RM scheduling are obtained from task sets that have many tasks with the same utilization. The worst-case, however, requires low utilization from each task and a specific period ratio. The sharp threshold results consider the more general case when the periods are uniformly distributed.

In this article, our emphasis is on rate monotonic scheduling on a uniprocessor although some preliminary experiments lead us to believe that these results will hold for deadline monotonic scheduling, and for multiprocessor and distributed (multistage) systems as well.

**Motivation** The main reason for studying sharp thresholds is to ease resource provisioning for soft real-time systems, and, in some cases, simplify the offline optimization of hard real-time systems. The existence of sharp thresholds allows us to make efficient use of computing resources. Many mainstream operating systems (especially Linux) support simple fixed-priority scheduling and being able to identify a workload limit for such systems allows for simple admission control and resource management. Many applications have tasks with deadlines but are built to tolerate a few deadline misses. Multimedia applications have been traditional examples, but many emerging pervasive computing applications are of a similar nature. Timely response leads to high quality of service but occasional delays are not catastrophic. For these systems, being able to utilize resources better can lead to substantial cost savings that will allow these applications to achieve greater market penetration.

2. System and task models


**Task model** Each task $\tau_i$ is periodic with period $P_i$. Each instance of the task has an execution time requirement $c_i$ on the processor and a relative deadline $D_i$. If a job of $\tau_i$ is released (ready for execution) at time $t$ then it is expected to finish execution by time $t + P_i$. Tasks are independent of each other.

The utilization of a periodic task set is $U := \sum \frac{c_i}{P_i}$.

**Monotone scheduling policies** In this article, we will mostly be concerned with the rate monotonic scheduling policy, which is a work-conserving (non-idling) policy. It is also useful to keep in mind a more general classification of policies: the class of monotone policies. Let us suppose that a scheduling policy successfully schedules a set of tasks $\Gamma = \{\tau_i\}$. We will call the policy a monotone scheduling policy if and only if: a) It can schedule any set $\Delta \subseteq \Gamma$ successfully; b) For any task $\tau_i \in \Gamma$, the policy can schedule all tasks successfully if $c_i$ were to be reduced; c) For any task $\tau_i \in \Gamma$, the policy can schedule all jobs successfully if $P_i$ were increased.

3. Utilization thresholds

Let $S_n$ represent the set of all schedulable task sets with $n$ tasks and let $\mu(U, S_n)$ represent the probability that a task set with utilization $U$ is schedulable using the rate monotonic policy. This can also be stated in the following manner. Suppose $\Gamma$, a task set with $n$ tasks, is drawn at random from the space of all possible task sets of utilization $U$. Then, $\mu(U, S_n)$ is the probability of the event “$\Gamma \in S_n$.”

**Definition 1 (Threshold)** $U_n^\ast$ is said to be a threshold for $S_n$ if for any $U$

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \mu(U, S_n) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } U \gg U_n^\ast, \\ 1 & \text{if } U \ll U_n^\ast. \end{cases}$$

Note that $f \ll g$ means $f/g \to 0$.

**Definition 2 (Sharp threshold)** A threshold is said to be sharp if there exists a $U_n^\ast$ such that for every $\epsilon > 0$ and any $U$

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \mu(U, S_n) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } U > (1 + \epsilon)U_n^\ast, \\ 1 & \text{if } U < (1 - \epsilon)U_n^\ast. \end{cases}$$

$\epsilon$, typically, is inversely proportional to $n$. Thresholds become sharper with increasing values of $n$. The interval of width $2\epsilon$ over which the probability of finding a valid schedule drops from 1 to 0 is called the threshold interval. A threshold that is not sharp is a coarse threshold. Sharp thresholds represent phase transition phenomena because we can divide the task set space into two phases: one in which the property holds almost always and one in which it almost always does not hold.

We emphasize once more that, although the results are asymptotic, in practice a reasonable number of tasks suffices for observing sharp thresholds. When we think of $n \to \infty$, we do not conjure up task sets with 1000s of tasks; we are usually dealing with many 10s of tasks.

The main result of our work is that schedulability, with the rate monotonic scheduling policy, of periodic tasks has a sharp threshold.

By proving such a result we provide a platform for the average-case analysis of real-time scheduling problems and highlight the validity of using empirical utilization thresholds for managing resource allocation.

4. Analyzing typical-case schedulability

To show that scheduling problems of the type that we are interested in have a sharp threshold we leverage some excellent work carried out in the context of random graphs. The study of phase transitions can be traced back to the work of Erdős and Rényi on random graphs [5, 6]. A random graph is a graph with a fixed set of vertices and edges between two given nodes occur with some probability, $p$. Erdős and Rényi showed that as the parameter controlling the edge probability varies, the random graph system experiences a swift qualitative change. This transition is similar to observations.
in the physical world. Akin to water freezing abruptly as its temperature drops below zero, the random graph changes rapidly from having many small components to a graph with a giant component that contains a constant proportion of vertices.

We use results that have been obtained by Friedgut and Bourgain [7] to prove the existence of a sharp utilization threshold for schedulability by mapping the real-time scheduling problem to a problem on a complete bipartite graph. We do not discuss the entire proof owing to space limitations. We will, instead, present some empirical evidence to illustrate the theoretical results.

5. Sharpness of utilization thresholds

When examining experimental data, it behooves us to recall that sharp threshold behavior is a property of very large task sets. For moderate size task sets, one can observe a threshold but it many not be as sharp as one would expect. (We present only a limited number of graphs for space considerations. Given the immense number of graphs that can be obtained, those shown here are intended as a visual cue to the theoretical machinery we have used.)

If T is a task set drawn at random, the sharp threshold result suggests that $E(U)$, the expected task set, can almost surely be scheduled for $U < U^*$ and almost surely not be scheduled for $U > U^*$. Utilizations were generated using this approach for n tasks. Periods were then drawn uniformly at random from $[1, 10^5]$. Task set utilization was varied in steps of 0.1 and at each level we tested $10^4$ task sets. The different numbers of tasks in a task set for the experiments were 8, 16, 32 and 64. Notice (in Figure 1(a)) that schedulability drops rapidly when utilization is in the range [0.8, 0.9]. The width of the threshold interval is smaller for larger task sets. Within a rather short interval, we go from almost all task sets being schedulable to almost no task set being schedulable. This transition allows us to approximate the schedulability test by using a utilization threshold close to 0.8.

There are multiple ways to generate task sets to test schedulability. Bini and Buttazzo [3] have studied different approaches to generating random task sets and have suggested methods with almost no bias. The goal of Bini and Buttazzo’s work is to generate task sets uniformly at random from the space of all possible task sets that achieve utilization $U$. This is a slightly different approach from the typical case task set because it allows certain tasks to dominate the overall utilization. Dominance prevents us from observing sharp threshold behavior because it does not allow for reasonable scaling in the number of tasks. Even with limited dominance, we can generate task sets uniformly at random and still see a sharp threshold. For instance, we can bound the maximum possible utilization of an individual task at $1/3$ (max, $u_i \leq 1/3$) and obtain a sharp threshold (Figure 1(b)). This is not a significant restriction because this is typical with most modern processors. Increasing processor speeds have led to smaller per-task utilization. For these set of experiments, we retained the same sets of parameters and altered only the procedure for generating per-task utilization. We employed the UNITSORT procedure from the article by Bini and Buttazzo [3]. The threshold when task sets are generated uniformly across all possible task sets is still close to 0.8 but the width of the interval is not as sharp as in the earlier batch of experiments. There is a small contraction in the width of the interval with increasing number of tasks. Overall, we can still approximate schedulability for task sets reasonably well using threshold behavior.

The sharp utilization threshold is remarkable because it makes no assumptions about task periods and yet provides quite a precise estimate of schedulability. The general methodology for deriving utilization bounds for any scheduling policy involves identifying a task set that achieves low utilization and is yet unschedulable. It is not always easy to isolate the worst-case task set and determine its utilization. Sharp threshold results provide us with the support for empirical determination of the threshold. When the worst case is rare (a low probability event) we are not burdened with a low utilization bound.

A possible concern is the asymptotic nature of the result. Sharp threshold behavior occurs when the number of tasks is large. We contend that this exactly the case for which existing real-time scheduling results are often inefficient (high complexity for analysis). As experiments reveal, a moderate number of tasks is sufficient for observing sharp thresholds. For small task sets, even exact tests may be performed very quickly. There is a dependency between the threshold and the number of tasks. It is easily possible to compute – offline – the threshold for different numbers of tasks and utilize the appropriate threshold.

The use of thresholds becomes extremely useful in the case of soft real-time systems and for performing fast exploration of design space in developing (near-)optimal systems. An example is radar dwell scheduling, explored by Gopalakrishnan et al. [9] and Ghosh et al. [8]. There are many task parameters that need to be tuned in a radar system to minimize tracking error subject to schedulability but the scheduling algorithms are hard to analyze; using thresholds for these problems simplifies the online optimization. Because performance is controlled at run-time, optimization routines cannot invoke exact tests that have high time complexity. Apart from online optimization, thresholds can be used as offline guidance measures to improve system designs.

6. Conclusions

Sharp thresholds are indicators of phase transitions. Phase transitions are common in physical systems. Freezing of ice and superconductivity are phenomena that have temperature as the critical parameter. Phase transitions have been identified in many combina-

---

1. $E(U)$ is such that each task has almost the same utilization level. This is the configuration that generates the worst task sets for rate monotonic scheduling [3] and yet the thresholds are better than the Liu and Layland asymptotic results of 0.69.
The search for efficient tests for schedulability has been at the center of real-time systems research. We have generalized the use of utilization as a schedulability metric. By identifying the sharp threshold behavior of scheduling policies with respect to utilization, we provide a new test for schedulability. Schedulability tests using utilization thresholds are well-suited for soft real-time systems. For hard real-time systems these tests can be backed up by exact tests; thresholds can be used to perform initial filtering before using exact tests.

It appears that the sharp threshold results can also be extended to the case of aperiodic task systems. This will allow us to further the work of Abdelzaher, Sharma and Lu [1] for uniprocessor systems, and Abdelzaher et al. [2] for multistage systems.

Our approach to dealing with average or typical case behavior of scheduling policies makes interesting connections with results from percolation theory and random graphs. We hope to explore these links further to fully characterize the performance of scheduling policies.
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Abstract—This paper presents several new techniques for sending telemetry. These new techniques include dynamically altering the polynomial coefficients used to translate and compress the engineering values of the measurands in the telemetry stream. Using these new techniques, it is now possible to increase the precision of the data stream, thus reducing error. It also enables us to broaden the range of visible values, providing meaningful data streams for measurands that were previously out of range. Further, general algorithms are provided so that it is no longer necessary to dedicate an engineer’s time to generate the polynomial coefficients of every measurand onboard the airborne system before deployment based on approximations and assumptions; rather these coefficients can be generated automatically in real-time, after a sufficient sample set of precise data has been obtained directly from the sensors. Additionally, telemetric systems that support 2-way telemetry can be programmed to recalculate these coefficients upon command.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TELEMETRIC systems are becoming ubiquitous1. While some may argue that Moore’s law no longer applies, it is evident that components, in general, are getting better and less expensive. Not only does this provide opportunities to introduce telemetric systems where they’ve never been, but it also enables us to customize the telemetry in real-time.

Telemetric systems are usually comprised of two separate subsystems. In the industry, these subsystems are generally called an airborne system and a ground system. These systems are designated as such only by the roles they play in the telemetric system; the physical location of each system could be anywhere. Data that is sent from the airborne system to the ground system is called telemetry. Two-way telemetry occurs when data is also sent from the ground system to the airborne system. This data is called tele-commands, or just commands. A few examples of airborne systems are spacecrafts, missiles, RPVs, (remotely piloted vehicles), the Formula One race car, oil rigs, and heart monitors.

The two most common techniques used in transmitting telemetry are table lookups and polynomial conversions. The airborne system collects sensor data. To reduce bandwidth, the sensor data is converted using one of these two techniques, whose conversion data (the whole table and the polynomial coefficients respectively) are usually hard coded in the ROM (Read Only Memory) of the airborne system. When the transmitted data is received by the ground system, it is converted back into its original units. This paper introduces new dynamic telemetry transmission techniques. In particular, the paper describes the methodology of generating the polynomial coefficients for these conversions in real-time and transmitting these coefficients so that the airborne and ground systems are in sync, and discusses the benefits and drawbacks.

II. TELEMETRY OVERVIEW

Each specific attribute of an airborne system that is measured is called a measurand. Each sensor populates one measurand’s value. For example, a system that includes 11 temperature sensors on a wing will have 11 different measurands, which could be called port_wing_temp_1 through port_wing_temp_11, each populating the value associated with it. These values are sent to the encoder, which contains a commutator or multiplexer, and an output formatter.

The output formatter converts the engineering unit into a counts value, which is more suited for data transmission. It does this by looking up the type of conversion required for the specific measurand, usually a polynomial conversion or a table lookup. It then takes the data represented in engineering units and performs the required conversion to package the data into the limited space for it in the output telemetry stream.

The true engineering value in a specific unit is translated into a counts value, or counts, for short. After the transmission has occurred, the ground unit must be equipped to translate the counts back into its natural engineering unit.

For a simple example, if a sensor is intended to consistently measure temperatures ranging from 118.312º Fahrenheit to 118.319º Fahrenheit, and the digital representation can only provide precision to the thousandths, much bandwidth could be saved by only transmitting 3 bits for this signal (0 corresponding to 118.312º, 1 corresponding to 118.313º, etc.).

Using a polynomial conversion, the engineering value is run through an equation to produce the counts value (the value transmitted). For this example, the following equation could be used:

\[ y = (x - 118.312) \times 1000 \]  

When the ground system receives the signal and in order to obtain the engineering value, the ground system would then

1 A few examples include vending machines that can report their inventory wirelessly, vehicles that can transmit 2 way vehicle telemetry through OnStar, and Verizon’s introduction of “Chaperone” which reports the location of your child’s cell phone.

* Work supported in part by Lockheed Martin and a 2007 GEAR Grant.
run the counts value it obtained (of which only 0-7 are legal values in the example) through an equation which is (approximately) the inverse of the equation used in the airborne system.

\[ y = \frac{x}{1000} + 118.312 \tag{2} \]

The airborne system usually has the coefficients of the polynomials built into the read only portion of the hardware. These values are painstakingly engineered a long time before deployment or launch of the ground system, usually during the design phase of the airborne system. For every sensor on every airborne system, a decision needs to be made and a set of coefficients found that best fits its projected output.

The output, however, is only a prediction until the airborne system reaches its intended environment. In making these predictions, there exists an element of chance and the possibility of erroneous calculations. Once deployed, the airborne system cannot reallocate the number of bits used in transmitting specific data or adjust the polynomial coefficients or curves.

Given the number of sensors in complicated systems, the chances of making a mistake are high, the time to engineer the coefficients is expensive, and once the airborne system has been deployed, there is usually nothing that can be done to correct an error. Additionally, a proven technique for obtaining these coefficients in an automated manner could be reused across many sensors on many types of real-time systems.

The coefficients and polynomials on the airborne system that convert engineering units to counts are called reverse coefficients and reverse polynomials, respectively. Conversely, the coefficients and polynomials on the ground system that convert counts back into engineering units are called forward coefficients and forward polynomials, respectively.

When a polynomial method is used, each measurand is associated with one or more polynomials. Sometimes, in order to achieve the desired accuracy with limited order polynomials, more than one polynomial is associated with each measurand. Each polynomial is defined and only considered valid over a specific range for each measurand. To maintain a deterministic system, the ranges should never overlap. Once this conversion has occurred, the output formatter takes the counts value and packages it into the appropriate telemetry page.

In large telemetric systems, the airborne system may use some form of lossless data compression and encryption before the telemetry stream is transmitted to the ground.

III. OBTAINING DYNAMIC POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS

A. Calculating the Reverse Polynomial Coefficients on the Airborne System

It is quite possible for the airborne system to gather data from a particular sensor, and using that data, calculate new coefficients to be used in conjunction with that sensor. Of course, as the price of storage decreases, as storage capacities increase, and as CPU speeds continue to increase, this option is continually becoming more feasible. Attention would need to be given to which algorithms are used for the computations, and that they converge, among many other requirements.

After enough data is collected and the coefficients are calculated, they would need to be transmitted to the ground system. Despite the cost in bandwidth, the coefficients will be transmitted without a lossy compression. Because the transition to the new coefficients isn’t as time critical as other telemetry, the coefficients could be sent in a subframe of a page controlled by an internal variable set by the ground. When all of the coefficients are obtained by the ground, the ground system must transmit an acknowledgement of reception so that it will be clear when the new coefficients are going to be used. Since large samples of data facilitate calculating more efficient polynomial coefficients and transmitting the new coefficients is costly, these updates would not be occurring too frequently. A toggle bit packaged in the page could be altered to signify that the new coefficients are being used. This is better than sending a one-time acknowledgement which might get lost in transit. If the ground system doesn’t see the toggle bit updated, it would retransmit the acknowledgement. Using the new reverse coefficients, the ground system would then need to generate corresponding forward polynomials to decode the data.

B. Calculating the Coefficients on the Ground System

As data is received from the airborne system using the coefficients that were originally deployed, the ground system, which generally has significantly more resources than the airborne system and is already storing all of the transmitted data streams, could generate new polynomial coefficients. When it is determined that a new set of coefficients is to be used on the airborne system, the ground system would transmit a command to the airborne system with the coefficients to be used for the specific measurand, or group of measurands. Then the airborne system would need to transmit an acknowledgement that a transition to the new coefficients has taken place. A toggle bit packaged in the page could be altered to signify that the new coefficients are being used.

Although the ground system generally has ample resources for such tasks, one drawback of this method is that the ground system only has access to the counts values that were quite common to have extra bits in a frame that are padded with data to fill 2^n bits.

---

2 Although the method of creating polynomial coefficients in real-time and converting engineering units to counts using actual obtained data may seem like an adaptive compression algorithm, and this process, whether the coefficients were computed in real-time or not, can reduce the bandwidth required to transmit the data, the improvements suggested by the authors in this paper are not made with the intent of reducing bandwidth. It is true that it would be possible in some cases to get the same accuracy and shave off a bit here or there, however, telemetry frames, pages and some encryption algorithms usually require data in complete chunks of 2^n bits. In fact, it is

---
transmitted. Of course, the engineering values can be computed from the counts, but the new engineering units are not 100% accurate. New coefficients created on the ground have the limitation of only being created from data that has gone through the transmission process. Because of machine error and limited digits of precision on both systems, this process produces engineering values that are generally less accurate than the original engineering values on the airborne system.

C. Calculating the Coefficients on both the Ground System and on the Airborne System

Of course, whenever the coefficients need to be transmitted, this takes away valuable bandwidth. An alternative to transmitting the values is to recalculate them on both the airborne system and on the ground system. Both systems could be independently triggered to use the new coefficients created using the exact same algorithms and inputs. Though the airborne system has access to more accurate data than the ground system, it would need to use the data sent to the ground system to be in synch. This would mean that the airborne system would only need to store counts values, which are much smaller than engineering values, but it would also require forward polynomial coefficients for each measurand.

IV. Advantages and Disadvantages

Depending on the method of obtaining the dynamic polynomial coefficients, the advantages and disadvantages can vary. Common to all of the methods mentioned is the ability to replace erroneous or less accurate coefficients with more accurate ones. This could mean a lot less time spent up front in engineering. Since the airborne system’s intended environment is often difficult to predict, such calibrations of the conversion polynomials could result in obtaining information more precise than what could be obtained otherwise. Flexibility exists to narrowly focus on a specific point of interest, obtaining significant precision, possibly disregarding parts of the original range. Conversely, we could widen the function’s range and, while still transmitting the same number of bits, start receiving values that would have shown as out of range before.

Of course, if caution is not taken in recalculating the coefficients, valuable resources such as power, CPU usage, memory, and bandwidth could be used without benefit. However, if this technique is done prudently, one could obtain more accurate engineering values than could ever have been obtained otherwise. Additionally, incorrect values could be fixed; ranges could be broadened or narrowed, providing the ability to zoom-in and obtain more precision. A possible extension to this could be to alter the implementation of a minor frame to dynamically adjust the bandwidth dedicated to particular sensors. If, for example, a hardware failure were to occur disabling a sensor, or whether we simply decide we don’t care about certain readings as much as others, we could reallocate our available telemetry stream in real-time.

V. Results

The authors have written a Java program that implements some of the ideas mentioned in this paper. First, we generated a simulated signal which produced values based on a function. The function we used was as follows:

\[ y = 200 \times \sin\left(\frac{x}{100}\right) + 200 \]  

(3)

We chose a sinusoid because it was simple and like the values being obtained from most sensors, it doesn’t diverge to positive or negative infinity. Although our program allows real-time user input to alter the values produced by the function, one possible upgrade is to use an actual data stream from an airborne system as input. The signal is spawned in its own thread, changing its value with time.

Then we created a sensor. The sensor periodically queries the signal, and stores and sorts the most recent unique signals obtained.

Finally, we created two different transmitters. The first is an implementation of the way telemetry is normally processed. The second starts off like the first in transmitting data with a built-in polynomial. However, after a certain number of engineering values are collected, a new set of polynomial coefficients are calculated. We calculated them using our own Java implementations of the Least Squares method and Gaussian Elimination.

![Figure 1: Error before recalculating coefficients](image)

The graph above represents the error in engineering units (EUs) generated by the normal method of transmitting telemetry. Since the output of equation 3 ranges from 0 to 400, we translated the output to an 8 bit count value using the following simple equation:

\[ y = \frac{1}{2} x \]  

(4)

The output of the equation was truncated to an integer, transmitted, and then converted back to engineering units with using equation 4’s inverse.

The above graph was obtained by taking the absolute value of the difference of the original engineering value and the engineering value obtained from the transmission. The average error over the first 255 points was 1.10376, and the average error over the first 1000 points was 1.01086 engineering units.

The second transmitter transmitted the first 255 points exactly as the first, but at that point recalculated the
polynomial coefficients. The time of recalculation is indicated with a vertical red line on the following graph.

![Figure 2: Error using recalculation method after 255 points](image)

Of course, the average error for the first 255 points was identical, but the average error for the following 1000 points was only 0.5678. Additionally, we incorporated the limitation of truncating all of the values to 32 bits for both test cases in performing the calculations to create reverse polynomial coefficients, since this is a common limitation on real-time systems in the industry. In this test, we also limited this program to generating 1st order polynomials. This required 256 kB of memory and 375 ms. When the program was allowed to calculate polynomials up to the 13th degree, it still only used 355 kB of memory and finished in 578 ms, well within a 1 s deadline. The longer version of this paper will show higher order polynomials, and test cases where in order for the dynamically generated reverse polynomial’s error to be within a certain error, the algorithm used multiple reverse polynomials for a single forward polynomial.

We’ve found that the higher order polynomials produced by the program are likely to produce even more favorable results, but that this is not always the case. When calculating forward polynomials on the ground to match the new reverse polynomials, we kept standard deviation error metrics of the errors of hundreds of with evenly distributed points. When a lower order polynomial produced less error, we used it instead.

In the example graphed, the new reverse polynomial generated was

\[ y = 1.4371428x - 324.12164 \quad (6) \]

And the new forward polynomial was

\[ y = 0.69582504 \times + 225.53197 \quad (7) \]

VI. FUTURE WORK

We imagine the telemetry of the future could be similar to viewing a movie where you have the ability to zoom in or out, and alter the resolution depending on your interest. Future work we would like to see includes using the idea of dynamically updateable polynomial coefficients in actual real-time systems that contain airborne systems (possibly satellite systems or manned space craft), that can handle the extra overhead processing and where the extra detail obtained is important.

VII. CONCLUSION

Dynamically altering polynomial coefficients for use in telemetry can be a powerful, yet dangerous tool. If done haphazardly, valuable resources could be wasted with little or no benefit, including CPU time, power, bandwidth, and memory. This could put a real strain on timing constraints, and affect adversely many parts of the airborne system, and our view of every part of it as seen through the telemetry stream.

However, problems with original coefficients could be fixed, and code could be reused, thus decreasing delivery time of large systems that are often behind schedule and over budget. Moreover, this ability could provide ranges of data, or data precision that simply would not have been possible otherwise. Additionally, the structure of the telemetry minor frames or pages could be altered to provide more bandwidth to measurands deemed important at any time.
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I. Abstract:
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are becoming popular day by day. These networks consist of large number of sensor devices, which are called nodes. In a WSN, the base station is considered to be the most powerful node in the network and does most of the computations on the data received from the sensor nodes. A base station can also be considered as the bridge between two or more WSNs. Sensor nodes are considered to be very weak as compared to the base station in terms of memory size and computational power. These sensor nodes operate on very low power supply; their life and the functionality depend upon the low energy consumption.

WSNs are being used in many applications for different purposes such as surveillance and safety-critical missions. These networks are also being deployed in environments where human presence is not practical; this makes these networks very crucial. In such environments where human presence is not possible, security is the main issue. In security-critical missions, these networks require a secure protocol for message broadcast. This makes it possible to keep these networks functioning properly for their sole intended purpose at all times.

II. Introduction:
When the network is under attack/intrusion, sensor nodes become compromised and then these compromised nodes along with the malicious nodes try to compromise their neighboring nodes. In terms of security, this behavior of sensor nodes is not acceptable. Many protocols and algorithms have been proposed as a solution for this problem. One of the most widely and commonly used technique is called blind flooding. The blind flooding technique fulfills the security requirements well but it does not satisfy real-time constraints. The other major disadvantage of this technique is that, instead of reducing the workload on the base station and the transmission load on the nodes, it does the opposite.

III. DENIAL of MESSAGE ATTACK (DoM):
When sensor nodes in the network are deprived of receiving broadcast messages by malicious nodes from the base station, the attack is called denial of message attack. In order to detect DoM in the network, base station broadcasts a special message and requests an authenticated acknowledgement message from each and every sensor node in the network. In response, all the sensor nodes send acknowledgement messages to the base station except the compromised nodes. The sending of these acknowledgement messages to the base station is called blind blooding. Since the network can be spread over several miles and the acknowledgement messages arrive at the base station at different times, the base station keeps polling for newly arrived acknowledgement messages. This way, base station wastes lots of its computational power just for processing these acknowledgement messages. On the other hand, sensor nodes cannot directly communicate with the base station, they pass the acknowledgement message to their neighboring nodes. Finally these messages arrive at the base station; as a result of this message propagation to the base station through neighboring nodes, lots of bandwidth of wireless link is wasted.

IV. DETECTION of MALICIOUS NODES by immediate PARENTS (DoMNiP):
Here we propose a new technique called “DoMNiP which can be implemented in wireless sensor networks. The main motivations behind designing DoMNiP are as follows
✔ To reduce the workload on the base station and network meeting all real time constraints
✔ To detect malicious (compromised) nodes in the network
✔ To conserve energy at sensor nodes in the network

The DoMNiP is a very simple technique and easy to implement. It can work with any kind of tree structured wireless network. Whenever the base station scans the network, DoMNiP reduces the number of acknowledgements sent back to the base from each node. It does this by processing acknowledgements at immediate parents. The backbone of this technique is based on the algorithm which is used to generate acknowledgement messages (format of this messages is shown later in the paper) for the sensor nodes in the wireless sensor networks. The algorithm is very simple and is controlled by the base station. Basically, the algorithm assigns a key to each sensor node such that the key is generated following all the constraints imposed by the base station. The same key can be assigned to more than one sensor nodes in the network.

Following assumptions are made for the DoMNiP model in this paper:
✔ The structure of the wireless sensor network is tree like.
✔ There is only one base station in the network.
✔ Base station is not under attack.
✔ Each node in the WSN has 0 to n child nodes
✔ Each node has only one path to the base station.
✔ Depth of the network is directly proportional to the number of nodes in the network
✔ There is no packet lost in the network
✔ The distance between the parent node and child node is same for all the nodes

V. DoMNiP ALGORITHM:
DoMNiP algorithm is not too different from any other intrusion detection algorithms. We have assumed that
there is no packet lost in the network and every node in the WSN receives broadcast messages from the base station. The only reason when the sensor nodes do not receive broadcast messages is just because of the DoM attack.

When the base station scans the network for the detection of DoM attack by broadcasting special message, a message is sent over the network which requires every node in the network to send its acknowledgement message back to the base station. In blind flooding model, every node gets acknowledged by the base station. This model has an extreme overhead since every sensor node, except the non-leaf nodes, has to pass its acknowledgement message to the base station. In DoMNiP, sensor nodes get acknowledged by the immediate parents or by the base station while reducing the workload on the network in terms of message propagation to the base station.

The number of sensor nodes and the level at which these acknowledgement messages get acknowledged heavily depends upon the mechanism by which keys are assigned to the nodes (unique or duplicate). The base station keeps all the assigned keys in its database.

VI. DoMNiP Key Generation:

DoMNiP key generation algorithm is very flexible and dynamic. In addition to its flexibility and dynamic behavior, it can be modified according to the security requirements of the network and how fast the base station needs to conclude if there is any attack.

Basically, base station controls the key generation mechanism, it generates and assigns key to the sensor nodes in such a manner that the parent node and the child node never gets the same key. Key generation mechanism also assures that the two siblings never get the same key. Based upon the security requirements, base station assigns the same key to the sensor nodes in the path after some depth difference. This depth difference, used for assigning the same key to more than one sensor nodes, is actually used as the level of security required by the WSN.

```
key generate_new_key (key parent_node_key, key siblings_key[i])
{
    key new_key;
    bool = FALSE

    while (bool = = FALSE)
    {
        - Get parent_node_key
        - Create new_key from parent_node_key
        - if (new_key != parent_node_key & new_key!= siblings_key[i])
        {
            bool=true
        }
    }
    -return new_key
}
```

VIII. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT MESSAGE FORMAT:
The following is the format of the acknowledgement message. This message is generated by the sensor node for sending it to the base station, when requested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM</th>
<th>(key)c</th>
<th>Message Length</th>
<th>(ID)c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>Key of the sending node (child node)</td>
<td>Integer value ID of the child node in the tree (ID)c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following algorithm is run by every node till AM field is false.

```
Process Acknowledgement ()
{
    if (AM is false & parent node != base station)
    {
        //Compare (key)c with its own (key)p where
        // (key)p is the parent key
        if((key)p == (key)c)
        {
            -Set AM=1;
            -Crop & modify acknowledgement message;
            -Pass the Cropped & modified acknowledgement message it to its parent;
        }
    }
    else (parent node != base station)
    {
        -Pass the received acknowledgement message it to the parent
    }
}
```

Until the AM field is false and parent node != base station, every node in the path matches its (key)p with the (key)c in the received acknowledgement message. If (key)p and (key)c matches hundred percent, then the received acknowledgement message is modified and passed it to the parent.

The following is the format of the modified acknowledgement message.
This message is generated by the node whose \((k\epsilon y)_c\) matches with \((k\epsilon y)_l\) in the original acknowledgement message. The modified acknowledgement message is much smaller than the original acknowledgement message because it doesn’t have \((k\epsilon y)_c\)

- \((ID)_c\) is the ID of the node which generated the acknowledgement message.
- \((ID)_p\) is the ID of the node which modified the original acknowledgement message.

These are the two necessary fields in the acknowledgement message because base station uses these two fields and extract the depth of the sensor nodes in the WSN which is only known by the base station. Then the base station calculates the number of traversal steps as follows

\[
T\text{Steps} = \text{Extract}(ID_c) - \text{Extract}(ID_p)
\]

The Extract \((ID_x)\) function returns the depth of the node in the network. The TSteps value provides the crucial information for detecting attacks. The TSteps value is discussed in the next section.

**IX. PRE-CALCULATED TSteps VALUE:**

When a new \(k\epsilon y\) is generated and assigned to the sensor node, the base station calculates the TSteps for the new node at that time. The new sensor node generates an acknowledgement message and sends it to the base station through its parent sensor node. The parent node then matches its \((k\epsilon y)_p\) with the child node \((k\epsilon y)_c\) in the acknowledgement message using the acknowledgement() function as described in the previous section. If at some level, the \((k\epsilon y)_c\) matches \((k\epsilon y)_p\), then the base station calculates the TSteps value for the new sensor node by first extracting the information from the acknowledgement message and then using the formula as described in section VII. iii. This calculated TSteps value is called pre-calculated TSteps value which is kept only by the base station. If the \((k\epsilon y)_c\) doesn’t matches with any \((k\epsilon y)_p\), then its TSteps value is stored as 0. None of the sensor nodes know their TSteps value that is why if the attacker modifies the \(k\epsilon y\), its TSteps value remain unchanged at the base station.

**X. SECURITY FEATURES OF IDx:**

If the attacker modifies the \(k\epsilon y\) of any sensor node, then it is possible that the modified \((k\epsilon y)_c\) in the acknowledgement message may match with some \((k\epsilon y)_p\). Even if \((k\epsilon y)_c\) matches \((k\epsilon y)_p\), the base station will detect the attack on the network by calculating TSteps value which is only known by the base station.

We assume that base station can never be compromised by the attacker. Whenever base station receives an acknowledgement message, it extract the \((ID)_c\) and \((ID)_p\) then calculates TSteps value. This TSteps value is compared with the pre-calculated TSteps value, if both the values are equal, then network in not under DoM attack.

**XI. DoMNiP Simulation Results**

For the simulation, we created different networks using different \(k\epsilon y\)s. Depth of the network was dependent on the number of nodes. Maximum numbers of nodes allowed in the network were \(10^5\). Readings were taken at an interval of \(10^4\) nodes in the network. After running several simulations using different \(k\epsilon y\), average values were tabulated and plotted on the graph. Simulation results are explained with the help of graph.

The red plot shows when no load reducing technique was used. All the acknowledgement messages were acknowledged by the base station. The red plot shows directly proportional results.

The green plot shows the results when DoMNiP is applied to the network. It showed that approximately 25% workload was reduced on the base station. 25% acknowledgement messages were acknowledged by the immediate parents whereas the station acknowledged only 75% when scanning the network for the DoM attack.
XII. CONCLUSION:

Simulation results show that DoMNiP reduces the workload on the base station without trading the security level required by the WSN.

From the graph, we can predict that whenever the network would be under a DoM attack, it would be detected earlier by DoMNiP as compared to blind flooding. It would be detected earlier because once the acknowledgement message is acknowledged by any parent sensor node on the path toward the base station, the length of the acknowledgement message is reduced because the \( (\text{key})c \) is dropped from the message. The smaller the message is, the faster it can propagate over the wireless link. When the message arrives at the base station, it first checks the AM field in the message. If the AM field is true then it does not have to do anything with the key, it just have to calculate the TSteps value and compare it with the pre calculated TSteps value. This also shows that half of the workload on the base station is reduced.

We found three important relations between TSteps value, load on the wireless link, security of the WSN, and the time requirement.

- TSteps value has a directly proportional relation with the security.
- TSteps value has a directly proportionally relation with the load on the wireless link between the sensor nodes.
- TSteps value has a directly proportional relation with time.

A large TSteps value means that a large pool of key is used meaning that keys are reassigned to new sensor node at greater depth difference. In this way, acknowledgement messages get acknowledgement by traversing through many parent nodes.

- This increases the security of the WSN because none the acknowledgement message will be acknowledged by the nearby neighbors (sensor nodes).
- This increases the load on the wireless link because the original acknowledgement message is bigger in size because it has the \( (\text{key})c \) field.
- This increases the time required to scan the WSN for the DoM attack.

DoMNiP is very simple and easy to implement. It is a software approach for reducing the workload on the base station and for detecting the DoM attack meeting the real-time constraint. DoMNiP is flexible and provides tunable features like pool of key. Different levels of security can be achieved by simply not assigning the previously used keys to new sensor nodes.
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Abstract

Over the past few years, researchers have been developing the building blocks in Ada-2005 upon which it is possible to construct flexible real-time systems on parallel platforms. Now, under the semantics of Ada-2005, a comprehensive set of mechanisms are available that can deliver modern real-time scheduling theory to the system engineer. In this paper, we will show how Ada-2005 can be used to construct the Priority Ceiling Protocol in shared memory systems.

1. Introduction

In this work we turn our attention from uniprocessor to multiprocessor systems. Writing truly concurrent software is difficult. Scaling software to fully utilize hardware is one of the reasons why this is so. In a technological sense, concurrency can be defined as simultaneous execution within a computer system. Concurrency in shared-memory systems is exploited through multi-threading. Multi-threading means that more than one thread is running at the same time—one thread per processor core. In terms of hardware, this normally means more than one stream of instruction execution is taking place at the same time. Concurrency presents many challenges both in terms of creating concurrency, and utilizing concurrent systems.

One model of hardware concurrency that has recently become exceedingly popular is Symmetric Multiprocessors (SMP). It is a model in which more than one general purpose processor executes instructions. All of the processors operate in one shared memory space. Each processor shares all hardware resources, including memory, disks, and the system bus. Each processor sees the memory as directly addressable. When two or more processors access the same piece of data, we call that sharing.

When data is shared, it has to be synchronized between all the other processors in the system. Each processor can view the results generated by another processor by simply looking at the appropriate section of memory. Sharing introduces serious overheads to write operations, especially if they are frequent and on different processors. Unfortunately, sharing is inherent in many common data structures, and more generally in many common real-time workloads.

In this paper, we consider resource synchronization issues in the context of real-time applications. To reasonably constrain the discussion, we will limit our attention to shared memory systems. Specifically, we will implement the Multiprocessor Priority Ceiling Protocol (MPCP) in Ada-2005. It should be noted that Ada is not just another programming language, but is a system for software engineering. Even if Ada is seen as just another programming language, it still reaches parts of the software development process that other languages do not attain.

2. The Problem

The problem addressed herein is motivated by the work of Chen and Tripathi [9]. They noted that the major problems associated with concurrent programming arise from task interaction. Rarely are tasks completely independent. Tasks execute essentially independently, but there are situations where it is necessary for two or more tasks to coordinate their work. Accordingly, in embedded systems design, it is important to distinguish between those activities that should be represented as tasks, and those that should be represented as protected shared resources. Additionally, it is critically important to indicate the nature of the interfaces between concurrent objects.

In priority-based preemptive scheduling, a task only waits for equal priority tasks that arrive earlier, or for higher priority tasks. The Priority Inheritance Protocol (PIP) [8,16] is a remedy for the uncontrolled priority inversion problem on uniprocessors. In PIP
the need for synchronized access to shared resources can force a task to wait for lower priority tasks. This blocking is a form of priority inversion. If there were no sharing of resources, a task would not be blocked. There are potentially three types of blocking: direct blocking, push-through blocking, and ceiling blocking.

In multiple processor environments, there is an additional type of blocking. We shall refer to this new form of blocking as remote blocking. It is caused by remote tasks, regardless of their priorities. A task may have to wait for a task running on a remote processor to release a needed global shared resource, and for this reason, the concept of waiting needs to be generalized to include remote blocking.

3. Related work

The uniprocessor Priority Ceiling Protocol or PCP [17] is one of the best known policies for avoiding priority inversion and minimizing the blocking time in a single processor system. PCP has the following desirable properties: (i) A high priority task can be blocked by at most one lower priority task. Thus, there is no chained priority inversion, even if the tasks suspend themselves within critical sections. (ii) No deadlock is possible.

PCP is not known to be implemented on any of the popular operating systems. It is based on pre-emptive scheduling. PCP has the following rules: (i) A lower priority task that blocks a higher priority task J inherits the priority of J.

(ii) Semaphore Locking Conditions: A task J can only lock a semaphore S if: (a) the semaphore S is not locked, and (b) the priority of J is greater than the priority ceilings of all semaphores that are currently locked by tasks other than J.

The priority ceiling of a semaphore is defined as the highest priority of all tasks that may request to lock the semaphore at any time.

Of greatest importance to our paper is another work by Sha, Rajkumar, and Lehoczky [14] pertaining to MPCP and synchronizations in multiple processor systems. Sha et al noted that a high priority task must not be assigned the processor when a globally shared resource is locked by a local task. To be precise, we are going to enforce this rule only if a higher-priority remote task is waiting on the same locked global resource.

Sha et al assumed that tasks are statically bound to a processor. Once a task is allocated to a processor, each processor runs the same task. Thus, each task runs on its host core. No dynamic binding of tasks to processors was considered. In the work done by Chen and Tripathi [9], MPCP was extended to an EDF-based resource synchronization protocol. Unfortunately, Dhall and Liu [10] noted that the rate-monotonic algorithm, which performs well on uniprocessors, behaves poorly for multiple processor systems with dynamic binding. For example, consider the m-task set consisting of m-1 identical tasks, each with computational requirement of 2ε and period of 1, and one task with computation time of 1 and period of 1+ε. If we schedule this set of tasks on m-1 processor system with dynamic binding, the highest priority m-1 tasks ready to run are scheduled on the m-1 processors. However, the first task with period 1+ε will miss its deadline. The utilization factor of this task set is \( U = C/T = 2\epsilon (m-1) / (1+\epsilon) \). As \( \epsilon \to 0 \), \( U \to 1 \), thus a deadline can be missed with just \( 1/m-1 \) of the available processor cycles being utilized. In contrast, with static binding, the task with period 1+ε can be scheduled to a dedicated processor and the other task statically scheduled to a different processor. The task set becomes schedulable with just two processors.

Dynamic binding could give better performance if certain combinations of task bindings were not allowed to occur. In the example above, the worst-case scenario must be detected and avoided during run-time. Without such run-time evaluation, undesirable combinations could happen. However, note that in all of these methods, there are many context switches introducing significant overhead.

Our focus in this work is to construct MPCP under the semantics of Ada-2005. To the best of our knowledge, no prior research on MPCP and Ada-2005 has been presented in the past. Nevertheless, prior work on priority inheritance and Ada is of relevance to our work [7, 8, 9, 14, and 17].

4. Proposed approach

The goal of our approach is to maximize the overall symbiosis factor. This is a measure that indicates how well various tasks work in concert with one another. The basic objective is to discourage high-priority tasks from being co-scheduled when a globally shared resource is locked by a local task. Strictly, we are going to enforce this rule only if a higher-priority remote task is waiting on the same locked global resource. To further reduce priority inversion and missed deadlines, we will disallow global critical sections to overlap or nest with local critical sections. The objective reduces concurrency within task groups, but nonetheless, remote blocking is minimized, and a finer granularity is achieved allowing for a greater degree of concurrency overall.

If we let \( d_{ij} \) denote the number of times that task \( J_i \)
locks a global semaphore. And let GLBₖ be the worst-case access time of a global semaphore accessed by a lower priority task Jₖ. Then Task Jₙ can experience at most dₙ,ₜ * GLBₖ blocking delay.

We now define the base priority ceiling Pₙ to be p(Jₙ) + 1, where Jₙ denotes the highest priority task that may lock Gₙ. And note that p(Jₙ) > p(Jₙ₋₁). Then, using the same priority inheritance policy used in PCP, when Jₙ blocks on Sₙ, Jₙ's gc will execute at the priority of Pₙ + Pₖ, where Pₖ is Jₙ's priority. Then, our approach for implementing MPCP in Ada-2005 is a five-step process:

(i) When task J wants to access a local critical section, it uses PCP to see if it can lock the associated semaphore. Task J can get the lock, only if P(J) > Ceiling(S_locked), where S_locked denotes the semaphore with the highest priority ceiling of all local semaphores currently locked by tasks other than J. PCP is used to synchronize access to local resources.

(ii) If task J attempts to access a global critical section, it locks the associated semaphore S if no other task has already locked S, and no other global or local critical section is locked by J. Otherwise, it joins the priority-ordered queue associated with S using the original priority P(J).

(iii) A task J locking a global semaphore Sₖ inherits the extended priority Pₖ, and reverts to its previous priority upon releasing Sₖ.

(iv) A task J can lock Sₑ and pre-empt another task J' within another global critical section guarded by S', if P(J,Sₑ) > P(J',Sᵅₑ).

(v) Whenever a global semaphore is released, it will be given to the highest priority task waiting, if the associated queue is not empty.

It is important to state that the remote blocking duration is a function of the duration of the global critical sections of other tasks, and not a function of the duration of executing non-critical section code. In other words, it is forbidden that a task be blocked on one processor while another task executes on another processor outside a critical section. For example, suppose that task J₁, J₂, J₃ are bound to processor P₂, and that task J₄ is bound to processor P₁ (Figure 3). J₄ has the lowest priority. It is executing on processor P₁ and attempts to lock semaphore S. But S is currently locked by J₁ executing on processor P₂. However, J₁ now pre-empts J₃ on processor P₂, J₃ will be blocked until J₁ completes. Thus, the blocking time of J₄ will continue until arriving higher priority tasks on P₂ (such as J₁ and J₂) complete execution or suspend themselves. Since J₁ and J₂ are periodic tasks, the blocking duration of J₄ can be of indefinite length.

We should note that in the example above, even the imposition of priority inheritance does not force any changes in the event sequence, and the blocking of J₄ remains unchanged. Additionally, the direct use of PCP does not induce any changes in the execution. Unfortunately, the blocking duration of J₄ is a function of the entire execution times of tasks J₁ and J₂. This example shows that remote blocking is different from the method of uniprocessor blocking. Thus, under the semantics of Ada-2005, it is forbidden for a task to be blocked on one processor, while another task executes on another processor outside a globally shared resource.

![Example 1: Remote Processor Blocking](image)

Another important goal is to let a lower priority task wait for a higher priority task. For example, if two tasks are waiting for the release of a shared resource, the higher priority task will be allowed to access the resource first even if the lower priority task has been waiting for a longer time. Such situation happens when two tasks are executing on two different processors, and both need a shared resource currently locked by a task on a third processor. Under the earliest deadline scheduling algorithm, a lower priority task has a longer period and thus less schedulability loss. This objective is also reflected in our prioritized queues on the semaphores' requests.

5. Contribution

Our contributions to this research are three-fold. First, we will show how the Ada-2005 concurrent
programming model helps construct MPCP without the use of outdated models that could only communicate directly, via the rendezvous mechanism, thereby causing a number of task switches on each invocation. Ada now gives direct support to concurrency in the form of tasks representing threads of control, and protected objects that provide mutual exclusion and condition synchronization in a high-level, yet efficient, manner.

Second, our MPCP design will be equally applicable to multiprocessor systems as well as distributed and shared memory systems. Therefore, we do not assume the processors have synchronized or equivalent operations. Atomic test-and-set instructions are not a sufficient or necessary condition for the implementation of MPCP. The objective is not only to enforce mutual exclusion, but to also minimize blocking, especially remote blocking. Furthermore, if a task’s active priority is not tracked - and dynamically raised and lowered when essential - then other tasks’ deadlines are missed, and we cannot ensure schedulability.

Third, we propose a scheme for incorporating a semaphore-scheduler into the implementation of MPCP. Our choice of semaphore-scheduler is the best way to optimally grant requests of shared resources on multiprocessor systems. It may seem that the logical choice in Ada-2005 is to implement one semaphore by one synchronized protected object. However, before granting a lock on a semaphore, it is necessary to check the status of every other semaphore in the system to ensure that Locking Conditions (i-v) of MPCP (discussed in Section 4) are satisfied. Implementing one semaphore as one protected object will thus require intricate communication and synchronization between the semaphore protected objects. Accordingly, a single protected object is instead used to serve as the scheduler for granting all semaphores.

6. Conclusion and future works

The Multiprocessor Priority Ceiling Protocol is designed for use in tightly-coupled systems. It is an efficient synchronization method for preventing deadlocks and minimizing blocking time. The protocol can be supported well under the semantics of Ada-2005 in a system with multiple processors. Our motivation of this study is to show that the performance of any method does not so much depend on the hardware but more on the implementation. A program is functionally correct if when running on any minimal execution environment it behaves according to the specification. We will report on the effectiveness of this in a future paper.
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Abstract

In this paper we present a technique to allow the use of real-time database management together with component-based software development, to achieve an information-centric run-time platform for the development of embedded real-time systems. The technique allows components to benefit from the advantages of a real-time database management system while still retaining desirable component properties, such as isolation and a high level of reusability. We propose that a database is integrated in the component framework, and introduce the concept of database proxies to decouple components from the database schema. The resulting system fully benefits from the advantages of component-based software development, such as reusability, all component interaction through interfaces, etc, combined with the advantages of a real-time database management system, i.e., system openness, controlled data access, and dynamic query language capabilities.

1. Introduction

Today’s vehicle systems have an increasing number of computer nodes, called Electronic Control Units (ECUs), often developed by different hardware vendors, controlling engine, brakes, gearbox etc. The cost for development of electronics in high-end vehicles have increased to more than 23% of the total manufacturing cost [4]. Including subsystems a modern automotive system can contain over 70 ECUs communicating on different networks and exchanging up to 2500 signals [6]. The continuous increase of ECUs and exchanging of signals, leads to an growing amount of data that needs to be managed. A significant amount of the tasks using this data are critical hard real-time transactions, often operating at high frequencies and updated periodically. Furthermore, current trends also show an increase of tasks running non-critical, soft transactions in the system at lower frequency. These transactions, often read transactions, use the same data as hard critical tasks for logging or to present statistical information about the current state of the vehicle to the user.

To handle the increasing complexity in these systems, new approaches and design paradigms to reduce complexity are needed, since current techniques (internal data structures) are becoming increasingly insufficient. Two upcoming approaches to reduce complexity are Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) and Database Management Systems (DBMS). Real-Time Database (RTDB) [10] and RTDBMS (Real-Time Database Management System) are upcoming technologies both within research society and in industry [5] to help developers solve information management problems regarding synchronization, deadlock and persistency. This area has mainly been focused towards concurrency-control, temporal consistency, overload management and scheduling. The focus within CBSE is to create software components that are reusable entities mounted together as building blocks with a possibility to maintain and improve systems by replacing individual components [3]. Even though RTDBMS and CBSE share the same goal, their means of achieving it is unfortunately conflicting. One key philosophy for most component models is that all communication with the surrounding environment should be performed through the component’s interface, eliminating all component side-effects. By introducing a real-time database management system (RTDBMS) and giving components direct access to shared data in the database introduces such side-effects. Furthermore, constructing components that query a certain database engine, with a certain database structure (schema) severely reduces the possibility of component reuse. To remove conflicts between RTDBMS and CBSE we introduce INCENSE (information-centric run-time support for component-based embedded real-time systems), a framework which combines the best of these technologies.

It would be desirable to achieve a component-based system where data is reliably managed and structured to enable...
TASK oilTemp(void){
    // Initialization part
    int temp;
    1 MimerDbP dbp;
    2 MimRTDBPBind(&dbp,"Select TEMP from ENGINE where SUBSYSTEM='oil'");

    // Control part
    while(1){
        3 temp=readOilTempSensor();
        4 MimRTWriteInt(dbp,temp);
        waitForNextPeriod();
    }
}

Figure 1. An I/O task that uses a Mimer RT database pointer.

Flexibility, a system where soft and hard real-time tasks can execute and keep isolation properties, a system that can handle critical transactions and at the same time enable openness, a system where new functionality can be added or removed without side effects to the system. To achieve this we propose to use a RTDBMS, in this case Mimer SQL Real-Time Edition [5], a commercially available1 real-time database, together with a component technology, in this case SaveCCT, to achieve an information-centric run-time platform.

1.1. Mimer SQL Real-Time Edition

The Mimer SQL Real-Time Edition (Mimer RT) [5] is a real-time database management system intended for applications with a mix of hard and soft real-time requirements. The hard real-time algorithms are based upon the work performed within the COMET research project [8]. Mimer RT uses the concept of database pointers [9] to access individual data elements in an efficient and deterministic manner. For soft real-time database management, standard SQL [2] queries are used. To achieve database consistency without jeopardizing the real-time requirements the 2V-DBP concurrency control algorithm [7] is used. 2V-DBP allows hard and soft transactions to share data independent of each other.

In Figure 1 an I/O task that reads a sensor and propagates it into the database is shown. The task consists of two parts, an initializing part, and a control part. In the initialization part, the database pointer is created (line 1) and associated with a data element (line 2). The MimRTDBPBind function executes the query and a direct link to the data element is established. In the control part, the sensor is scanned (line 3) and its value is written to the database (line 4). The

MimRTWriteInt call uses the direct link and performs the write in constant time.

1.2. SaveCCT Real-Time Component Technology

The SaveComp Component Technology (SaveCCT) [1] is described by distinguishing manual design, automated activities, and execution. The entry point for a developer is the Integrated Development Environment (IDE), a tool supporting graphical composition of components, where the application is created. Developers can utilize a number of available analysis tools with automated connectivity to the design tool. SaveCCT is based on a textual XML syntax which allows components and applications to be specified. Automated synthesis activities generate code used to glue components together and allocate them to tasks. Resource usage and timing are resolved statically during the synthesis instead of using costly run-time algorithms. SaveCCT is, as Mimer RT, intended for applications with both hard and soft real-time requirements.

Figure 2. Save graphical application design

In SaveCCT applications are built by connecting components input and output ports using well defined interfaces, see Figure 2. Components are then executed using trigger based strict "read-execute-write" semantics. A component is always inactive until triggered. Once triggered it starts to execute by reading data on input ports to perform its computations. Data is then written to its output ports and outgoing triggering ports are activated.

Figure 2 shows how the XML code in Figure 3 is graphically represented. There are two inputs into the Engine Controller application, data and trigger port. Data is read by the oilTempIO component from its input oilTempSensor once triggered every 50 Hz. Computations are done and results propagated onto the output port. In this case the output port is a combined trigger and output port. The XML code also includes ATTRIBUTE which describes the different component properties. In this example we have chosen to exclude all attributes except Worst Case Execution Time (WCET), which is analyzed and entered to the system.

1 Mimer SQL Real-Time edition will be available during Q2 2007.
2. The Information-centric Component Framework

To efficiently integrate real-time database management and component-based software engineering in order to gain the potential benefits of both approaches, we propose that the RTDBMS is made part of the component framework. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the framework in which it acts as a proxy between the application components and the RTDBMS. This allows components to be database unaware. We define a database unaware component as a component which does not have knowledge of the database schema, i.e., the structure of the data in the database. This database decoupling is made possible due to database proxies, see Figure 4, which creates a database view that is consistent with the interface of the component.

If components are database aware, i.e., calls to a database is made from within the component-code, a number of unwanted properties emerge, such as (i) decreased component reusability, since the component can only be used in systems with a certain database schema, and (ii) undesirable component side-effects since interaction with the environment is made from outside the component interface.

In this paper, we distinguish between two types of database proxies, namely hard real-time database proxies (hard proxies) and soft real-time database proxies (soft proxies).

![Figure 4. The Incense component framework](image)

2.1. Hard real-time database proxies

Hard proxies are intended for hard real-time components, which need efficient and deterministic access to individual data elements. In Figure 5, a hard proxy is declared as a DBHARDPROXY. The declaration contains all information to set up a database pointer, which will be constructed in the component framework as glue code between component calls. Since 2V-DBP provides constant response-time for database pointers, an attribute for worst-case execution time is included in the declaration.

Hard proxies are connected to a component’s in- or output, and the data element in the database is either provided to the component or written back to the database after completion of the component’s execution. As a hard proxy can provide a data element of any type, they can be used with any existing components since the database is fully transparent to the component.

2.2. Soft real-time database proxies

Soft proxies are intended for soft real-time components, which might need more complex data-structures. Consider a component monitoring the overall status of a subsystem, e.g., all the temperatures in an engine, or logging of errors etc.

In order for a component to be able to use a soft proxy, it must have a relational interface, which means that it must be able to take a relational table as a parameter (or return value). Therefore, the SaveCCT component-model is extended to include TABLEDESC’s as parameters, see Fig-

(Figure simplified for readability)
A TABLEDESC table descriptor is a relational table containing the information needed by the component. It is worth noting that the structure of this descriptor is completely decoupled from the database schema.

Soft proxies are, as hard proxies, connected to a component’s in- or out-ports. At run-time, the hard proxy converts the database schema into the format of the table descriptor. This glue-code, i.e., the database query associated with the proxy, is embedded into the component framework.

This approach implies that the component is aware that an RTDBMS is present, but it is still generic with respect to the schema of the database, i.e., component reusability is maintained.

3. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we present a technique to integrate a real-time database management system into a component-based system, and thereby gaining the advantages of high level data management while retaining important properties, such as component isolation and reusability, of component-based software engineering. We introduce the concept of a database proxy to enable components to be database unaware, i.e., components do not need to be tailored to fit a certain database engine or database schema. Instead all database interactions are performed from the information-centric component framework used in this technique.

Key benefits of this approach include, system openness due to standardized query language languages, the possibility of creating on-the-fly dynamic database queries, total decoupling of data and components. Furthermore, when using a hard real-time database engine such as Mimer SQL Real-Time edition, hard real-time guarantees on data access is provided and synchronization of shared data is transparently managed. By separating data access and components, component isolation is retained and managed by application specific database proxies connected to component interfaces.

In our future work we intend to extend the information-centric view with high level tools and design paradigms to manage and organize data in a logical view rather than a physical. During design, developers should have full control of each data item involved, who are the producers/consumers, timing requirements etc. The overall aim of our work is to create an information-centric design paradigm for real-time systems, where data management is treated as its own design entity.
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Abstract—We describe an architecture design and implementation approach for a mobile real-time multi-camera video capture and processing system used to detect changes in scenery that have occurred between successive runs down the same path. The current system is implemented using traditional processor hardware and uses multiple cameras operating in different wavelengths to capture imagery in real-time. Captured imagery is analyzed by various image processing techniques in near real-time. We propose that these image processing algorithms be ported to a FPGA design for increased speed and flexibility with the goal of achieving hard real-time performance. Analysis and implementation are currently underway.

Index Terms—FPGA, VHDL, mobile video processing

I. Introduction

In late 2005 a need for a vehicle-based video acquisition testbed was identified. This acquisition testbed requires a flexible and modular design to support rapid prototyping of signal and image processing algorithms. To achieve this requirement, a small multidisciplinary team of engineers were established and directed to design, develop, and use a vehicle-based testbed. Real-time acquisition and near real-time processing of georegistered data acquired simultaneously from multiple sensors was an initial requirement. The use of multiple sensors and sensor types in combination with GPS technology would permit the system to capture a wealth of data for algorithm research and development in areas such as object detection, scene change detection, and surveillance.

During development, various operational concepts (CONOPs) were explored to identify how such a testbed system could be configured to address specific requirements. One CONOP that resulted from the effort involves the use of two operators working together as a team to detect and identify objects in live streaming imagery. Here, one operator (OP1) screens the data acquired from wide field-of-view (WFOV) streaming sensors, taking advantage of any automated cues provided by the processing algorithms and overlaid onto the imagery. With the availability of archived imagery from previous runs on the same path, OP1 has sufficient information to perform visual change detection. When areas of interest are detected by OP1, image chips centered around these areas are sent to the second operator (OP2). OP2 has access to this imagery, as well as imagery taken from an additional pair of narrow field-of-view (NFOV) high resolution sensors that take detailed snap shots of these objects for identification purposes. This is the configuration of the system discussed here. The processing system associated with OP2 is not addressed here as the computational load of its software is minimal in comparison with that of OP1. Its overall system architecture, however, is similar. As such, any performance improvements resulting from architectural enhancements discussed here would apply to both operating systems.

Initial operational capability of the testbed was achieved in early 2006 with field trials. Currently, the system operates with measurable latency and does not provide hard real-time performance. Planned sensor enhancements, such as higher resolution cameras, increased frame rates, and new processing algorithms will add to the processor loading. In order to support an increased processor load while satisfying hard real-time requirements, Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) technology is being designed into the next generation system to support the additional workload.

II. System Design

To provide the greatest algorithm research and development capability in a variety of test environments, the system design must satisfy the following requirements, as shown in Figure 1.

- Simultaneous multi-sensor real-time acquisition
- Georegistration of imagery and time synchronization
- Real-time display and playback
- Near real-time algorithm execution
- Support vehicular operation

![Fig. 1. Functional Vehicle Testbed System Requirements](image)

The cameras selected for this application are all digital in nature. They each provide uncompressed raw digi-
nal data directly from an imaging CCD or focal plane array (FPA). The visible camera used for the fixed-forward WFOV context view is a bayer-encoded color camera. This camera produces imagery that consists of 1600 × 1200 frames. In the current testbed system, this sensor is triggered via a time-synchronized external source and maintains a 30 Hz input rate. Paired with this camera providing the WFOV infrared imagery is an uncooled microbolometer-based Foward Looking Infrared (FLIR) camera with a resolution of 640 × 512 at 30 Hz. This camera is not externally triggered and operates in free-run mode. The data rate resulting from these two cameras is approximately 134 MB/s.

Each acquired frame of input data is tagged with geolocation and heading information as well as time information from a microsecond-accurate clock. A positioning system comprised of a wide area augmentation system (WAAS) enabled GPS, coupled with an inertial measurement unit (IMU), is connected to the testbed via a serial connection. The data from this system are generated at a 100 Hz rate and provide sub-meter outputs once the IMU is initialized. This tagged data is placed in archived data sets and stored at a one frame per meter rate. A RAID subsystem combined with the high precision and high rate GPS/IMU measurements, provides real-time storage and playback of the georeferenced imagery.

Two Intel CPUs currently provide the computation resources available for the image and signal processing modules. These processors, combined with the various slots and interfaces needed to instantiate the acquisition and storage subsystems, are available on several standard workstation-class motherboards from commercial vendors. The current system utilizes the Windows XP/Pro operating system (OS). This OS was chosen because it provided the greatest base of compatible third-party products from which to select the cameras, interfaces, and support tools and libraries.

The software development tools are self-hosted and the design allows testing of various user-interface (GUI) configurations. The software development tools are flexible and compatible with each other at the application programming interface (API) level. Initial analysis of requirements, heavily influenced by the short development time, resulted in the use of many commercial off the shelf (COTS) products.

In order to refine the design, a market survey of the relevant technologies was conducted. In some cases, representative samples of the technologies were obtained, evaluated, and benchmarked. One result of the market survey, is the selection of the Camera Link standard for the digital camera interface which permits for a wide selection of camera technology. To support research and development using sensors that do not adhere to the Camera Link standard, flexible off-the-shelf translators that convert RS422 and low-voltage differential signaling (LVDS) to Camera Link are employed.

III. CURRENT ARCHITECTURE, PERFORMANCE, AND LIMITATIONS

The hardware architecture of the testbed is based upon an Intel server system and consists of dual Intel Xeon (Nocoma) processors in a Symmetric MultiProcessor (SMP) configuration, each executing at 3.60 GHz. A general outline of the hardware architecture is shown in Figure 2. Note there are only two frame grabbers in the system. CL FG on the left side. However, each of the frame grabbers permit acquisition from two Camera Link sensors simultaneously. Therefore, as configured, the system can thus support four of these cameras. A high resolution ruggedized touchscreen serves as the primary operator interface to the system. Although not pictured in Figure 2, lower bandwidth interfaces including RS232 and gigabit ethernet (GigE) interface are also provided.

The design of the software architecture is modular in nature and a description is shown in Figure 3. Each of the main functional areas are implemented as software threads. These threads consist of the application, data management, and display threads, to name a few, and are implemented in a similar fashion. Each of the major threads contain code and buffers to permit synchronization and exchange of data between the various software subsystems in a controlled manner. Once started, the main application does the customary initializations typically found in a complex application with multiple software subsystems. Upon completion of setup and initialization, application threads are launched. These threads then remain active for the duration of the application. The threading approach employed spawns all user-level threads during system initialization and destroys those threads at system shutdown. No new threads are spawned to service incoming data. After the system is fully initialized, video data arrives into buffers residing in the frame grabbers. After each frame grabber transfers the data into local system memory, a callback function is invoked to notify the appropriate thread that data is available. These callback functions are key and their implementation requires real-time operation (execution within 33 ms).
A key role of the callback function is to acquire a set of meta-data, such as GPS location and time, to accompany each frame of acquired data. The callback functions retrieve the meta-data from a continuously updated ring of GPS data that is managed independently by a GPS thread. The digital video data, as well as data from the non-imaging sensors, are dequeued by a separate thread and forwarded to the individual application threads. These include the algorithm threads such as video change detection. Data is also forwarded to the data storage subsystem for archiving.

The performance of the current system is such that live video acquisition and storage from the two high resolution WFOV streaming cameras is sustained at 30Hz. The display rate of the WFOV visible camera is supported at 11 Hz and the FLIR at 30Hz, in parallel with display of the each georeferenced archived data stream, respectively. Although acceptably responsive, the system is heavily loaded with high CPU utilization when all algorithm and display modules are in operation. This can be seen from Table I. Steps have been taken to optimize the implementation of the code modules that are CPU and I/O intensive. Optimized math libraries are also currently employed and detailed code analysis of critical sections have been done, resulting in improved data flow and reduced execution times. However, since the system is dynamic, methods must be investigated to continue increasing performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Display Rate</th>
<th>11.554 Hz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Object Detection Alg1</td>
<td>0.0308 sec/frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Detection Alg2</td>
<td>1.041 sec/frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayer Conversion</td>
<td>0.0565 sec/frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR Image Display Prep</td>
<td>0.0173 sec/frame</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

CURRENT PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

It is believed that the current performance limitations of the system can be eliminated by a well-defined application utilizing FPGA technology. Functions such as Bayer decoding, display preprocessing, IR histogram equalization, video stabilization and key portions of various algorithms, to name a few, are promising candidates for FPGA execution.

**IV. NEXT GENERATION ARCHITECTURE**

As stated, the current architecture of the system is designed to be modular. This permits the redesign of this system from a complete software implementation to a combination of software and hardware implementation. A PCI based FPGA card will be inserted into an unused backplane slot. The FPGA contained on the development card is a Xilinx Virtex-II Pro 30. This FPGA has two PowerPC processor blocks, 644 user defined I/O, and approximately 31,000 logic cells. The design therefore should not be limited by the size of the FPGA.

There are two distinct approaches currently being considered for the next generation system. Both approaches utilize different aspects and strengths of the FPGA. The first approach does not utilize the FPGA as much as the second, but may offer reduced complexity and a shorter implementation time frame. This design keeps a majority of the pre-processing duties on the host computer. These pre-processing duties consist of preparing the data to be analyzed by the FPGA modules and selecting the appropriate FPGA modules to be executed. With this approach the necessary data will be transferred over the PCI bus to memory located on the FPGA board. The PowerPC is notified with a data ready flag then the VHDL modules on the FPGA will perform the necessary operations and notify the host computer when finished. In this approach, the slowest and most portable portions of the system are moved to the FPGA and the system does not take full advantage of the built in PowerPC.

In contrast, the second approach utilizes the PowerPC of the FPGA. This design moves the pre-processing duties into the PowerPC so that the communication between the pre-processing and the VHDL hardware modules are closer together. This will allow for increased speed between the PowerPC and the VHDL modules since communication is contained on only the FPGA board, as opposed to communication occurring between the host computer and the development board over the PCI bus. Here, the PowerPC is directly involved in the entire system design by controlling the communications between the host computer and the FPGA development card. At this point, it is not known which approach is optimum, although it is hypothesized that the second approach (taking advantage of the PowerPC cores) may simplify host-FPGA control.

**V. RESEARCH TASKS**

Although the next generation design of the vehicle testbed is still in the development stages, an implementation approach as well as possible challenges must also be considered. A comprehensive approach that permits an evaluation of the two candidate FPGA solutions suggested in the previous section shall be performed. First, a thorough examination of the current working system and
subsystems will be completed. Each part of the system will be analyzed to identify functions, algorithms, or entire subsystems that can benefit from the strengths of a FPGA implementation. Using this analysis, these selected functions, algorithms, or subsystems will be implemented and tested on a FPGA. Finally, the current system will be evaluated against the FPGA-augmented system, with performance differences measured and documented.

Section III identifies several bottlenecks in the system. These include image analysis functionality, such as the change detection, video stabilization, and display latency. For the next generation system, the design will remove the software implementations of these modules and replace them with VHDL cores. These VHDL modules will be designed with portability in mind. Therefore, once they are designed, implemented, and tested, the modules can be added to both next generation design approaches so that both can be fully evaluated and tested for performance differences.

Algorithms such as change detection and video stabilization fit well into a parallel processing system. Typically, image processing algorithms are computationally intense and therefore are more efficient in the FPGA fabric. When implemented in the FPGA fabric, their only limiting factor is the speed required to pull data into the FPGA and to push it out of the FPGA.

While the theory of implementing a PowerPC system with custom VHDL modules is straightforward, the actual implementation can be challenging. Some of these challenges include efficient VHDL design and determining an optimal degree of FPGA/CPU coupling to preserve quick implementations and hard real time requirements. Significant improvement in processing capability due to the use of a FPGA makes an increase in implementation complexity worthwhile given future algorithm plans. Depending on the FPGA design size this may pose to be difficult. Other challenges exist during the testing phase of development. Testing the VHDL modules is relatively straightforward with simulators using waveform test benches to simulate valid data. But when testing the PowerPC system utilizing the VHDL modules more variables are introduced resulting in a longer debug and testing cycle. However, by anticipating these issues, it is hopeful that proper planning can help eliminate these challenges with more ease.

To test the next generation system for performance improvements, subjective and quantitative aspects will be considered. Pre-recorded digital data serving as controlled test data will be injected into each system. The data will be processed by both implementations (FPGA and non-FPGA) and timed for system efficiency, display latency, and accuracy of results (from the various algorithm modules.) The qualitative results are measured via timing results on each perspective system. With respect to the FPGA design, simulations combined with actual timing results will be used to establish the system processing time. In the case of the software system, timers will be used in the software to calculate the time needed to perform the same calculations. Using the qualitative in conjunction with the subjective comparisons, adequate knowledge of the FPGA performance increase will be obtained.

VI. Next Steps

Upon review of the system, software modules that are best suited for a VHDL implementation must be identified. Next, coding and development of test benches for the VHDL cores shall be performed to establish performance baselines. Test data shall be executed in the VHDL cores and compared against outputs from the software modules in the current system, documenting differences in order to understand and eliminate them as much as possible. VHDL cores and associated control software shall be integrated into the overall system and tested. Finally, the performance of the implementations shall be measured and evaluated.
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Abstract—Infineon equipped their TriCore 2 microcontroller with multithreading capabilities. As memory protection techniques are getting more important, it also implements a range-based memory protection system. Based on the multithreading capability a helper thread can run in a thread slot in separation from the real-time application thread to support embedded operating systems like OSEK or AUTOSAR OS used in automotive systems. We show that our concept can save more than 70% of task switching time by pre-loading the memory protection registers for the application that is predicted to be scheduled next. Also, we propose modifications to the TriCore 2 architecture that would support our concept.

I. INTRODUCTION

A multithreaded processor [14] is characterized by the ability to execute instructions of different threads within the processor pipeline simultaneously. The contexts of two or more threads of control are stored in separate on-chip hardware thread slots each including its own register set, instruction pointer, and processor status registers. Multithreading within one processor can be used to hide memory latencies (e.g. from instruction fetching or data loading) of one thread while executing another thread. Typically, application threads are loaded into the hardware thread slots. Another application domain for this kind of threads are helper threads that run separated from an application and support the application or a running operating system. Such helper threads are proposed for tasks like branch prediction [2], prediction of accessed memory addresses [3], [9], [16], exception handling [8], [15] and accelerated execution of loops [10]. In the embedded Java microcontroller Komodo helper threads are also used for the garbage collection of hard real-time threads [13] and dynamic preloading of software upgrades of running hard real-time threads [12].

In section II we present characteristics of the TriCore 2 architecture relevant for our work. In section III we develop a helper thread concept to utilize the TriCore 2’s second thread and propose some changes to the TriCore 2 architecture. Section IV concludes this paper.

II. INFINEON TRICORE 2 ARCHITECTURE

The Infineon TriCore architecture defines a 32-bit microcontroller, which is mostly used for automotive applications. It combines a RISC load/store architecture with a DSP-like Harvard memory architecture.

The TriCore 2 is binary compatible to its predecessor, but provides a second hardware thread slot, which can be used to bridge long instruction fetch latencies [11]. Currently, the TriCore 2 architecture is licenced as an IP Core.

A. TriCore 2 Multithreading

The Infineon TriCore 2 features two hardware threads, T0 and T1 [5]. Generally, a program is executed in T0. When the pipeline impends to stall due to long instruction fetch latencies, execution can be transferred to the second thread T1. This thread usually is executed from fast on-chip scratchpad RAM. It is also possible to have T0 and T1 running alternately by setting for each thread a number of clock cycles it should run. Although, there are some restrictions to T1. Interrupt service requests will always be served by T0. Furthermore, T1 is only allowed to run with interrupts enabled. Disabling interrupts automatically transfers execution to T0.

As can be seen from these restrictions, the two threads of the TriCore 2 are not fully equal. Applications running in T1 are restricted to threads that need not to disable interrupts. Examples are the "untrusted" applications in AUTOSAR [1]. Another use for T1 would be as helper thread that supports a running application or operating system, as proposed in the next section. The TriCore 2 scheduler ensures that the real-time behaviour of the application thread in T0 is not disturbed by the execution of a helper thread in T1.

B. Memory Protection

Current automotive control units usually run several applications. There need to be ways to ensure that an application cannot be harmed by other applications, i.e. to prevent other applications from manipulating their data or even code. This can happen due to programming errors, for example. Current automotive software specifications, like AUTOSAR or Protected OSEK [4] pick up this problem by claiming the existence of some kind of hardware-based Memory Protection System (MPS).

Usually one of two kinds of MPS are implemented in current microcontrollers. The page-based approach allocates memory in the form of equal-sized pages, e.g. 1kB. It is possible, to have as many pages as desired for an applications. The management of these pages is usually done by the Memory Management Unit (MMU) or a special Memory Protection Unit (MPU).
The other technique is the range-based approach. Here, the CPU or MMU has some special registers, where memory ranges are described by lower and upper bounds. There are usually separate sets for data and code memory, differing in the kind of access privileges (Read/Write/eXecute).

The Infineon TriCore family offers a range-based memory protection system (MPS) with two to four Memory Protection Register (MPR) sets each for data and code memory [7] (see Figure 1).

![Memory Protection Register Sets of the TriCore architecture](image)

The real number of MPR sets depends on the implementation of the processor. Each register set is made up of several range registers. Here again, the number of range registers is implementation dependent. Figure 1 shows the range register sets of the TriCore architecture, however, a TC1130 [6] TriCore processor implements only two of the possible four MPR sets. Most other TriCore implementations share this configuration with four data memory protection ranges and two code memory protection ranges (as far as they implement a MPS at all). For the TriCore 2 architecture the aforementioned applies [5]. From the available MPR sets, at each time exactly one can be active, while the others are not considered. The active set is referenced in the `PSW.PRS` bits, as shown in Figure 1. If within one set there are overlapping ranges, the least restrictive access privileges are applied to the memory access.

III. A Helper Thread for the TriCore 2 Microcontroller

A. Design

Within an AUTOSAR OS implementation, each application is assigned its own Memory Protection Register Set. During scheduling, the MPR set must be changed along with the application’s other context data. On a TC1130, the whole process of switching from one application to another (determining the next application and switching the context data) takes about 1400 clock cycles.

As the software on such a node usually is statically configured, it is simple to determine the next application at each point of time. The only exception to this rule is the occurrence of interrupts. Here the regular flow of execution may be disturbed, but as it is induced from outside the processor, we cannot do anything about this case.

Now, ideally we have a helper thread running that predicts the next application and loads all context data in advance into the processor. Thus, at the point of scheduling the processor would only have to switch from one context set to another. This is not possible, because the processor contains only two sets of context data that both are in use already for the application thread and for the helper thread. So this technique would require a third set of context data.

However, we can speculatively determine the next task to be scheduled and pre-load its Memory Protection Registers. Here we assume a minimum of two MPR sets from which only one can be active at a time. So the other one could be used for the pre-loading of memory protection registers.

All calls to operating system functions will be done using the `syscall` trap that transfers the execution into a privileged mode. The operating system itself will then have full access to all memory areas. Thereby we assume the OS is correctly implemented. Thus, we would get by with the two available register sets.

Although, there is one drawback to our concept. As mentioned above, the currently selected MPR set of a running task is referenced in the `PSW` register of the CPU (`PSW.PRS`, see figure 1). This register is saved at each `call` instruction into the context save area and restored at the corresponding `return`. Now, if a task is assigned another MPR set than it had before its last preemption, all these values in the task’s context save area need to be adjusted. The complexity of this operation depends linearly on the depth of the task’s current call stack and would nullify our gained speed-up. Therefore, we would not yet evaluate our concept on a real TriCore 2 processor.

B. Proposed Architectural Changes

To overcome these problems and make good use of the second hardware thread, we propose the following changes to the TriCore 2 architecture:

- Implementation of all four memory protection register sets, and
- Split `PSW.PRS` into a local bit (`PRSL`) that is saved with each context, and a global bit (`PRSG`) that is not put into the context save area.

Thus, we would have two sets of memory protection register sets, where the globally active one is referenced by the `PSW.PRSG` bit, and therein the actually active one is referenced by the `PSW.PRSL` bit.

With the additional MPR sets, we would also be able to protect the operating system. Thus, risks through programming bugs would be reduced.

Figure 2 shows how we intend to use the four MPR sets. Both sets with `PSW.PRSL=0` will be used for the operating system, i.e. they contain the same values. Thus they could be mapped onto the same hardware registers. The other two sets are used for the application. Now, the helper thread can preload the register values in the currently inactive set, and
at an application switch, only the PSW.PRS bit needs to be flipped, and the processor would automatically run with the correct MPR set.

C. Evaluation

We did some measurements using a TC1130 to find out what improvement would be possible. Here the complete process of scheduling takes about 1400 clock cycles. Thereof, determination of the task to be scheduled next amounts up to about 900 clock cycles. Nearly 300 cycles are needed for the swapping of OS management data. Loading of the memory protection registers amounts to 200 cycles. So if a helper thread predicts the next task correctly and already loads its protection registers, 1100 cycles (78%) of the total context switch time can be saved. For the remaining 300 cycles, we see no way for further improvements, as the data processed here directly depends on the program flow.

IV. Conclusion

We have presented a possible application for the TriCore 2’s second hardware thread. As shown, the use of a helper thread for the pre-loading of memory protection registers would speed up application switching over 70%, if the next application is predicted correctly. Also, we have shown that only a small change in the processor architecture would be necessary to implement our proposed helper thread concept. As the TriCore 2 is traded as an IP Core, licensees would be able to easily adopt our proposed enhancements into their processors.

In the future, we intend to apply the proposed changes to a TriCore 2 simulator and evaluate the actual possible speed-up. The outcome of this evaluation is particularly dependent on the ratio of a correct task prediction.
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Adaptive Mixed Query Scheduling in Real-Time Data Streams
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Abstract

This paper focuses the problems of real-time query scheduling and load management in a data stream management system. A mixed query model is introduced, which characterizes periodic and continuous real-time queries on data streams. Based on the strategy of bandwidth preserving, an integrated algorithm called Adaptive Mixed Query Scheduling (AMQS) is proposed. The objective of the scheduling algorithm is to guarantee the deadlines of periodic queries and minimize the number of deadline violations for continuous queries, while at the same time maximize the overall query quality according to load management strategy.

1. Introduction

A growing number of information processing applications, including traffic engineering, stock trading, network monitoring and sensor network, have to manipulate high volume stream data in a timely manner[1]. These applications have sparked researchers’ interest in the area of data stream management system (DSMS) in both the database and real-time computing communities. A growing body of research rages from synopsis and algorithms for stream processing to prototype systems such as Aurora[3], STREAM[4]. Run-time resource allocation and optimization is one of the most important components in DSMS. In this paper we focus on CPU time allocation and load management in real-time circumstance.

In a real-time DSMS, continuous queries have to be completed by certain deadlines for the results to be of full value. For real-time applications, approximate query answers in time are more preferred to accurate results that miss deadlines. To provide predictable query responses, RTStream [2] proposed a periodic real-time query model for data streams, which eliminates the drawback that the triggered time and frequency of query instances can not be controlled in a continuous query model. In this paper, we consider both periodic and continuous queries with timing constraints and propose a mixed query model for real-time applications.

Several algorithms based on bandwidth preserving strategy are proposed to joint schedule soft aperiodic tasks and hard periodic tasks in real-time system, such as DDS[5], DSS[5], TBS[6,7], DPE[6] and EDL[6]. Among these algorithms, the Total Bandwidth Server (TBS or TB Server) showed the best performance/cost ratio [7]. The CPU utilization factors for a given periodic and aperiodic tasks are fixed in TB Server. However, the workloads for periodic queries often vary for the unpredictable arrival time and content of stream data. So the existing algorithms can not be using directly for the mixed queries over data streams.

To process both periodic and continuous queries, we give an adaptive mixed query scheduling (AMQS), in which EDF is used to schedule periodic queries and TB Server for continuous queries. The objective of the scheduling is to guarantee the deadlines of periodic queries and minimize the number of deadline violations for continuous queries. In order to guarantee the schedulability of periodic queries, some continuous query must be rejected in overload conditions. To achieve fair scheduling for mixed queries, QoS-aware load management and adaptive adjustment for CPU utilization factors using feedback mechanism are adopted according to system resource configuration and workloads. In our new mixed query model, the strategy introduces graceful degradation and effectiveness under any load condition.

2. System Overview

Now we are developing a prototype named RT-DSMS based on the STREAM [4] system running on a Linux PC to experimentally evaluate our mixed query model and real-time scheduling strategy. We have implemented the detailed design of the system.

Figure 1 illustrates the system architecture of our proposed prototype system. The system consists of five components: data source manager, query processing engine, real-time scheduler, QoS Monitor and Load Shedder. Data source manager receives data from multiple streams and inserts data into corresponding input queues of query plans as well as monitors input characteristics of streams (e.g. stream rates). The query processing engine compiles user-defined queries into query plans, i.e. operator network, and optimizes them dynamically. According to scheduling strategy, the real-time scheduler chooses one operator in operator network to execute during running time. To meet QoS requirements of queries, the QoS monitor periodically collects system performance, evaluates workload and employs various delivery mechanisms(such as load shedding and admission control) to guarantee the QoS of various queries. The load shedder reduces workloads by dropping a portion of tuples. The statistical characteristics of each stream and operator provide
useful information for query optimization, cost estimation and load shedding. In this paper, we concentrate on query model, real-time scheduler and load shedder.

In RT-DSMS, a long-running query (periodic or aperiodic) is pre-registered and decomposed into an execution plan tree composed of a set of basic pipelined operators (such as project, select, join, aggregate) and rooted by an output operator. Multiple query execution plans over streams can be modeled as a directed acyclic graph, termed operator network, in which a node represents an operator that process tuples and a directed edge between two adjacent nodes represents the queue connecting those two operators. In query plans, the output of a former (or child) operator is buffered in a queue which acts as the input queue to the later (or parent) operator. The path between a source node and an output node excluding the two nodes forms an Operator Path (OP).

3. Query Model

3.1 Assumptions and Notations

A data stream is defined as a real-time, continuous, ordered sequence of data items [1]. It is impossible to control the arrival rates and contents of the data streams. Typically, queries are constrained to process data inside a sliding window, which is a recent segment of data stream. Although the memory constraint is an important yet complicated research problem, in this paper, we only consider the CPU resource constraints and assume that there is always enough main memory space for query processing.

A Data stream management system is a query processing system on dynamic data streams, in which queries are known as long-running and persistent queries. Any kind of query \( Q_i \) consists of a sequence of instances (or jobs) \( q_i(j) \).

In this paper, we consider a firm real-time DSMS, i.e. a query instance becomes worthless if it fails to complete by its deadline.

In addition, we make the following assumptions:

1. The arrival time of each tuple and stream rates \( r_i \) are unknown.

2. The selectivity \( s_i \) and the execution cost \( c_i \) of any operator are known as they can be derived by running-time statistics of operators.

3. The deadline of a periodic query is equal to its period for simplicity, i.e., \( D_i = T_i \).

4. The transient system overload does not persist for a long period of time.

3.2 Mixed Query Model

We propose the Mixed Query Model (MQM) for real-time applications that need QoS-aware query processing. In this model, all queries fall into two categories: Continuous Query (CQ) and Periodic Query (PQ). The former is triggered to execute by aperiodic data while the latter runs periodically.

For continuous queries, the query instances are triggered by unpredictable streaming data. These queries run repeatedly at an interval of unfixed time after they are registered. They are data-initiative, i.e., the execution instance of continuous queries are released by data arrival. Continuous query processing is suitable to use in an environment where input rate is low and gentle.

For the periodic queries, they are registered in advance and run repeatedly over a fixed period of time. Their instances are initiated periodically by the system. The life time of a periodic query can be divided into two parts: execution stage and dormancy stage. During execution stage, a query instance takes the data in a jumping window [1] over streams as input tuples and processes them in batches according to query plan. Consequently, the results are produced and outputted to external applications periodically. The data in a window do not change during dormancy stage even when new data arrive in its input queue.

Each query (periodic or continuous) is decomposed into a query plan when it is registered in the system. After the query plans are generated, the operators are sent to the scheduler to execute. The scheduler creates periodic query instances at intervals of their periods and adds them into ready queue of the scheduler. For a continuous query, the query instance is added to ready queue when a tuple arrives at its input queue. After the scheduler chooses a query instance to execute, the operators in corresponding query plan are scheduled one by one to process input tuples. Finally, those tuples are pushed through the operator paths and outputted to applications or they are consumed by intermediate operators.

3.3 Performance Metrics

- **Deadline Miss Ratio**

  In a firm real-time DSMS, query execution time is constrained by deadline and a query result is useful for applications only if it is produced within its deadline. Therefore, the primary metric is deadline miss ratio (DMR), which denotes the percentage of query instances that do not complete before their deadlines.
data sample ratio is used to measure the percentage of input tuples processed to produce query results. RT-DSMS allows applications to specify the relations between output quality and sample ratio by a two-dimensional QoS graph.

The objective of this scheduling is to guarantee the deadlines of periodic queries and minimize the number of deadline violations for continuous queries, while at the same time maximize the overall query quality according to load management strategy.

### 4.1 Total Bandwidth Server Algorithm

The key idea of the TB Server algorithm is to assign each CQ instance a deadline as early as possible, only if the schedulability of PQ instances is not affected. Suppose that $U_P$ is the CPU utilization factor for PQ, and $U_C$ is for CQ instances. It has been proven in [7] that, the schedulability of periodic tasks in the presence of TB server can simply be tested by verifying the following condition: $U_P + U_C \leq 1$.

TB server assigns a suitable pseudo-deadline to the query instance and to schedule it according to the EDF algorithm together with the periodic queries in the system. On one hand, the deadline is the shortest possible to improve the aperiodic responsiveness. On the other hand it must not jeopardize the schedule of periodic queries. The definition of the server is the following. When the $k$-th continuous query instance arrives at time $t=a_k$, it receives a deadline $d_k = \max(a_k, d_{k-1}) + C_k/U_C$, where $C_k$ is the remaining time of expected execution cost of the instance and $U_C$ is the CQ server utilization factor. By definition $d_0=0$. The CQ instance is then inserted into the ready queue of the system and scheduled by EDF scheduler, as any PQ instance.

Different PQs maybe have different periods, so we introduce the term super-period to analysis the schedulability of multiple PQs. The super-period is the least common multiple of all periods of PQs. Given a set of PQs, the super-period is fixed before query execution. Since the starting time and count of the periodic query instances in a super-period are easier to estimate at any given time, it is available to check the schedulability of the set of PQs.

### 4.2 Feedback Mechanism

The performance of the mixed scheduling strategy is affected by the two parameter $U_P$ and $U_C$. Statically setting the parameters does not work well because the query execution time determined by the cost and selectivity of operators and stream characteristics changes

$$DMR = \frac{\sum_i N_i}{\sum_i N_i^c}$$

In the above formula, $N_i$ and $N_i^c$ are the count of all instances of the $i$-th query and those finished in their deadlines, respectively.

**Data Sample Ratio**

During high overload stage, a feasible solution is to gracefully drop a portion of unprocessed or partially processed tuples. To depict the problem, the date sample ratio is used to measure the percentage of input tuples processed to produce query results. RT-DSMS allows applications to specify the relations between output quality and sample ratio by a two-dimensional QoS graph.

**4. Real-time Query Scheduling**

For a mixed query set, an available approach that does jeopardize the schedulability of periodic queries is to introduce a special purpose query called server [6], whose computation time is used to process continuous queries. In order to improve the response time for continuous queries, the server is usually scheduled by a specific algorithm. In this paper, the Total Bandwidth Server [6] is used as the aperiodic server algorithm.

As illustrated in figure 3, the adaptive mixed query scheduling is composed by two levels: the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduler is used to schedule periodic queries in ready queue and a TB server to choose one of instances in CQ instance queue into ready queue. The TB server organizes the CQ instance queue according the EDF strategy. At a time, only one continuous query instance can enter into the ready queue and be scheduled together with periodic queries by the EDF scheduler.

**Figure 2. QoS Graph based on Sample Ratio**

For simplicity, the QoS graph is shown as a piece-wise linear function of sample ratio with one critical point, at which a query reaches its tolerable quality (TQ) with the least sample ratio. In figure 2, $Q_1$ can tolerate dropping more tuples than $Q_2$ and $Q_3$. The sample ratio at the critical point is called the Least Tolerable Sample Ratio (LTSR). The LTSRs are equal to 30%, 60% and 80% for $Q_1$, $Q_2$ and $Q_3$ separately. Based on the QoS graph assigned by applications, RT-DSMS can supply satisfying QoS for as many queries as possible, meanwhile minimize the system workloads.

**Figure 3. Mixed Query Scheduling Model**

The performance of the mixed scheduling strategy is affected by the two parameter $U_P$ and $U_C$. Statically setting the parameters does not work well because the query execution time determined by the cost and selectivity of operators and stream characteristics changes

$$DMR = \frac{\sum_i N_i}{\sum_i N_i^c}$$

In the above formula, $N_i$ and $N_i^c$ are the count of all instances of the $i$-th query and those finished in their deadlines, respectively.

**Data Sample Ratio**

During high overload stage, a feasible solution is to gracefully drop a portion of unprocessed or partially processed tuples. To depict the problem, the date sample ratio is used to measure the percentage of input tuples processed to produce query results. RT-DSMS allows applications to specify the relations between output quality and sample ratio by a two-dimensional QoS graph.

**4. Real-time Query Scheduling**

For a mixed query set, an available approach that does jeopardize the schedulability of periodic queries is to introduce a special purpose query called server [6], whose computation time is used to process continuous queries. In order to improve the response time for continuous queries, the server is usually scheduled by a specific algorithm. In this paper, the Total Bandwidth Server [6] is used as the aperiodic server algorithm.

As illustrated in figure 3, the adaptive mixed query scheduling is composed by two levels: the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduler is used to schedule periodic queries in ready queue and a TB server to choose one of instances in CQ instance queue into ready queue. The TB server organizes the CQ instance queue according the EDF strategy. At a time, only one continuous query instance can enter into the ready queue and be scheduled together with periodic queries by the EDF scheduler.
over time. Therefore, we use feedback mechanism to adjust the parameters dynamically.

Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller is not suit to DSMS because the workloads vary dramatically from one sampling period to another [2]. We use a Proportional-Integral (PI) controller to control the parameter $U_P$.

$$U_E(k) = \max(U_E(k-1), \Delta U_E(k), EL_P(k))$$

$$\Delta U_E(k) = \alpha(MR_C - MR_L(k - 1)) + \beta \times (MR_S - MR_L(k - 1))$$

$EL_P(k)$ is the average workload of periodic queries in one unit and it is estimated through LTSRs.

$$EL_P = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \bar{C}_i \times LTSR_i$$

where $m$ is the count of period queries and $\bar{C}_i$ is the cost that the $i$-th query plan takes to process one input tuple. $r_i$ and $LTSR_i$ is the stream rate and the least tolerable sample ratio corresponding to the $i$-th query plan.

$MR_C$ and $MR_L$ are the short-term and long-term miss ratio of continuous queries measured periodically by QoS monitor, respectively. $MR_C$ is the maximum miss ratio for continuous queries assigned by the administrator. $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are two controller parameters which control the weights for the $EL_P$ and short-term query miss ratio. In this paper, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are set by the administrator to give the balanced allocation between periodic and continuous queries to achieve the scheduling objective.

5. Load Management

The RT-DSMS must be able to predict the workload in supper-period and distribute CPU time over the query instances before execution, or some of the instances might miss their deadlines. Due to the unpredicted stream rates and time-varying contents, the system can be overloaded for a short time. To solve the problem, the accuracy of query result may often be traded off for timely response. Our load management is driven by the quality of query service.

The load management is divided into two levels: global management and local management. In global load management, CPU time is pre-distributed fairly over all active query instances in a super-period and global load shedding is adopted under overload to guarantee maximal overall query quality. Every query instance is assigned a pseudo-deadline, based on the estimated execution time. The local load management is adopted to distribute the allocated time over different operators during the execution of one query instance to maximize its quality. The sample ratio of the operators is calculated to finish the instance within the pseudo-deadline.

6. Future Work

For future work, we plan to test the mixed query model and scheduling algorithm with different workloads and configurations. Based on the mixed model, a scheduling strategy involving the requirements of CPU and memory usage will be considered in the future. Another work is to explore ways to shorten the adjustment time of workload evaluation and improve the accuracy of workload estimation. The QoS management will be able to take account of all queries and allocate CPU and memory resources fairly among queries. In addition, we would like to make several enhancements to scheduling and load management using feedback control theory.
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Abstract—SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) is a radar system that uses remote sensing techniques to obtain high-resolution radar images of the earth’s surface. SAR imaging system is a real-time heterogeneous system in which the real-time scheduling is a vital issue. In this paper, we present a feedback control scheduling algorithm for SAR imaging system (FC-SAR) to simultaneously maintain deadline guarantee of the hard real-time tasks in SAR system and improve CPU utilization of soft real-time tasks such as image display. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm is evaluated by experiments simulating the SAR imaging system.

I. INTRODUCTION

SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) is a radar system that produces high-resolution, all-weather images of the observed terrain using signal processing techniques [1,2]. It is used to identify man-made objects on the ground or in the air [3]. The radar is placed on moving object, such as airplane or satellite [4] to transmit pluses and receives the echoed signals [5]. SAR system has been widely used in many fields such as homeland defense, the exploration and flood monitoring/evaluation etc. Plane-based SAR imaging system receives the raw data via the radar [6] mounted on the plane, and then processes these data to form images. The system also records and displays these processed data to support the online monitoring and offline analysis. Furthermore, all above procedures are performed in a real-time manner. Thus, how to guarantee deadlines of all tasks in the system is a challengeable issue. The real-time scheduling provides an elementary way to ensure real-time properties of a planed-based SAR imaging system.

However, few works have been done on developing dedicated scheduling algorithm for SAR imaging system. Moreover, traditional scheduling algorithm in real-time system can not handle fluctuation of workload in the SAR system, for example, when displaying terrain with rich features, the image display tasks consume more CPU utilization than the case of plain terrain. Therefore, more flexible real-time scheduling is required to meet the needs of the SAR system.

In this paper, we present a Feedback Control scheduling algorithm on SAR (FC-SAR) which features a feedback controller designed by control theory. FC-SAR schedules hard and soft real-time tasks together in the system through adaptive resource reservation. CBS [8] is chosen for resource reservation of soft real-time tasks while the controller monitors the soft real-time tasks in the SAR system and adjusts these tasks to accommodate the utilization allocation. This algorithm not only maintains temporal guarantee of the hard real-time tasks but also improves CPU utilization of soft real-time tasks. Unlike previous work of adaptive resource reservation [11], both utilization and fairness control between different real-time tasks are considered in FC-SAR.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 addresses the model of a SAR imaging system; section 3 presents the FC-SAR algorithm and controller design; Section 4 evaluates the proposed scheduling algorithm via the experiments simulating the SAR imaging system; Conclusions and future works are stated in section 5.

II. MODELING SAR IMAGING SYSTEM

The SAR imaging system is composed of a main system and several sub-systems including input board, range dimension FDC board, CTM (Corner Turn Module) board, azimuth dimension FDC board and ICTM (Inverse Corner Turn Module) board. The main system includes the following functional modules, i.e., device monitoring, real-time data receiving, real-time data storage, real-time data visualizing, GPS information processing, geographical information processing, real-time diagnose and record, system parameter management and real-time imaging simulation [6]. We denote these tasks as \( T_j \) \( |1 \leq i \leq 10 \). A SAR imaging system is in fact a real-time heterogeneous system composed of a set of multiprocessors with different speed. There are 6 processors in the system. They are denoted as P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6. Each of first five processors (P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5) has one task (T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5) while P6 has other five tasks (T5, T6, T7, T8, T9 and T10). The independencies between tasks are as follows: (Here, \( T_i \prec T_j \) means that task \( T_i \) must precede task \( T_j \))

\[
T_1 \prec T_2 \prec T_3 \prec T_4 \prec T_5 \prec T_6 \prec T_7 \prec T_8 \prec T_9 \prec T_{10}
\]

All these tasks are either hard real-time or soft real-time. Each task \( T_i \) in the SAR imaging system is described as a tuple \((a_T, r_T, P_T, D_T, v_T, E_T)\). Here, \( a_T \) is \( T_i \)’s arrival time and \( r_T \) is \( T_i \)’s ready time. \( P_T \) is the interval between two instances of task \( T_i \). \( D_T \) denotes \( T_i \)’s deadline. \( v_T \) is the number of \( T_i \)'s different logic versions. \( E_T \) represents \( T_i \)'s maximum execution time. For hard real-time tasks, \( E_T \) is a vector denoted by \( (e_{T_1}^i, e_{T_2}^i, ..., e_{T_m}^i) \), where \( e_{T_j}^i (j = 1, ..., m) \) is the maximum execution time of task when it executes on processor \( P_j \). For soft real-time tasks, \( E_T \) is a matrix denoted by \( \{ e_{T_i}^j \} (i = 1, ..., v_T, j = 1, ..., m) \), where \( e_{T_i}^j \) is...
the maximum execution time of $T$’s logic version $i$ when it executes on processor $p_j$. Furthermore, for each $j (j = 1, ..., m)$, $e_i \leq e_j \leq \cdots \leq e_{m}$. Thus, we develop two different models corresponding to the behavior of the SAR system. First, we model the dynamics of utilization. Since only soft real-time tasks can be reallocated with the utilization, the model of utilization involves the utilization of soft real-time tasks $T9$ and $T10$. The utilization model can be formulated as:

$$u(k + 1) = u(k) + g_u r_u(k), \tag{2}$$

where $u(k)$ is the sum of utilization of $T9$ and $T10$ at sampling time $k$, $g_u$ is the utilization gain and $r(k)$ is estimation of utilization change. Secondly, the fairness model is considered. Let the utilization of display task, $T9$, be $u_d(k)$ and geography information processing task, and $T10$, be $u_g(k)$. We denote the utilization ratio as $c_r(k) = u_d(k)/u_g(k)$. When the utilization of each soft real-time task changes the ratio between them also varied accordingly. The fairness control needs to maintain such ratio as a constant. However the ratio is subject to the constraint $u(k) = u_d(k) + u_g(k)$. Like utilization modeling, we can also model the ratio of the utilization as:

$$c_r(k + 1) = c_r(k) + g_r r_r(k), \tag{3}$$

where $g_r$ is the gain of ratio change and $r_r(k)$ is the controller output. It is noted that the utilization gain $g_u$ and $g_r$ may change in the execution. For robustness of the closed-loop system, the maximum values are chosen as gains. For simplicity, in our approach we assign them as unity, that is, $g_u = g_r = 1$.

III. Feedback Control Scheduling Algorithm

In this section based on the model aforementioned we present the feedback control scheduling algorithm for SAR imaging system (FC-SAR). Essentially, our algorithm ensures the SAR system to avoid being overloaded to crash and maintaining the utilization of the processors to improve system’s efficiency.

According to the system task model addressed in previous section, the scheduling for SAR system can be formulated as a mixed real-time scheduling problem, i.e., the hard real-time tasks and soft real-time tasks are scheduled together. For hard real-time tasks, $T1$, $T2$, $T3$, $T4$ and $T5$, there is no need to consider the scheduling of them since they are executed in dedicated processors ($P1$, $P2$, $P3$, $P4$ and $P5$). Thus, for SAR system, we only consider the real-time scheduling for tasks in processor $P6$. When scheduling mixed real-time tasks in processor $P6$, three aspects should be considered: schedulability, overload protection and fairness. First, the schedulability of hard real-time tasks, such as data storage, must be guaranteed to avoid missing their deadlines. Secondly the overall utilization of the processor, including hard and soft real-time tasks utilization, should keep close to the predefined set point so that the processor could prevent crash caused by transient workload. Finally, the two soft real-time tasks, display task and geography information processing task, need to run fairly. It is not preferred that one task, for example display task, consumes all processor resources to achieve high service quality while another task, geography information processing task, can not acquire any portion of computation time to run. Based on these three requisitions, we can formulate the scheduling problem in SAR system as: Given a set of hard real-time tasks $\{T_h | 1<i<n\}$ and a set of soft real-time tasks $\{T_s | 1<i<n\}$ running on a processor $P$, design an adaptive scheduling algorithm to maintain schedulibility of the hard real-time tasks $T_h$ while keeping the utilization of the processor and fairness among these soft real-time tasks $T_s$ close to their set points.

We design a feedback scheduling algorithm with the structure illustrated in Figure 1 to address the adaptive mixed real-time scheduling problem. Two control loops are involved in this scheduling algorithm. First control loop adjusts utilization of the processor. Specifically, in this loop, we control the portion of the processor’s utilization consumed by the soft real-time tasks, display and geography information processing tasks in SAR system. Thereby the controller of the first loop is called utilization controller. The controller of the second control loop is a fairness controller which makes the display and geography information processing tasks run fairly. We use a ratio of tasks’ utilization as the set point of fairness control. In addition, fairness control depends on the output of the utilization control. Fairness control always changes the utilization ratio between display and geography information processing tasks run fairly. The architecture of overall scheduling algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Architecture of FC-SAR](image)

To design utilization and fairness controller, we first transform equation (2) and (3) from the time domain model to $Z$ domain in which the model can be accommodated to be analyzed by control theory [9]. Based on derived dynamic models, we can design PI controller to control utilization and fairness of SAR tasks which includes Proportional and Integral term.

$$u_p(k) = u_p(k-1) + k_pe(k) - k_i e(k-1) - k_T T_s e(k), \tag{4}$$

where $u_p(k)$ is the output of the PID controller, $k_p$, $k_i$, and $k_T$ are coefficient of proportional and integral terms respectively and $T_s$ is sampling interval. The general procedure to determine $k_p$ and $k_i$ is firstly to set the performance index, such as settling time, overshoot and so on, and then to solve the coefficients according to these
performance index through root locus method. Details of design of PI controller can be found in [9].

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We employ RTSim [10], a real-time simulation library written in C++, and Matlab Control Toolbox [12] to build the simulation environment of Feedback Control Scheduling Algorithm for SAR system with Linux 2.6 and GCC 3.2.4. We implement the CBS scheduler, workload generator and utilization monitor through RTSim. The utilization controller and fairness controller are developed through Matlab Control Toolbox. In the experiment running, the controller and other components communicate through shared memory. For the SAR system, there are totally 10 real-time tasks but we only consider T6-T10 as described in SAR system model. T6, T7 and T8 are hard real-time tasks that totally use 71.2% CPU utilization. T9 and T10 are soft real-time tasks that are allocated with 13.8% CPU utilization. Note that there is 15% CPU utilization unused for overload protection. The utilization ratio of task T9, image displaying, and task T10, geography information processing, is 2:1, that is, normally T9 consumes 9.2% CPU utilization and T10 consumes 4.6% CPU utilization. We denote etf as estimated factor of execution time of the task. The actual execution time of the task is the product of estimated execution time and etf. The utilization of the real-time tasks can be adjusted by changing etf.

FC-SAR employs two PI controllers that control utilization and fairness of the system respectively. The controller of utilization has parameters $k_p = 1.35$ and $k_i = 0.05$ while fairness controller has $k_p = 1.1$ and $k_i = 4.4$. In addition, we also develop a baseline algorithm which is denoted as OPEN-SAR. In the baseline algorithm, only CBS scheduler is adopted and the utilization as well as its ratio can not be adjusted in running but is assigned initially.

We first compare the performance of FC-SAR and OPEN-SAR under utilization variation. In this experiment both algorithms are stress tested under varied workload. The experiment runs 300s. In the first 100s, the utilization of T9 and T10 is 13.8%, which is the normal utilization. At 100s, the utilization increases abruptly by changing etf from 1 to 1.5. Thus the utilization at this time is 1.5 times of the normal case. At 200s, we decrease the utilization by changing etf to 0.8, which means that the utilization declines 20% than the normal utilization.

Figure 2(a) shows the performance of FC-SAR under utilization variation. At 100s, although the utilization increases significantly, the utilization maintains at the initial value 13.8% after 10s adjustment. At 200s, the utilization drops greatly caused by decreasing etf. In this case, the utilization also experiences a decline, but after 7s adjustment the utilization restores the initial value and maintains it in the rest time. Moreover, in the whole running, miss ratio keeps small except some points where the adjustment is invoked. From this result, we can conclude the utilization controller can maintain the utilization allocation even under the significant variation. As shown in Figure 2(b), OPEN-SAR, as a sharp comparison, can only keep the utilization when there is no disturbance at the first 100s. At 200s the miss ratio increases greatly and at 300s the utilization drops below the normal level which leaves some spare CPU utilization.

Meanwhile we also test the performance of FC-SAR under the case of the utilization and its variation together. Thus, the test profile includes two portions. First, we use the same utilization variation profile like the experiment of utilization variation. Then for utilization ratio, we change it by adjusting T9’s etf at each time utilization varies. For example, at 100s in running, the utilization ratio increases to 3.0 and recovers. Then at 120s the ratio decreases to 1.0 for 10s. In other points of utilization variations, the ratios change in the same way.
Figure 3(a) shows FC-SAR fairness control under utilization ratio varies from 90s to 140s. At other times there are the same results. In whole running the utilization ratio keeps constant in FC-SAR except some points. At 100s, the ratio increases to 3.0 but the controller adjusts ratio by allocating more reservation to T10 while the reservation of T9 is decreased. This procedure is inversed at 110s where the reservation assigned to T9 is greater than T10. At other times controller can also keep the utilization ratio constant. In contrast, OPEN-SAR, illustrated in Figure 3(b), varies its utilization ratio according to the test profile, that is, it can not handle the utilization ratio variation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a feedback control scheduling algorithm for SAR system, called FC-SAR. The tasks in SAR system are analyzed. Based on the analysis, the task model is developed. Next the FC-SAR architecture is described and the outline of controllers design is presented. Finally we evaluate the proposed algorithm by experiments. The results show that our approach not only maintains the utilization under workload variation but also the ratio between soft real-time tasks.
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Abstract—In this paper we overview the integration of a framework that generically manages the system resources in the form of contracts, namely the FRESCOR framework, with a flexible network resource. We describe how a network resource, namely FTT-SE, supports the FRESCOR framework services and, likewise, how the network services are made available to the application through the contracting framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

Networked Embedded Systems (NES) were originally associated with industrial supervision and control applications, which employed simple sensors, actuators and controllers. However, a steep evolution in this application domain is being experienced, pushed by the growing number of sensors and overall complexity present at the plant level. As an example, the use of imaging sensors, both for supervision and control purposes, is spreading widely in classes of applications such as mobile robotics, traffic control and assembly lines inspection.

Consequently, the sensors become inherently more complex, so as the flows of information exchanged at the cell and plant levels, integrating periodic and aperiodic flows of short and large data, some of multimedia nature, with considerable variability during run-time.

The new demands and increased complexity posed by these applications pushed the development on new techniques and design methodologies. Two key aspects in this regard are the complexity management and the resource management. Complexity management is being addressed by the adoption of adequate middleware layers in NES (e.g. CORBA and Java RMI, DCOM, etc) [1], which facilitate distribution, aiming at transparent interaction mechanisms between objects, components or applications. Regarding the resource management (e.g. CPU, memory, network, energy, etc) several approaches have been proposed recently, aiming at fulfilling the needs of those emerging applications in aspects like dynamic configuration and QoS management, support for new and more efficient scheduling techniques, etc.

The FIRST Scheduling Framework (FSF) [2] provides a high-level abstraction for real time resource schedulers while maintaining predictability and performance efficiency. It provides a homogeneous interface so it can be used in different platform architectures. This framework was initially designed to cope with the application needs for processor and network management, although with some limitations in the latter. The Framework for Real-time Embedded Systems based on COntRACTS (FRESCOR) aims at extending the FSF framework for multi-resource reservation, comprising various classes of resources commonly found in NES applications.

Regarding the communication subsystem, the recently proposed Flexible Time triggered communication over Switched Ethernet (FTT-SE) [3] provides flexible and deterministic real-time communication services combined with dynamic Quality-of-Service (QoS) management. This protocol has been developed specifically to address the requirements presented by the emerging applications referred above, combining real-time requirements with a high degree of adaptability. It looks, thus, a natural network candidate for inclusion in a contracting framework, to efficiently exploit and enrich the high level of flexibility that it already offers.

This paper analyzes the integration of the FTT-SE protocol in the scope of the contract model framework and describes how this integration can be performed. Using the former FSF framework, a network resource implementation exists for the Real-Time Ethernet Protocol (RT-EP) [4]. However, for FTT-SE, a different architecture must be used due to the different data link layer features of the two network protocols.

The remainder of the paper presents an overview of FRESCOR and FTT-SE background in sections II and III discusses the integration of FTT-SE under FRESCOR in section IV details the contracting procedure in section V and shows conclusions and on-going work in section VI.

II. FRESCOR BACKGROUND

The FRESCOR framework is based on the notion of contracts between the application and the system resources manager. These contracts are created, managed and enforced by a Contract Layer, which assures that sufficient resources capacity is available. The framework is divided in modules that allow abstracting away the specificities of the resources typically found in NES. Of particular interest to this work are the Core module, which contains the basic contract information that must exist in all contracted resources, the Spare capacity
module, which defines how the application may take advantage of currently unused resource capacity, and the Distribution module that deals with issues of distributed applications.

The contract parameters associated to these modules are referred in Table I. The Contract id is a unique identifier inside one resource (here a network resource) that distinguishes the contracts globally, the Resource type and the Resource id inform about the kind of, and which resource the contract refers to; the Minimum budget and Maximum period define the minimum resource capacity required by the application. Importance and Weight allow prioritizing the contracts associated to one resource when distributing spare bandwidth.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Contract id</th>
<th>Resource type</th>
<th>Resource id</th>
<th>Minimum budget</th>
<th>Maximum period</th>
<th>Deadline</th>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Maximum budget</th>
<th>Minimum period</th>
<th>Utilization set</th>
<th>Importance &amp; Weight</th>
<th>Stability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spare capacity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>Protocol dependent information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### A. FRESCOR application model

Within FRESCOR, the application is a global entity enclosing several Threads that access the system resources by means of Virtual resources (Vres) residing in the Contract Layer. Each Vres holds one associated contract. In distributed applications, this layer is also distributed and comprises the management of both, the processors and the network resources. Several network contracts may be atomically negotiated as a group, ensuring that they are either all accepted, or all rejected as a whole. The contract negotiation for a given stream is initiated at the sending node. If successful, the associated Vres may be created in that node, or in some other node that may be in charge of scheduling the network traffic.

In a distributed application, the FRESCOR framework considers the network as just another resource that is managed by contracts. Each of these contracts refers to one Stream through which application threads exchange messages. Each stream has a unique identifier mapped on the Contract id and used as a stream descriptor by the application when accessing the Contract Layer. Figure 1 shows the FRESCOR distributed application model with a network resource highlighting just the network contracts under two possible situations: when a contract Virtual resource is created in a transmitter node (Stream 1), or in a contract group situation (Streams 2 .. (2+n)).

### III. FT-SE BASICS

The FT-SE protocol was designed to support hard real time applications using Switched Ethernet networks in a flexible but predictable manner. It supports both time-triggered and event-triggered communication semantics in two well defined and temporally isolated communication subsystems, namely the Synchronous and the Asynchronous Messaging Systems, SMS and AMS, respectively.

The protocol is based on a master-slave paradigm, in which a master controls the access to the network by the remaining nodes in the system (slaves). This allows managing the communication load submitted to the switch at each instant, thus preventing overloads and maintaining a predictable behavior.

However, the master-slave control is carried out on a cyclic basis, i.e., the master sends out one control message per cycle, only indicating which messages must be transmitted therein. The cycle is called Elementary Cycle (EC) and it is triggered by the master control message called Trigger Message (TM), which is broadcast to all nodes.

The master holds the System Requirements Database (SRDB) that contains, among other information, the current communication requirements, and builds the traffic schedules for each EC on-line. Changes to these requirements can be carried out at run-time and are subject to an admission control that guarantees continued timely communication.

The requirements tables for synchronous and asynchronous message streams hold the following parameters, respectively:

\[
SM_i \left( C_i, D_i, T_i, O_i, S_i, \{R_{i1}^1...R_{ik_i}^1\} \right), \quad i = 1..N
\]

\[
AM_i \left( C_i, D_i, mit, S_i, \{R_{i1}^1...R_{ik_i}^1\} \right), \quad i = 1..N
\]

\(C_i\) is message i transmission time, \(D_i\) is its deadline, \(T_i\) the period, \(mit\) is the minimum inter-transmission time and \(O_i\) the offset. Both \(D_i, T_i/mit\) and \(O_i\) are expressed as integer numbers of ECs. \(S_i\) is the sender node and \(\{R_{i1}^1...R_{ik_i}^1\}\) is the set of \(k_i\) receivers for this message stream.

Finally, FT-SE also provides mechanisms to synchronize the application threads with their periodic communications. This synchronization plus the use of offsets is the basis for the
so-called network-centric approach to the design of distributed systems, which facilitates the synchronization of threads in different nodes and the reduction of end-to-end delays.

IV. INTEGRATION OF FTT-SE UNDER FRESCOR

One important goal of the integration was to keep the performance level of the FTT-SE real-time communication services throughout the abstraction process associated with the creation of a middleware. The FRESCOR framework was selected as middleware because it facilitates achieving this goal given its simple and generic application interface and real time concerns. Moreover, its modular flexibility extends the resource management to an holistic application perspective which reduces the project design complexity.

This section describes how the FTT-SE protocol can be integrated as a FRESCOR pluggable resource. This integration allows abstracting away the network access from the application perspective and it defines two sets of services, the negotiation procedure and the communication access primitives. The former handles the contract (re-)negotiations requested by the application to change the Stream properties provided by the network resource. Once a contract is accepted the application to change the Stream properties provided by the network resource. Once a contract is accepted the application may start using the respective communication Stream through the services provided by the latter.

As referred before, the FRESCOR modules used when integrating FTT-SE are the Core, Spare capacity and Distribution modules. Each of these takes its role in the contract negotiation with the parameters described in table[1]. The Distribution module needs specific attention since it contains network protocol dependent information. For the RT-EP distributed resource no special parameters were required, thus the Core parameters Minimum period and Maximum Budget were enough to carry out the network management. However, FTT-SE includes several features that require appropriate configuration and management, which must thus be included in this module:

- Two communication triggering models are provided by the network, namely time-driven and event-driven, which must be defined in the contract specification;
- To take advantage of the multiple forwarding paths in the network switch and still provide real-time guarantees, the contract must include the specific switching path used by each channel, i.e., the identification of the producer and consumers involved and the switch ports they are connected to;
- To exploit the explicit synchronization between time-driven channels supported by the network, the contracts, or contract groups, must include two additional parameters, one describing the Contract id of the channel to synchronize with, and another specifying the desired synchronization offset. If no synchronization is specified the channel is considered as float and the network will arbitrarily allocate relative offsets to the contract;
- The integrated FRESCOR / FTT-SE architecture is sketched in Fig. 2. The network contract negotiation procedure is centralized in the FTT master node and it is handled by the Master Contract Layer. This is a natural choice since the FTT master centralizes all the real time requirements of current communication channels and controls the network access. The contracts are then reflected on the involved slave nodes. The Slave Contract Layer handles network contract requests, holds local contract copies and makes them available to the application threads. This centralized approach is substantially different from the one taken in the RT-EP implementation, where the negotiation procedure is fully distributed requiring every node to keep a consistent replica of all running contracts.

A. The FRESCOR / FTT-SE interface

The communication between the Master Contract Layer and the Slaves Contract Layer, both for conveying negotiation requests and publishing the contract copies, uses permanent bi-directional channels between the master and each slave node in the network, implemented with FTT-SE asynchronous messages (AM).

The network contracts in the Master Contract Layer are reflected in the FTT Master, in its Requirements Table (RT). On the other side, the Slave Contract Layer keeps the copies of its contracts, reflecting them in the respective FTT Slave, in the Node Requirements Table (NRT). This layer also provides interfaces to the application, to negotiate contracts and to access the communication services, both synchronous (SM) and asynchronous (AM).

B. Supporting the application interface

Figure 3 shows the FRESCOR common resource interface and the objects involved in network contracts. The Negotiation service allows the system to establish the required resource reservations and, in this case, involves communication with...
the **Master Contract Layer**. Upon a negotiation success, the respective contract **Virtual resource(s)** is created/updated in the **Master Contract Layer** and the **Virtual resource copies** are created/updated in the **Slaves Contract Layer**. The **Thread Bind** allows associating an application thread with a contracted resource and provides access to the respective **Vres copy**. The access to the contracted resource, a Stream in this case, is made through an **endpoint**, which is created and bound to the **Vres** by the **Create & Bind Endpoint** services. Finally, the **Send/Receive** services allow the communication through the respective endpoint.

The network **Virtual resources** in the contract layer must be consistent with the communication parameters within FTT-SE so that the protocol actually enforces the contracted communication parameters with its control mechanisms. Therefore, a **parameters daemon** is used to keep such consistency.

### V. Internals of the Contracting Procedure

The establishment of network contracts with FTT-SE, as referred before, requires an interaction between the **Slave Contract Layer** of the involved nodes and the **Master Contract Layer**. The process is triggered by the thread that manages the contract or the contract group and its sequence diagram is depicted in Fig. 4.

The request is enqueued in the **Master Contract Layer** until it can be processed (Fig. 5). At that point, it is removed from the requests queue and submitted for admission process, which involves the admission control in the FTT-SE master. If the contract is accepted, which may result in changes to other contracts, the master updates the FTT-SE internal structures and publishes all **Vres** that were updated. The respective slaves receive this information and update/create the respective **Vres copies**. Then, the master acknowledges the negotiation result.

### VI. Concluding Remarks and On-going Work

The FRESCOR framework has been proposed recently to cope with the growing application complexity and interoperability requirements in embedded systems. The approach followed by FRESCOR allows abstracting the management of the application resources, which are accessed through a common interface based on contracts.

In this paper we discussed the integration of the FTT-SE real-time communication protocol within the FRESCOR contract layer framework. This framework efficiently exploits the FTT-SE natural ability for dynamically adapting the network resource usage while maintaining predictability. Another positive aspect in this symbiosis is that the interface given by the framework to the application can be commonly applied together with other shared resources of the system.

Previously, only the RT-EP network protocol had been integrated within the FSF/FRESCOR framework. Such protocol works over a shared medium with a priority based event-triggered messaging paradigm. The integration of FTT-SE brings in the features of a different network paradigm and topology, namely time-triggered and event-triggered communication over Switched Ethernet. We believe that the dynamism of FTT-SE will impact positively on the efficiency of network management in the FRESCOR framework. On the other hand, the abstraction provided by FRESCOR will benefit the FTT-SE protocol in terms of its usability and applications development.

Currently we are carrying out the temporal analysis of the negotiation process. In the near future we plan to apply the implementation herein described to an application that allows illustrating its flexibility and negotiation capabilities.
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Abstract

Real-time systems often require determinism to ensure that task deadlines are met. Schedulability analysis provides a firm basis to ensure that tasks deadlines are met, and for this, knowledge of bounds on worst-case execution times (WCET) of tasks is a critical piece of information. Static timing analysis derives these bounds on WCETs. A limiting factor for real-time systems design is the class of processors that may be used. Contemporary processors with their advanced architectural features, such as out-of-order execution, branch prediction, speculation, and prefetching, cannot be statically analyzed to obtain WCETs for tasks because these features introduce non-determinism to task execution, which can only be resolved at run-time. We introduce a new paradigm which proposes minor enhancements to modern processor architectures, which, on interaction with software modules, is able to obtain tight, accurate timing analysis results for modern processors. To the best of our knowledge, this method of hardware/software interactions to calculate WCET results for out-of-order processors is the first of its kind.

1. Introduction

Embedded systems are increasingly deployed in safety-critical applications and environments, such as avionics, power plants, automobiles, etc. The software used, in general, must be validated. This traditionally amounts to checking the correctness of the input/output relationship. Many such systems also impose timing constraints, which, if violated, may result in failures that are dangerous to the environment. Such systems are typically referred to as real-time systems. They impose timing constraints (“deadlines”) on the computation to ensure that necessary results are provided on time. The worst-case execution time (WCET) of each task is one critical piece of information required by real-time systems designers to verify that tasks meet their deadlines.

Static timing analysis [3–7, 9] provides bounds on the WCET. The tighter that these bounds are relative to the actual worst-case times, the better the value of the analysis. Of course, any tight bound has to be safe in that it must never underestimate the true WCET; it may only match or exceed it.

A serious handicap in performing static timing analysis is the complexity of modern processors and their functional units. Out of order (OOO) processing [8], branch prediction [10] etc. introduce non-determinism to task execution that cannot be resolved at compile time. Hence, designers of real-time systems are often forced to use older, less complicated and inherently less powerful processors. In this paper, we attempt to bridge this gap by the use of the CheckerMode infrastructure.

We propose minor enhancements to the micro-architecture of future processors that will aid the processes of obtaining tight WCET bounds. A “checker mode” is added to processors that will, on demand, capture varying details of the processor state (called “snapshots”). This information is communicated to a software module that stores the snapshots and also drives the execution of the processors along statically determined paths to capture accurate timing information for each of them. The snapshots are used to track back along the various execution paths and to restart along a different path if necessary. The execution times obtained for each of the paths is analyzed and combined by the software driver to calculate an accurate WCET for the entire module/program. Decisions on where to obtain snapshots, the details required for a snapshot, etc., are made by the software “driver”.

The CheckerMode concept (implemented on an enhanced SimpleScalar processor simulator [2]), widens the scope of processors that may be used in a real-time system. Contemporary processors with state-of-the-art functionality and performance may subsequently be used in a real-time system. We believe that this also changes the landscape for timing analysis as more accurate results can be obtained on modern processors that do not lose functionality. To the best of our knowledge, this method is the first of its kind in using a hardware/software co-design technique to obtain accurate WCETs for modern, out-of-order processors.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the CheckerMode idea, while section 3 talks about the experimental setup and preliminary results. Section 4 summarizes the work.

2. CheckerMode

We use hardware/software interactions to perform WCET analysis of contemporary processors. We propose enhancements to embedded processors that, in addition to executing software normally (in “deployment” mode), are capable of executing in a novel CheckerMode that supports timing analysis. The CheckerMode provides cycle-accurate bounds on the WCET by assessing alternate execution paths in a program. In deployment mode, a processor executes along just one path following a conditional branch depending on input data. In CheckerMode a processor executes all alternate paths, one at a time, following each conditional branch in order to find the path with the largest execution time. Before the execution of each alternate path, the original execution context, named “snapshot” (caches, branch history tables etc.), is restored to correctly simulate the effect of alternations in isolation from one another. The timing information as well
as the “state” of the processor are combined when alternate paths join. The combination (“merge”) is performed such that the state that results from the combination must not underestimate the execution time of the alternate paths, or even the future execution of the task. These low-level WCET results are propagated inter-procedurally in a bottom-up fashion until the WCET for an entire task has been computed.

We will represent input-dependent register values as “NaN” (not-a-number) values. Operations on unknown values are straightforward: if any input is unknown then the output is also unknown, even for condition codes at the bit level. A branch condition based on an unknown value then indicates a need to consider alternate paths. Conversely, concrete (known) values are evaluated as always, and input-invariant branches will result in timing of only the taken execution path. We will alter the semantics of execution (for instructions that depend on input-dependent or memory-loaded operations) in CheckerMode to include this NaN value. E.g., addition will now be rewritten as:

\[ r_{\text{result}} = \begin{cases} 
\text{NaN} & \text{if } r_a = \text{NaN} \lor r_b = \text{NaN} \\
 r_a + r_b & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]

Hence, any operation with NaN as one of the operands will result in NaN (unless the result is independent of that particular operand, for e.g., multiplication with 0 will always result in 0).

2.1. Overview of the framework

The hardware-supported CheckerMode is complemented by software analysis to govern execution (Figure 1). The analysis controller (or driver) steers execution along distinct execution paths, i.e., it indicates which direction a branch along the path should take till all paths have been traversed. The timing information and the states of the processor obtained for each possible path are then used by a “timing analyzer” to obtain the WCET for the entire task (or even certain code sections).

Processor enhancements: The embedded hardware is also enhanced to support access to the unit-level context of hardware resources, which can be saved and restored. The analysis phase restores a context prior to examining a path. It is able to determine the start of alternate execution flows – points where snapshots must be obtained. It also provides the start and stop PCs to the driver and obtains the WCET and processor state for that particular path from the driver.

Software controller: The left-hand side of Figure 1 illustrates the various components that make up the software side of the design. It consists of the following components:

(a) Timing Analyzer (TA): breaks down the task code into a control-flow graph (CFG) and then extracts path information from it. It is able to determine the start of alternate execution flows – points where snapshots must be obtained. It also provides the start and stop PCs to the driver and obtains the WCET and processor state for that particular path from the driver.

(b) Checkpoint Manager (CM): maintains various snapshots that have been captured as well as the PCs at which they were obtained. CM abstractions can be integrated into the processor as depicted in Fig. 1, or, alternatively, into the driver within the software controller.

(c) Driver: controls the hardware side of the system. It instructs the hardware on when to start and stop execution, when snapshots must be captured, and when the state of a processor must be reset to a given snapshot.

The input to the TA is the executable of a task, which is then converted to internal representations. Start and stop PCs provided by the TA encapsulate a single path. The TA, the driver, and the CM interact to decide which checkpoint corresponds to which path, which PC, etc., and thereby control program execution. The TA is responsible for obtaining the final WCET for the entire program as well for various program segments (functions/scopes). It “combines” the information from various paths (execution time/pipeline
Driver / analysis controller and tuning: The driver is responsible for controlling processor operations. Besides directing the execution of the code on the pipeline, it relays instructions from the TA, such as when to capture/restore checkpoints. The driver represents the interface between the hardware and software components and provides reconfigurability in terms of the amount of information to capture for the pipeline state and the state of associated functional units. We propose to provide a virtual "knob" that will allow real-time systems designers to tune the analysis, thereby trading off accuracy with overhead. We intend to explore the full design space of tuning options to assess which processor state information is more vital for WCET accuracy (and analysis performance) than some others. The more information is checkpointed, the tighter and more accurate WCET values will be. Conversely, less information will lead to a looser and more conservative WCET bound. Of course, greater demands on the amount of information being captured will lead to a slower WCET analysis whereas less information speeds up the analysis.

Reducing analysis overheads: We can reduce the complexity of determining WCETs by partial execution of loops such that the analysis overhead is independent of the number of loop iterations. Using our prior approach of a fixpoint algorithm to determine a stable execution time for the loop body [1], we can steer loop executions such that paths of a loop body are repeatedly executed until a stable value is reached. The controller records the decaying execution times for each iteration up to the fixpoint using the hardware CheckerMode. When reaching the fixpoint, the WCET of the remainder of loop iterations up to the loop bound is calculated by a closed formula based on the fixpoint value. Typically, loops reach a fixpoint after only 2–4 iterations, which implies that this partial execution can reduce the overhead of WCET analysis significantly. Thus, the complexity of WCET analysis is independent of the number of iterations, i.e., it does not depend on the actual execution time of analyzed code.

3. Experimental setup and Results

We have prototyped some of the key components of our design in the SimpleScalar processor simulator [2]. This cycle-accurate simulator can be configured for the various processor and branch prediction schemes mentioned in the previous section. Current enhancements include path-level timing capabilities and snapshot/restore of selected state information within the processor.

We used SimpleScalar in three configurations:(a) Simple-IO (SimIO) simulates a simple, in-order (IO) processor pipeline with pipeline width 1, instruction issue in program order; (b) Superscalar-IO(SupIO) with a pipeline width (from fetch to retire) of 16 and in-order instruction execution; (c) Out-of-order (OOO) execution with the same pipeline width as in Superscalar-IO.

Notice that instructions are retired in order, even for OOO. Execution time for paths is measured using four different techniques, extending a basic block (BB) to paths (sequences of consecutive BBs): (a) Short measures the execution time for a singular BB, starting from the time that any instruction in the BB moves into the execute stage of the pipeline and finishing when the last of instruction of the BB exits from the retire stage; (b) Path-Short captures the execution time for paths (concatenated BBs) using the “short” technique so that timing starts at the first BB and ends with the last BB in the path; (c) Program-Aggregate includes the time from the start of the execution (main function) to the end of a BB in the path being timed, starting when the first instruction in the main function is fetched and finishing when the last of the path exits from the retire stage; (d) Path-Aggregate captures the time for concatenated paths using the aggregate technique so that timing starts at the first BB and ends with the last BB of path.

The results obtained for the “short” and “path-short” techniques (numerical details omitted due to space) show that timings for the processor modes SimIO and SupIO accurately reflect the actual WCET bounds, both for single BBs and paths. However, the OOO results exceed those of SupIO, due to early out-of-order execution of some instructions in parallel to other instructions from prior BBs in the path. Even timing multiple BBs of a path in sequence does not alleviate this problem. In contrast, the “aggregate” technique (Figure 2(b)) reflects the time from instruction fetch (instead of execute), which addresses the above problem of early execution by some instructions. It shows a strict ordering of SimIO ≥ SupIO ≥ OOO, as expected by the amount of instruction parallelism, since time is measured from the first fetch of an instruction. The differences between paths (“delta”) provide a bound on the number of cycles for the tail BB in the path excluding any pipeline overlap with prior BBs. Hence, these delta values can be used to assess the amount of cycles attributed to specific BBs. They also adhere to the same strict ordering. In general, such timings are only valid in the same execution context / path, i.e., different BB sequences of one path may influence a subsequent BB in the control flow.

Our objective is to leverage path timings under the “path-aggregate” technique as a refinement to the “aggregate” technique discussed so far. Consider the construct depicted in
Table 1. Program-Aggregate Cycles (3 Iterations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>SimIO</th>
<th>SupIO</th>
<th>OOO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LLL</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRR</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRL</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRR</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLL</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRR</td>
<td>834</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRL</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRR</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRL</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRR</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLL</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRR</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difference between the compositions is depicted as $\delta$ and indicates constant $\delta$ values for all processor models regardless of the paths executed. (D-caches are disabled here.) More significantly, early results within our experimentation environment indicate that 2-4 iterations generally suffice to reach a fix point. After that point, concatenation of another iteration results in a constant increase in cycles for this path that does not change for the remainder of the loop. For instance, a 2-path experiment (omitted here) resulted in exactly half the $\delta$ values of the 3-path experiment, which reinforces the claim about reaching a fix point.

### 4. Conclusion

We have outlined a “hybrid” mechanism for performing timing analysis that utilizes interactions between hardware and software. This “CheckerMode” concept provides the foundation to make contemporary processors predictable and analyzable. These higher-end microprocessors can safely be used in real-time systems. Current trends in microprocessor features indicate that our proposed hardware modifications are realistic [11]. Once fully implemented within the SimpleScalar simulator, the CheckerMode unit will have the ability to drive execution along given program paths and also capture and writeback processor state to/from snapshots. It will also be able to accurately gauge the execution time for a given program path. We believe this work will enhance the choices available to real-time systems designers. The CheckerMode concept will provide them with the ability to use current and future microprocessors in their systems and utilize a hybrid of static and dynamic timing techniques to validate WCETs.
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Abstract—On engineering world one can see many systems, softwares, and tools, but altogether it does not have all necessary resources to develop and debug a good real time embedded systems - RTES without too many errors.

Petri Nets comes demonstrating to be an alternative and a good tool to help understanding complex systems. Among them the critical real time embedded systems are of our main concern.

This paper shows an academic case study of the Brazilian Aeronautical Institute of Technology (Instituto Tecnológico de Aeronáutica - ITA) graduate students. That work tackles both Petri Nets and RTES. Recently, the National Space Agency (Agência Espacial Brasileira - AEB) and the National Institute for Space Research (Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais - INPE) had launched an student satellite program called ITASAT. The main program goal is to build up an experimental scientific small satellite.

ITASAT students are using Petri Nets tool to aid development and debugging some satellite subsystems like on-board data handling - OBDH and attitude and control determination - ACD.

This program aims to adopt a new software and hardware architecture. Real-Time Executive for Multiprocessor Systems - RTEMS was adopted as real time operating system and Blackfin processor was chosen as on-board computer test platform. RTEMS is still being tailored to be embedded in Blackfin. Then, Petri Nets were adopted as testing tool of those systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The National Space Agency (Agência Espacial Brasileira - AEB) and Brazilian Institute for Space Research (Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais - INPE) had launched an student satellite program so-called ITASAT [1]. That program involves some brazilian universities in order to make an experimental small satellite. Among the universities is found the Brazilian Aeronautical Institute of Technology (Instituto Tecnológico de Aeronáutica - ITA). Some of the main goals proposed to ITASAT Program, is the merging of the attitude control on-board computer, and the data handling computer in just one on-board computer. The use of new hardware and software technologies were comprised too.

So, it was defined starting with one essencial functionality to a satellite, the attitude control & data handling - ACDH.

The ACDH is a satellite subsystem which was programmed to verify and control satellite orbit. Thus it was necessary to study some motors, sensors, controls and programming languages to accomplish this subsystem and program system control.

To help developing the software Petri Nets were used. It is a graphical and mathematical modelling tool which can be applied to model a variety of systems types and become possible system verification [2], [3]. Embedded systems are a special kind of computer system which is scalable on both hardware and software. It must satisfy strict requirements of functionality, reliability, cost, volume, and power consumption of a particular application.

It is known that real time embedded system development has some critical constraints. Then developing and debugging it without tools are quite impossible. These constraints can be better understood by using graphical languages which shows all dynamic process and events occurring during system execution. Colored Petri Nets - CPN has been chosen because it is considered the complete one. Some high level languages commands can be inserted on it. Using CPN a new RTEMS port is still being developed based on Blackfin platform.

In this paper RTEMS, Blackfin structures, and ACDH subsystem are shown.

II. PETRI NETS

On next two subsections Colored Petri Net is presented.

A. Colored Petri Nets

Colored Petri Nets - CPN are considered the most complete type of Petri Nets. CPN has colors which does not means just colors or standards. Actually they represent complex data types, using color nomenclature to refer distinction possibilities among tokens. CPN has different notations for places, arcs, and transitions, related to ordinary Petri Nets. For each one of those, it has objects configurations, data types, and conditional codes which can be associated with. Furthermore in the places data types, tokens quantity, and colors can also be associated. That helps understand and discern how processes works and how data pass through. On arcs can be defined tokens quantity, data types, restrictions (high level languages code) which are passing through them. Finally, transitions timers and data types can be associated too.

B. Colored Petri Net Tools

To create and simulate diagrams system tools are necessary. To perform that, CPN tools were used. It is a tool to simulation and analysis. Its Graphical User Interface - GUI is based on...
advanced interaction techniques, such as toolglasses, marking menus, and bi-manual interactions [4].

Some feedback facilities provide contextual error messages and indicate dependency relationships between net elements. Tool features increment syntax and logical checking to added code which take place while a net is being constructed. A fast simulator efficiently handles both un-timed and timed nets. Both full and partial state spaces can be generated and analyzed, and a standard state space report contains information such as bounded properties and liveness properties [5].

Functionality of the simulation engine and state space facilities are similar to the corresponding components in Design/CPN, which is a widespread tool for CPN [4].

III. REAL-TIME SYSTEMS

On next section RTEMS is presented with a little much details. After, some Blackfin main features is shown.

A. Real-Time Executive for Multiprocessor Systems - RTEMS

Real-time embedded systems are found in practically every facet of our everyday lives. Today there are systems ranging from the common telephone, automobile control systems, and kitchen appliances, to complex air traffic control systems, military weapon systems, and production line control including robotics and automation [6]. However, in the current environment of rapidly changing technology, it is difficult to reach consensus about real-time embedded system definition.

Hardware costs are continuing to rapidly decline while at the same time it is increasing in power and functionality. As a result, embedded systems which were not considered viable two years ago, are suddenly a cost effective solution. In this domain, it is not uncommon for a single hardware configuration to employ a variety of architectures and technologies. Therefore, it is possible to define an embedded system as any computer system which is built into a large system consisting of multiple technologies such as digital and analog electronics, mechanical devices, and sensors.

Even though hardware platforms becomes powerful, most of all embedded systems are critically dependent on the real-time software embedded in it. Regardless of how efficiently the hardware operates, the performance of the embedded real-time software determines the success or not of a system. As the complexity of the embedded hardware platform grows, so does the size and complexity of the embedded software [6].

There are RTEMS ports for many different processor platforms like ERC32, ARM, m68K, among others, but not to Blackfin yet. Then, tailoring RTEMS to make a port to embed on Blackfin processor was first task. This port has many configurations to use on ITASAT project. It was necessary to create and develop a lot of procedures [7].

Error discovery process along RTEMS is a highly important task. Tailoring is directly on to the fact of being a critical system of high risk and has as premise management of concurrent and parallel processes.

It is needed to make one system diagram and insert all necessary parameters, constraints and data types. One may has different approach and ideas about how to solve the problem or errors.

B. Blackfin processor structure

Blackfin processor is a powerful embedded processor. It is of easy access considering the benefit/cost rate, and there are a lot of available material over the Internet [8]. Blackfin is a new breed of 16-32-bit embedded processor designed specifically to meet the computational demands and power constraints of nowadays embedded audio, video and communications applications. Based on the micro signal architecture - MSA jointly developed with Intel Corporation. These processors combine a 32-bit reduced instruction set computer - RISC. The instruction set of Blackfin processor family is comprised by small and simple instruction set which is executed directly by processor without interpreter (microcode) interventions.

This instruction set makes use of dual 16-bit multiply accumulate - MAC signal processing functionality, along with the ease-of-use attributes found in general-purpose microcontrollers. All Blackfin processors offers fundamental benefits to the system designer which includes:

- High-performance signal processing and efficient control processing capability enabling a variety of new markets and applications; and
- Dynamic power management - DPM enabling the system designer to specifically tailor the device power consumption profile to the end system requirements, and an easy to use mixed 16-/32-bit instruction set architecture and development tool suite ensuring that product development time is minimized.

It also offers a variety of benefits most often found on RISC control processors. These features include a powerful and flexible hierarchical memory architecture, superior code density, and a variety of micro-controller-style peripherals including items such as 10/100 ethernet MAC, universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter - UARTS support, watchdog timer, real-time clock, and a glueless synchronous and asynchronous memory controller. All of these features provides the system designer with a great deal of design flexibility while minimizing end system costs.

IV. CASE STUDY

Inside the aerospace context, attitude control means control of angular position and rotation of the satellite, either relative to the object that it is orbiting, or relative to the Earth Planet [9].

On flight dynamics, the orientation is often described using three angles called yaw, pitch, and roll. These angles are controlled by satellite attitude control system, according preprogrammed coordinates. That is for where the satellite will have to be pointing. Thus to analyze these coordinates other resources are required, as for example sensors, actuators, etc.

To work with sensors, it is needed to choose and analyze among diverse models, types and results. The sensor named
3DM-GX1, manufactured by MicroStrain, denominated by Gyro Enhanced Orientation Sensor are being used in this work. Thus it is used on the first stage of satellite system prototype [10].

On next steps, solar sensors will be used on integrated housekeeping unit - IHU to help determine position of the spacecraft. This is not only for normal operation in the three-axis-stabilized mode, but also to orient the satellite for rocket firings. Some accuracy is required.

The sun sensor uses a special-purpose photocell from Hamamatsu Photonics Co. called position-sensitive detector - PSD. That sensor housing acts as a pinhole camera, so the sun forms a small spot of light on the surface of the PSD. It has four electrical contacts, two of that determines the spot position along the 'X' axis and two for the 'Y' axis. Electronics assembly converts the currents from the four contacts into a pair of voltages that represents the sun position in the 'X' and 'Y' directions. These signals are sent to an analog-to-digital converter - ADC on IHU for processing [11].

Parallel of it there are actuators to correct functioning of satellite attitude. They are responsible to move the satellite to correct path. Reaction wheels is being developed with a brushless DC-servomotor with its respective servo amplifier control board. This motor has a nominal voltage of 24 volts (V) and no-load speed of 18000 rotation per minute - RPM. It has also hall effect sensors integrated which are directly connected over the servo amplifier control board for a better control of the output voltage. The servo amplifier control board has an analog control and its input voltage varies from -5V to +5V. It has to control motors with nominal voltage up to 56V and no-load speed up to 40000 RPM. To connect Blackfin to servo amplifier control board it will be required other devices like a digital to analog converters - DAC or a digital potentiometer. It will be used Blackfin programmable flags - PFs to accomplish the connection with this device. A motor-speed sign of monitor is available on servo amplifier control board. It will be used on attitude control development.

RTEMS is the real time operating system embedded on Blackfin and both are responsible for control the whole sub-system surrounding the small satellite. Figure 1 illustrates the system behavior of satellite attitude control, modelled with Colored Petri Nets.

Using CPN for development system charts, it is possible to visualize the whole processes and functionalities which surround satellite system. Thus, it is also possible to develop systems through oriented objects and abstraction layers.

Figure 1 shows the satellite and its processes and subprocesses. Thus it is possible to divide the system in small subsystems or blocks and design its diagrams on CPN tools before making development processes. Searching for errors not predictable, for example logical errors, invalid conditional errors, validation and integration, are activities strongly executed through Colored Petri Nets concepts.

Figure 2 shows a prototype scheme comprising Blackfin, RTEMS, and ACDH application and some of its processes. In this case the real time operating system RTEMS is embedded in a Blackfin processor. The attitude control and data handling is running on RTEMS accessing some system functions. ACDH control sends a message asking for sensor data, and after processes this data. The processed data is returned to ACDH control. If this data is different than pre-programmed data, commands are sent to actuators and the orbit is corrected in on each one of the angles (row, pitch, and yaw).

**V. CONCLUSION**

This work is still being developed at the same time of studies about real time embedded systems, RTEMS and Blackfin
platform structure.

The attitude control and data handling - ACDH development process is being done with the help of Petri Net tools.

Creating subsystem diagrams on Colored Petri Nets - CPN makes the integration process less complex, once subsystems has interdependent functionalities over the real time operating system and hardware platform structures. System routines are dependent of RTEMS and Blackfin due to management mechanisms which controls the hardware part through software.

By using CPN modeling, dependencies will be graphically visible. This strongly helps development tasks and error detection activities.

This work is helping each team member to understand functionalities of the whole satellite. Without this approach adopted here, students vision would be limited because they have worked on only one or two subsystems. Thus, through the use of subsystems diagrams with CPN, system behavior can be understood much easily.
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Abstract—Embedded systems containing software are nowadays used more often in safety-critical real-time applications. Thus, the reliability of their software components becomes an important issue. Established results about software reliability, especially for the different combinations of software and hardware components used in embedded systems, are rare. Accordingly, we see a great need for empirical evaluation in this context and conducted several experiments at our institute. In this paper, the particularities of empirical reliability evaluation in the domain of embedded real-time systems are presented.

Testing requirements play a major role in this context and should be considered not only for the experiment design but also for system design in general.

I. INTRODUCTION

Embedded systems are taking over more and more functions in industry and daily life. Failures in their software can now directly lead to inconvenience or even serious accidents if these systems do not meet their requirements. In order to prevent hazards these systems have to be evaluated according to their reliability. In case of major design decisions and changes (e.g. software or hardware architecture, design processes) the influence of these measures on the reliability of the system’s software and the overall system is of great interest. In the case of hardware (mechanics and electronics) the reliability of a system can be determined from the system’s architecture and the reliability of the components used. However, not many established results on influences regarding software reliability are available [7], not to speak of the specialties of software found in embedded systems as real-time requirements and efforts caused by hardware/software interdependences. For this reason, empirical reliability evaluation of software in these systems becomes an important issue. Due to specific properties of embedded systems, this evaluation is often challenging. These specialties of empirical evaluation in embedded systems will be discussed in this paper.
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II. THE NEED FOR EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

As mentioned before, not many well-founded results exist for software reliability in the realm of embedded systems. Systems are designed according to best practice approaches. In some cases this may be critical, as some approaches are based on wrong assumptions. One example is the improvement of reliability by using redundant structures. This structure will only improve the reliability if these redundant units fail independently. When transferred to software design one method to improve this independence recommended by the IEC61508 [3] is the so called N-version programming. In this approach software for redundant units is developed by different teams. However, 20 years ago Knight and Leveson have already shown with an empirical experiment that even two independent teams of software engineers tend to make the same errors [4]. First steps in handling this dependency structure are based either on analyzing the fundamental domain of development or on prediction of failure probabilities as described in [1]. One of the former methods is “forced diversity” introduced by [5] with an empirical evaluation in [6]. An experiment applying the idea of forced diversity by using different hardware platforms (microcontroller and FPGA) to achieve diversity in the different versions has been conducted at our institute. As a result of this experiment, dependencies in failure behavior could be found, even between systems developed on different hardware platforms (see [10] for details).

Beside the fact that even improved methods of N-version programming do not automatically lead to modules with independent failure behavior, a redundant structure created this way will probably still have an improved reliability in comparison to a single module. However, it can be questioned if this improvement justifies the effort. Alternatively, the second team could be used for testing and/or review only or techniques as pair programming could be applied. In order to compare the efficiency of different methods of reliability improvement quantitative results are needed.
The evaluation of N-version programming is an example for the importance of empirical evaluations. Other aspects could imply the impact of design processes, programming paradigms, programming languages, operating systems, and software and hardware architecture on the reliability of the corresponding software.

III. Empirical Evaluation - Where and How?

One type of empirical evaluation is the formal experiment [2]. These experiments have to be planned carefully and a few challenges have to be met. This includes a task being complex enough to be representative but easy enough to take only reasonable time to complete. Furthermore, a sufficient number of representative participants is needed. These two aspects usually do not allow to perform experiments in industrial settings, although they probably offer a more realistic environment according to programmers experience, tools available and the task itself.

Another option are experiments in lab courses and projects at universities. According to a relatively high number of participants, lab courses are a good basis for experiments. We believe that combining lab courses with experiments whenever possible is a good option to achieve useful results in the domain of reliability evaluation. A high number of experiments performed at teaching institutions around the world could form a pool of results valuable for many analyses with respect not only to reliability, but also to other non-functional attributes.

When experiments are applied to evaluate the consequences of design decisions to software reliability, the different versions generated by the participants must be analyzed with respect to their specified functionality. Apart from reviews/inspections or formal verification, testing is the most important means for doing that [3], [8]. Although testing can never guarantee the absence of failures, the number of failures found by extensive testing can still be used as an indicator for the system’s reliability [2], [8]. Analyzing the results of an experiment includes the testing of all the different outcomes created with equal test cases. Therefore, black box testing should be applied since this technique is independent from the individual subject tested. Since the significance of the results gained by black box testing is increasing with the amount of test cases a high number of different test inputs is desirable.

In section 5 we will report on particular testing-related experiences from experiments which we performed in our lab courses. Before, some specific requirements for experiments in the embedded systems domain will be presented.

IV. Particularly Requirements for Empirical Evaluation in Embedded Systems

Embedded systems realize functions in interaction with their environment (e.g. an ABS control unit in a car). In contrast to mere software functions, these functions have to be analyzed via dedicated hardware/software interfaces. In the case of an ABS control unit these are, among others, the inputs from the wheel sensors and the outputs to the actuators.

Additionally, embedded systems often have to fulfill real-time requirements. According to this requirements, it is usually of great importance to analyze the system’s real-time behavior. In the case of an ABS control unit it would have to be checked if the response on inputs generates outputs according to the specified timing behavior. In order to analyze real-time behavior specific measurement equipment is necessary.

The aspects presented above make an automated test environment necessary. For the majority of embedded applications these test environments have to be designed for the individual application. The testing for correct real-time behavior demands real-time properties of the corresponding parts in the test environment, which complicates the design and verification of the test environment.

V. Experiences in Empirical Evaluation of Embedded Real-time Systems

Three experiments concerning reliability in embedded systems have been taken place at our institute, another is currently running. The first three experiments investigated the impact of different hardware platforms used in
embedded systems on the reliability of the corresponding software. One question investigated was whether N-version programming based on software developed for different hardware platforms significantly decreases the dependence between the redundant software modules. The first experiment [10] took place in a lab course described in [9] with 26 students. During the course, the students had to realize a quadruple speed measurement on different hardware platforms and sent their measurement data to a CAN bus. In order to mask out the skills of individual participants a crossed design was used (all 12 teams had to realize the same task on both hardware platforms in random order). Then, we analyzed the 22 versions produced in this experiment with an automatic test bench designed for this purpose (see Fig. 1). The majority of the following experiments used the same basic task expanded by additional task to investigate different aspects. During the evaluation of the data, recorded in the different experiments, several testing issues presented in figure 2 had to be faced which will be discussed in the following.

The first issue was the test data generation itself. Black box testing was used since test data independent from the different versions tested was needed. For the different experiments, a combination of random test data, data representing stress tests and test data representing different scenarios had been used for evaluation.

On basis of the test data generated, the corresponding physical signal had to be generated. Challenges resulted from the frequency and the complexity of the signals which have to be fed into the device under test (DUT) during test. For the first experiment, four signals of independent frequency (0Hz-12kHz) and phase had to be generated. This task had to be realized on an FPGA since available MCUs were not able to generate these signals. The number of signals which had to be generated simultaneously was no specific challenge in this case, but higher numbers (especially numbers > bit width of MCU ports) could be an additional challenge.

A third aspect was the recording of the corresponding response data from the DUT. The task chosen for the experiments required measurement intervals up to 2 seconds, depending on the input (low speed required a long measurement interval). This led to particular long test runs (e.g. > 2h for 20000 lines of test data). Another challenge were very short response times of the DUT. Some versions of the first experiment sent their CAN messages faster than expected so that the test environment had to be adapted in order to cope with this speed and amount of data. In order to reduce the amount of data produced with every test run we specified a minimum response time in the following experiments. In the majority of our experiments, the output format of the DUT was a CAN message which allowed a comparatively easy evaluation of the results. Outputs based on binary values seem easier to evaluate on the first view, but only if the bit width is low. Accordingly, the complexity of the output data is limited if binary outputs are used. Additionally, the CAN communication benefits from built in error detection and correction codes.

A major challenge resulted from the evaluation of the recorded results. Beside every input combination the timing of all input combinations had to be considered during evaluation. This could be handled for the evaluation of the first experiment but the complexity of the evaluation was increased by adding additional inputs in the second experiment. The timing of the DUT outputs was checked by time-stamping every incoming CAN message received by the test environment.

The following two aspects are closely related since they consider verification of the test process and the repeatability of the test result which is part of the verification process. The real-time properties of the DUT led to problems concerning the repeatability of the measurements. The repeatability has been improved by performing a defined reset of the DUT by the test environment before each test run, but in some versions little variations remained. In order to consider these variations several test runs were performed for each DUT and are included in the evaluations. The verification has been eased by a strict separation between the test run itself and the evaluation of the test results. Additionally, all major intermediate results present during evaluation have been added into the output file allowing manual examination.

Finally, the modifiability of the test environment is another aspect which turned out to be very important. In the test environment, used for our evaluations, signal generation has been realized with an FPGA which allows great flexibility since new signals can be added to the test environment without influencing already existent signals (parallel structure of the FPGA). This concept has shown to be very useful when new signals, needed for the evaluation of the second and further experiments had to be added.

The aspects discussed above in this chapter revealed that testing plays an important role in the context of reliability evaluation in embedded real-time systems. The necessary effort for the testing of DUTs and the verification of the test environment itself depends very
much on the design of the experiment. Therefore, these issues should be considered during experiment design.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

A. Conclusions

This paper started by recalling that empirical evaluation is needed to verify techniques and measures used in software design. There is also a great need for quantitative results of different approaches in order to pick the most effective ones for the individual application.

Empirical evaluation of reliability in embedded systems requires special methods. Testing is an integral part of it. However, testing is usually only possible at hardware interfaces and very often real-time requirements have to be checked. We presented our experience with the evaluation of own experiments. These experiences include different testing issues and their challenges according to the domain of embedded real-time systems.

As a result, testability of the functions present in the experiment and verifiability of the corresponding test environment should be considered during the design of the experiment (design for testability). These measures could significantly simplify the evaluation process, not only in empirical evaluations, but also in system design in general. Furthermore, the modifiability of the test environment should be considered during its design.

B. Future Works

As mentioned above, the task used for an experiment does significantly influence the effort needed for evaluation. Thus, the correlation between applications and testing issues will be further investigated to allow sufficient designs of experiments in the domain of embedded real-time systems. Furthermore, it will be investigated how well the architecture of our test environment is suited for the evaluation of future experiment data.

The results of the second experiment mentioned in this paper are submitted for publication. The evaluation of the other two experiments is currently running.
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Abstract

Inaccurate ranging measurements and inadequate sampling rates negatively impact the performance of real-time, two-dimensional (2-D) indoor passive location systems. Methods to address these issues are presented, followed by a comparison of localization and tracking performance metrics. It is argued that a video average distance error provides a more accurate measure of a system’s performance than the more common perpendicular distance error.

1 Introduction

The performance of passive localization systems often suffer from inaccurate ranging measurements and inadequate sampling rates. Inaccurate ranging data is an old problem for localization systems and methods to correct it have been implemented, e.g., [7]. However, these approaches typically try to correct the effects of inaccurate ranging data after localization instead of fixing the data directly. Current methods of handling inaccurate ranging data are discussed and ideas are proposed for future research. Inadequate sampling rates are harder to quantify because they are dependent on the application. Methods to improve the sampling rate of localization systems and some of their limitations in the indoor environment are discussed.

When studying inaccurate ranging measurements, the proper metric for measuring the performance of a passive localization system is called into question. Improper evaluation can overestimate a system’s performance while hiding underlying flaws. To illustrate this point, a passive system is first evaluated using two different error metrics that ignore the latency created by tracking algorithms, and then an error metric is presented that quantifies the impact of this latency.

Section 2 defines a passive localization system and describes current methods to reduce the impact of inaccurate ranging measurements and inadequate sampling rates. Section 3 investigates multiple approaches for measuring the localization and tracking accuracy of moving objects. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the paper and presents a method under investigation to combat inaccurate ranging measurements.

2 Passive System Challenges

The motivation for this work is to improve tracking performance by developing methods to handle the asynchronous ranging data that occurs within a passive mobile node architecture. The passive mobile node retrieves only one distance or range value for each time step in a triple data set format: \([t, p, d]\), where \(t\) is the current time, \(p\) is the known position of the transmitting beacon, and \(d\) is the distance between the mobile node and the beacon [7]. Typically the last \(N\) triples from different beacons are combined to perform a localization calculation using linear least-squares (LSQ) minimization, where \(N\) signifies the number of valid past triples within a history window. The accuracy of this calculation depends on the time difference between the ranging measurements, the movement characteristics of the tracked object, and the accuracy of the individual range measurements. The sampling rate of the system is defined as the average frequency with which a range value is received. At high speeds or with low sampling rates, the ranging data becomes stale very quickly [9]. This causes an error in the localization of the object that is similar to when bad range measurements are used.

The Cricket Location-Support System (CLS) [6] is an excellent example of a system that exhibits these traits. Thus, it is used as a test bed to evaluate our approach to providing real-time tracking in a noisy and under-sampled indoor environment. The main sources of error in our environment are inaccurate ranging data and range data staleness due to low sampling rates.

The CLS makes range measurements using the time difference of arrival (TDoA) of radio frequency (RF) and ultrasonic (US) signals. The beacon (RF) transmission schedule is a CSMA/CA [1] protocol with random back-off for RF collisions. The transmission time between two consecutive range signals (RF-US pair) varies with an individual programmable average of 1 Hz per beacon. The resulting sampling rate is dependant on the beacon density within the RF signal coverage.

2.1 Inaccurate Ranging Data

Inaccurate ranging data arises when there is a timing mismatch of incoming signals or when outside sources interfere with the measurement process. In both passive and active systems, careful handling of inaccurate ranging data is required for a robust localization system.

History Window and Mode

One method to reduce inaccurate ranging data is to store previously received ranging measurements in a history window for each beacon. The size of the window can be set to the number of data points stored or to a time limit after which the data points are no longer valid.

Abstract

Inaccurate ranging measurements and inadequate sampling rates negatively impact the performance of real-time, two-dimensional (2-D) indoor passive location systems. Methods to address these issues are presented, followed by a comparison of localization and tracking performance metrics. It is argued that a video average distance error provides a more accurate measure of a system’s performance than the more common perpendicular distance error.

1 Introduction

The performance of passive localization systems often suffer from inaccurate ranging measurements and inadequate sampling rates. Inaccurate ranging data is an old problem for localization systems and methods to correct it have been implemented, e.g., [7]. However, these approaches typically try to correct the effects of inaccurate ranging data after localization instead of fixing the data directly. Current methods of handling inaccurate ranging data are discussed and ideas are proposed for future research. Inadequate sampling rates are harder to quantify because they are dependent on the application. Methods to improve the sampling rate of localization systems and some of their limitations in the indoor environment are discussed.

When studying inaccurate ranging measurements, the proper metric for measuring the performance of a passive localization system is called into question. Improper evaluation can overestimate a system’s performance while hiding underlying flaws. To illustrate this point, a passive system is first evaluated using two different error metrics that ignore the latency created by tracking algorithms, and then an error metric is presented that quantifies the impact of this latency.

Section 2 defines a passive localization system and describes current methods to reduce the impact of inaccurate ranging measurements and inadequate sampling rates. Section 3 investigates multiple approaches for measuring the localization and tracking accuracy of moving objects. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the paper and presents a method under investigation to combat inaccurate ranging measurements.
The history window is analyzed to obtain statistical information about previously received ranging data. This information can either be used directly or as a basis for determining the validity of future range measurements. In CLS, history windows are used to calculate the standard deviation and mode of the previous range measurements for each beacon. The mode of the range measurements is the most frequently occurring measurement. If there are several values with the same frequency, the measurements are averaged. In CLS, the mode is used as the representative measurement for the beacon in the LSQ algorithm. A large standard deviation for a beacon indicates a lower confidence in the mode and may exclude the beacon from inclusion in the LSQ algorithm.

The history window method is biased toward the localization of a stationary object because it uses the mode. This creates a problem for tracking an object during its transition from stationary to moving. Since the mode calculation is biased toward repeated measurements, it may not use the newest range measurement for a moving object. This introduces a short latency in location updates during the transition period.

Position Clustering

Another method to reduce inaccurate ranging is to use k-means [4] clustering during the LSQ calculation. The LSQ algorithm requires 3 range measurements to calculate a position. With dense beacon coverage, more than 3 range measurements are contained in the input range set to the LSQ algorithm. To generate a set of positions for the clustering algorithm, different subsets of the input range set are iteratively applied to LSQ. The positions are analyzed using k-means [4] clustering with \( k = 1 \) to determine the final position.

With 4 range measurements, four position estimates are calculated using four unique range subsets of size 3. When a highly inaccurate range measurement is in the input set, the three closest positions to the center of the cluster result from the 3 subsets containing the inaccurate range measurement. Therefore, the outlier of the cluster is chosen as the final position estimate because its input range subset did not contain the inaccurate range measurement.

Table 1 shows the average 2-D localization error for a stationary object with position clustering (Cluster) and without (LSQ) in CLS with sets of 4, 8, or 15 beacons. The average 2-D localization error is calculated for the \( N \) experiment points \((x_i, y_i)\) using the 2-D Euclidean distance to the actual position \((x_{\text{act}}, y_{\text{act}})\):

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\sqrt{(x_{\text{act}} - x_i)^2 + (y_{\text{act}} - y_i)^2}}{N},
\]

Unlike previous experiments on a stationary object [3] with 15 beacons, not all of the beacons are deployed within the US transmission range. However, the RF signal is received at the listener from all 15 beacons. Ranging data is recorded for 15 minutes using the history window provided with CLS [7]. The window uses the mode calculation for the range measurement to LSQ, but only a single range measurement from a beacon is required to be included in the input range set.

Clustering is able to identify and remove the impact of inaccurate range measurements in the final result when there are greater than four beacons within RF-US transmission range. However, clustering is also biased toward objects that are stationary or have constant velocity.

2.2 Inadequate Sampling Rate

The appropriate sampling rate for a localization system is dependent on the maximum speed of the object, the allowed error level of the application and the scheduling scheme used to report the ranges. The appropriate sampling rate is difficult to quantify for tracking human movement.

The effective sampling rate for CLS is the average number of successful RF-US pairs that arrive at the listener. Table 2 shows how the effective sampling rate changes for a stationary object as beacons are added within the RF transmission limit but outside the US coverage. The effective sampling rate decreases as more beacons are added for full coverage of the space. Similar results are reported in [3] and [5].

Because of the random scheduling in the CSMA/CA protocol, the probability exists that a range measurement from a beacon will not be updated for several seconds. The lack of a range update is equivalent to the accuracy of the measurement decreasing with time. This phenomenon is labeled range staleness and is more pronounced for high speed movements [9].

There is a tradeoff between coverage density and effective sampling rate that can be mitigated by reducing the RF transmission power level. However, this increases the probability of RF interference when nearby beacons cannot schedule around each other, which is similar to the hidden node problem [2]. Another option is to switch from a CSMA/CA to a TDMA [1] transmission scheduling scheme to have a uniform and controllable sampling rate.

A TDMA scheme was implemented for a passive architecture in [5] using CLS. The implemented scheme uses a color-coding, static pipelined scheduling scheme to minimize the chance of RF and US interference at the listener. A transmission protocol was also simulated that used a pipelined scheme with localization result feedback. The location-aware scheme reduces the scheduling restrictions around the collision of two beacons. These methods report a higher sampling rate than the scheduling scheme in CLS, but their performance degrades when there are multiple listeners. In contrast, a more static TDMA protocol will support multiple listeners, but still suffers from range staleness at high speed even though range updates are structured and expected.

### Table 1. Average 2-D localization error for stationary object

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>4 beacons</th>
<th>8 beacons</th>
<th>15 beacons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster</td>
<td>2.569 cm</td>
<td>4.670 cm</td>
<td>8.755 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSQ</td>
<td>2.258 cm</td>
<td>185.712 cm</td>
<td>769.344 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effective sampling rate for CLS is the average number of successful RF-US pairs that arrive at the listener. Table 2 shows how the effective sampling rate changes for a stationary object as beacons are added within the RF transmission limit but outside the US coverage. The effective sampling rate decreases as more beacons are added for full coverage of the space. Similar results are reported in [3] and [5].
to compute a position estimate. Once the localization algorithm accepts a single range measurement as an argument for each call, the Kalman Filter (EKF) found in CLS, described in [7]. The EKF tracks the object. The second tracking algorithm is the Extended Kalman filter (SKF) [8], uses the LSQ results as input to measurements and LSQ results. The first, a simple velocity model for repeatable results at 3 different speeds. The model train set for 4, 8, and 15 Cricket beacons mounted on the ceiling and a Cricket listener mounted on a model train layout shown in Figure 1 is harder than it initially appears. Each experimental position point \((x, y)\) is naively related to the closest section of the path. The layout is divided into 8 sections whose boundaries are shown in Figure 1. For the straight track sections, the equation of the line is calculated as \(a x + b y + c = 0\), where \(a\), \(b\), and \(c\) are constants describing the line formed by a set of \((x, y)\) points. The average perpendicular distance error for that section is calculated as

\[
\text{PerDis} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sqrt{\left(ax^{\exp} + by^{\exp} + c\right)^2}}{N}.
\]

The distance calculation for a curved section of track is performed differently. Because the radius of the track pieces is known, the center point of each quarter circle is found. The experimental position is transformed into polar coordinates with the center point at the origin. The absolute value of the radial coordinate minus 55.88 cm is the perpendicular distance error.

3.2 Video Average Distance Error

The method used to analyze the video to obtain the actual position identifies when the train starts to move by examining the pixel difference between 2 consecutive frames of the video. This analysis also provides an accurate position of the train with a time stamp after the train has moved. The initial stationary data is related to the starting position of the train while all results after the train has stopped are related to the final position.

The video average distance error (VidDis) uses the 2-D distance equation between the LSQ result \((x^{\exp}, y^{\exp})\) and the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>4 Beacons</th>
<th>8 Beacons</th>
<th>15 Beacons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual Beacon Range Sampling Rate</td>
<td>0.855 Hz</td>
<td>0.654 Hz</td>
<td>0.355 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received Rate of RF packets at Listener</td>
<td>3.425 Hz</td>
<td>5.236 Hz</td>
<td>5.556 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Range Sampling Rate</td>
<td>3.425 Hz</td>
<td>5.208 Hz</td>
<td>2.899 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Comparison of error metrics for LSQ results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Metric</th>
<th>15.44 cm/s</th>
<th>29.29 cm/s</th>
<th>51.09 cm/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PerDis</td>
<td>4.447 cm</td>
<td>7.098 cm</td>
<td>19.992 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VidDis</td>
<td>7.790 cm</td>
<td>11.445 cm</td>
<td>35.121 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Comparison of latency VidDis Error in SKF and EKF results for 3 speed levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Metric</th>
<th>15.44 cm/s</th>
<th>29.29 cm/s</th>
<th>51.09 cm/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSQ VidDis</td>
<td>7.790 cm</td>
<td>11.445 cm</td>
<td>35.121 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKF VidDis</td>
<td>8.475 cm</td>
<td>14.759 cm</td>
<td>52.995 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKF tVidDis</td>
<td>13.247 cm</td>
<td>23.691 cm</td>
<td>171.971 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKF VidDis</td>
<td>10.580 cm</td>
<td>20.822 cm</td>
<td>40.622 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKF tVidDis</td>
<td>10.580 cm</td>
<td>22.982 cm</td>
<td>44.849 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

video position \((x_{\text{act}}, y_{\text{act}})\) from the closest frame in time. The average video distance error is

\[
\text{VidDis} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sqrt{(x_{i_{\text{act}}} - x_{i_{\text{exp}}})^2 + (y_{i_{\text{act}}} - y_{i_{\text{exp}}})^2} / N
\]  

(3)

The problem is accurately relating the time step of the experimental data to when the train actually begins to move. Since we were unable to synchronize the video analysis and the localization system, the LSQ results are matched to the video results by finding the minimum error between them. The starting point of the video data is shifted by one video frame interval along the first 20 seconds of LSQ position results. At each step the VidDis is calculated and the estimated starting time of the train is recorded for the minimum error value.

Table 3 shows a comparison of the error metrics for the LSQ results of one loop around the track. The VidDis error metric has a larger error because it uses the time of the calculation to relate the location estimate to a specific point on the track. While most literature appears to report perpendicular distance error, we believe video average distance error is a more accurate measure.

3.3 Latency

The time component of the VidDis metric also enables the study of additional errors caused by the latency in the processing of the ranges and LSQ results by different tracking algorithms. The latency error of tracking above pure localization is an important factor in real-time applications. The VidDis for each tracking algorithm is calculated for each set of position results. The tracking latency VidDis \((t\text{VidDis})\) error is found by using the starting time stamp from the LSQ results to align the video data and calculate the error value. LSQ is chosen as the time baseline because the minimum error level occurred first in the experimental time frame before the VidDis time stamp of the tracking algorithms. Table 4 shows the VidDis and tVidDis errors for SKF and EKF filters in comparison to LSQ VidDis error levels. The tVidDis errors are larger than their counterparts because they take into account the extra processing time.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

Inaccurate ranging measurements and inadequate sampling rates negatively impact the performance of passive localization systems. Clustering during localization can reduce the impact of inaccurate ranging measurements of stationary objects, but more research is required to show improvement for moving objects. Inadequate sampling rates can be difficult to counteract using a CSMA/CA protocol. TDMA protocols provide increased sampling rates, but often at the expense of flexibility to support multiple listeners. The evaluation of a passive localization system is an important step in showing its improvement over previous systems. Detailed evaluation metrics are presented that show average video distance error more accurately measures performance than the more common perpendicular error metric. With real-time applications, the time of the localization and the latency involved in delivery of the results may have a profound impact on the systems overall performance, which is often ignored in the literature.

Future work includes a predictor algorithm that analyzes each new range measurement as it arrives to determine if the measurement is valid based on a history window and predefined limits around predicted range measurements. If the range measurement does not meet the criteria, it could be discarded or replaced with one of the predicted ranges before being passed to the LSQ algorithm.
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Abstract—General purpose operating systems are widely used for advanced embedded system, since they can provide varieties of software components for the applications. They increase the efficiency of development for embedded system. However, they have not yet provided the enough function to completely meet the requirement of real-time and non real-time applications. To solve the problem, we propose an approach named Virtual Periodic Execution (VPE) that could be used to schedule both of real-time and non real-time application with satisfying their practical requirements. In this paper, we present the ideas and the architectures of the VPE system, and its development is in progress.

I. INTRODUCTION

In last several years, information appliances have gained more computing capability than ever, in order to retrieve data from sensors, to process the data, and to control devices. These advanced information appliances require more advanced features like networking and GUI. Those features dramatically complicate the applications and increase their code sizes. For example, popular type cell phone needs 600 million lines for one model. Moreover, the competitive market forces developers to produce these codes in short development time. To develop advanced embedded systems efficiently, software reusability is known to be important in the embedded system area. To increase the software reusability, operating system is expected to provide general API and software components for their applications such as protocol stacks, drivers and GUI libraries. So it is necessary to expand the general purpose operating system like Linux in the embedded system these days. Conventionally, embedded system developer has used tiny real-time operating systems (RTOS), however, the developers who consider the reusability of applications try to switch conventional real-time operating system to general purpose operating system as a platform for developing information appliances.

However, there are several problems to switch operating systems. The first is absorbing the differences of the task models. Conventional RTOS usually use thread model shared address with them. In contrast, general purpose operating system adopts a process model which provides the exclusive virtual address for each process. The second is how to map the domain specific APIs of conventional operating system’s to general interfaces like POSIX API. The last one is how to schedule real-time applications which has been running on RTOS to the general purpose operating system with satisfying their real-time requirements.

The first two problems are actually similar and almost solved. There have already been developed libraries and wrappers to absorb the differences of task models or APIs. They use translation techniques that mapped the functions which have the same operations. However, the real-time scheduling problem has not solved because of the practical reason.

In this paper, we focus on the real-time scheduling problem. It should be considerable not only real-time requirement of the RTOS applications, but also the requirement of the non real-time applications that are running on the general purpose operating system. Moreover, we have to satisfy the practical requirements. We propose Virtual Periodic Execution (VPE). The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.

Section II describes the problem and constrained condition which are defined by the requirement of embedded system. The section III presents the VPE (Virtual Periodic Execution) model, section IV shows the example of it. We show the architecture in section V and discuss the matter of concurrency and overhead in section VI. Finally, in section VII, we conclude the paper.

II. THE PROBLEMS AND REQUIREMENTS OF EMBEDDED SYSTEM SCHEDULING

As we mentioned in previous section, the adjustment of scheduling for applications is significantly important to provide embedded system at the time of switching operating systems. However, there are few practical approaches. In this section, we describe the requirements and conditions to be satisfied to build practical embedded system.

First, we have to consider the requirements of the real-time applications. In advanced information appliances, multimedia applications such as video streaming programs, audio mixers are essential for the products. These applications are defined as the soft real-time applications, which are characterized by temporal constraints that must be satisfied their timing requests. These applications are configured as periodic task by the system.

The second is the responsibility of non-real-time applications. Many of advanced embedded system will provide services with GUI applications. These applications usually wait events from the user through keyboard or other input devices. They are expected to response as quick as possible with minimum latencies. They are scheduled as non-real-time applications, because of no timing constraints and deadlines, and configured as aperiodic task by the system.
To satisfy both of the requirements, developers usually assign static priorities to the transported real-time applications. In general purpose operating system, static priorities are usually assigned to the higher priorities than the dynamic priorities. And most of the applications scheduled with dynamic priorities[1]. If the utilization of periodic tasks is high or no appropriate design, the periodic tasks easily occupied the CPU. As the result, aperiodic tasks which have been scheduled with lower priorities will not have requested responsibility. Actually, the problem is widely recognized and has been tried to be solved in several past years. There are a lot of theories, however, few practical theories could give satisfying result.

In practical development of embedded system, in order to avoid latencies of the aperiodic tasks, embedded developers tend to modify the software with ad hoc solutions. For example, if there are latencies of the aperiodic tasks, they will try to adjust the execution time of the periodic task to yield the CPU for the aperiodic task at the time of interrupt event coming from hardwares. They find out these timing problems by simulating the applications several times and correct it. These ad hoc modifications will be the cause of the bugs. Currently, this problem tends to be considered more serious according to the rapid expansion of code sizes of the advanced embedded system. As in the case of application, the scheduler should not be modified. Moreover, scheduler controls all of the applications that running on the system, modifications have more effects for all of the applications. Considering about these demerits, we should avoid the modification both of application and scheduler. Then, our prerequisites constrained conditions should be following.

1) Satisfy the real-time constrain for real-time applications
2) Satisfy the responsibility for non-real-time applications
3) No change of the application and scheduler

III. Virtual Periodic Execution

A. Conventional algorithms

To solve the problem under the constraint three conditions, we propose Virtual Periodic Execution (VPE) system. VPE system can satisfy the prerequisites which we have discussed in previous section.

Before present our algorithm, we introduce the conventional algorithms. As the first, we refer to the rate monotonic algorithm[2]. The algorithm already has been proven the optimized scheduling that maximizes the utilization of a processor capacity with simple prioritizing that shorter period should have higher priority. However rate monotonic algorithm has not any prerequisite to satisfy the requirement of the responsibility of aperiodic tasks. Therefore in practical use, aperiodic tasks will be assigned to use idle time of periodic tasks.

On the contrary, server algorithms such as sporadic server [4] and deferrable server [5] that are based on the rate monotonic algorithm have a distinguish purpose of improving the responsibility of aperiodic task as prerequisite. These server algorithms can satisfy our first two constraint requirement.

However, from the point of practical development, there are still some problems. If we construct a system which keeps satisfying the timing requirements of periodic tasks and aperiodic tasks, we have to extend a general prioritized scheduler. For example, the server algorithm needs the special facilities for scheduler or middleware to control the aperiodic tasks, such as creating server, and bind non-real-time priority tasks to them. It should impose the development efforts to the developers and risks to change the scheduler. Therefore, they could not satisfy our constrained condition 3.

Compared with the server algorithms, the rate monotonic can satisfy our third constrained condition, since it has no requirements to modify the scheduler that provide simple prioritized scheduling. However, rate monotonic do not refer to the problem of responsibility of aperiodic task. Compared with the demerit of changing application and scheduler, we decide to use rate monotonic algorithm and try to improve the responsibility of aperiodic tasks.

As the result, we propose the VPE system, which can provide the function to improve the responsibility of the aperiodic task still satisfy periodic requirement.

B. VPE system proposal

VPE system provides the function to give a virtual period for periodic tasks. The tasks which are given a virtual period will be scheduled with fine grained periodic time. The guarantee for the periodic tasks depends on the rate monotonic algorithm. Therefore, the periodic tasks are guaranteed and the worst case responsibility of aperiodic tasks is improved. It can satisfy the requirement of periodic and aperiodic responsibility without changing both application and scheduler.

VPE algorithm based on the idea that transforming the period and execution time of tasks. And the VPE system can provide the facility to control the tasks with the VPE algorithm with forcibly divide the period. In past years, Liu showed that transforming period and execution time of the tasks can still satisfy the condition of the rate monotonic algorithm [6]. The definition is used for the purpose of increases the priority of important task, however, we use it to increase the responsibility of aperiodic tasks without overhead of modification of application and scheduler.

In the VPE algorithm, we have to divide the period and
execution time by dividing constant value. We define the dividing constant is \( k \) (0 ≤ \( k \)).

For example, the general theorem of rate monotonic algorithm is shown in (1). The (2) is the theorem that shows the formula of the period (T) and computation time (C) dividing by \( k \). In second theorem, if \( k \) is delaminated, the result is the same as the (1). It means, even if we divide both of period and execution time of tasks, the utilization of the system will not decrease.

\[
U = \sum_{i=1}^{m} C_i / T_i \leq \frac{m}{k} \left( 2^{1/m} - 1 \right) \quad (1)
\]

\[
U = \sum_{i=1}^{m} (C_i / k) / (T_i / k) \leq \frac{m}{k} \left( 2^{1/m} - 1 \right) \quad (2)
\]

In the real-time research, workload is a metric to measure the worst case utilization of periodic tasks. If worst case workload of periodic tasks will miss the maximum utilization, all periodic tasks can not be scheduled without missing deadlines. Usually, the metric is used to ensure the feasibility of the periodic task, we use it to measure the worst case responsibility of the aperiodic tasks in our system. Because they show the result of worst case execution time of periodic task, it is equal to the response time of the aperiodic tasks. The worst case responsibility of aperiodic tasks can be reduced by \( 1/k \), the result is shown in the (3).

\[\text{Workload}_m (t) : \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left[ t / (T_i / k) \right] C_i / k = t(3)\]

In that case, \( t \) is multiplied by the \( 1/k \). That means the worst case response time of aperiodic task will be decreased. We will show the example in the next section.

IV. Example:

Consider an example scenario of two periodic tasks \( \tau_1, \tau_2 \), where \( U_j = C_j / T_j \). Where C is computation time, \( T \) is period time and \( U \) is utilization. In our example, the deadline of the tasks is the same as the period. It comes from the prerequisite of rate monotonic algorithm.

- **Example1:**
  - Task \( \tau_1 : C_1 = 1; T_1 = 4; U_1 = 0.25 \)
  - Task \( \tau_2 : C_2 = 7; T_2 = 16; U_2 = 0.43 \)
  - Workload\(_m\) (10) : \( \sum_{i=1}^{10} [10/4] \times 1 + [10/16] \times 7 = 10 \).

The total utilization of two tasks is 0.68, which is below the rate monotonic theorem bound for two tasks: \( 2(2^{1/2} - 1) = 0.828 \). Hence, these two tasks are schedulable, that is, they will meet their deadlines if \( \tau_1 \) is given the highest priority, \( \tau_2 \) the higher next. At that time, the worst case response time of aperiodic task, which is defined as the workload of the periodic tasks is 10.

- **Example2:**
  - Task \( \tau_1 : C_1 = 0.5; T_1 = 2; U_1 = 0.25 \)
  - Task \( \tau_2 : C_2 = 3.5; T_2 = 8; U_2 = 0.43 \)
  - Workload\(_m\) (5) : \( \sum_{i=1}^{5} [5/2] \times 0.5 + [5/8] \times 3.5 = 5 \).

In Example2, we give the virtual period and execution time for the two tasks with dividing constant \( k = 2 \). The result shows even if the scheduling parameters are divided by \( k \), the utilization are equal to that of the Example1’s. However, the worst case response time of aperiodic task is improved to 5. Compared to the Example1’s, total 1/2 time is decreased.

In our system, non-real-time tasks use the idle time of the real-time tasks, therefore, it means that the responsibility of aperiodic tasks is improved as much as \( k \) times.

A. Overhead

The overhead which increase according to the growth of dividing constant \( k \) is a problem to consider for our system. In our system, as we increase the \( k \), the cost of the overhead which will be come up with the context switches or interrupts will also increase.

We assume a simple model to calculate the overhead. The computation time \( C \) is broken up the two elements. The one is the real executing time defined as \( C_r \) of a task, and the other is the additional overhead defined as \( C_o \). The relation will be simply modeled as \( C = C_o + C_r \).

The time of \( C_o \) should be constant and increased with the increasing the number of \( k \). On the contrary, the \( C_r \) will not be affected by the number of \( k \). It means the formula will be described as the \( C = kC_o + C_r \). It should be taken into the account of theorem (1). The result is derived from (4).

\[
U = \sum_{i=1}^{m} (kC_o + C_r i) / T_i \leq m \left( 2^{1/m} - 1 \right) \quad (4)
\]

When we set a \( k \), we calculate the schedulability with the model which contains real overhead of the task switches. Before calculating the formula, we assumed the rate of the overhead \( (C_o) \) and real computation time \( (C_r) \) , 1:100 in the Fig.2, 1:1000 in the Fig.3. The y axis shows the utilization of the processor, and x axis showed the number of \( k \). The simulation results showed that, if the difference of \( (C_o) \) and \( (C_r) \) numbers are large, the growth rate of the utilization is low. And if the initial rate of the \( C_r/T \) is low, that also the growth rate of \( k \) is low. Now we are trying to collect the data and evaluate the system overheads.

V. Architecture

Based on the presented VPE model, we try to give the architecture of the system. The system will be composed with three layers.

1) Policy layer
2) Simulation layer
3) Enforcement and Control layer

The Fig.4 depicts the whole architecture which contains the three layers. Policy layer accepts the request from the user. It can be selected from supported scheduling policies. The simulation layer provides function to evaluate the parameter, then, choose most appropriate parameter to control the system, and pass it to the next enforcement layer. The enforcement layer provides the function to support the execution and period time. We use the facilities for the enforcement layer Accounting System [7] which provide robust functions to control the task with fine grained time.

VI. Discussion

We still have some topics to discuss at constructing VPE system. First, we have to think about the divided lock problem. In previous sections, we discussed the scheduling of
independent tasks. In an actual system, tasks are always interact with each other. Therefore, the effect of interactions especially under our system should be considered. The VPE system provides function to block a task forcibly for the purpose of dividing the computation time. When a task get into critical section and is blocked by itself, if the forcible blocking is executed at that time, the self blocked task could not wakeup until the forcible blocking is released. We named the problem divided lock problem. We have a prerequisite that the critical section of tasks are very short, therefore, non-blocking or restartable critical section is effective for our implementation. However, there are still problems how to guarantee the prerequisite that the shortness of the critical section. It is not only needed to evaluate our system but also the base operating system should be evaluated. This part of research is in progress.

The second problem is how to decide the most appropriate dividing constant $k$. As we mention in section IV, the $k$ should be decided using the model which include the overhead of the dividing. However, the practical number of $k$ will also depend on the required responsibility that non-real-time application take good responsibility even under the high utilization of real-time applications.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed Virtual Periodic Execution system. This system provides the generic scheduling system to satisfy the requirements of periodic and aperiodic tasks. Not only to satisfy the scheduling problem, but also try to satisfy the requirements for considering about the efficiency of the development. Our system increase the development efficiency and easy to implement. In embedded area, such efficient scheduling system is on great demand. Our research should have the great impact for them.
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Abstract—In the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) used in monitoring applications, the need to provide soft real-time traffic with an appropriate QoS clashes with the energy consumption constraints of the nodes, which have to work for long periods without the possibility of replacing their batteries. The paper presents the Real-Time Power Aware Framework (RTPAW), which aims at achieving both objectives. The most significant aspects of the RTPAW are the network architecture, which adopts a cluster-based concept, and the implementation at different levels of the protocol stack of the functions needed to meet the low-power and real-time requirements. In the approach here adopted, a new layer, called the Aggregation Layer, is introduced between the MAC and Routing layers. This layer mainly deals with reducing the amount of energy dissipated, while the Routing layer is entrusted with achieving the desired QoS, in terms of delivery speed, to allow the transmission of soft real-time traffic.

I. INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSN) typically comprises a large number of nodes capable of monitoring a certain phenomenon (e.g., temperature, luminosity, etc.), processing the relative data and exchanging it amongst themselves as well as with a base station via a Sink node. The nodes in a WSN are generally located in the proximity of or inside the phenomenon they are monitoring. The environments involved are often remote or hostile to humans and in some cases the nodes are placed in their environment in ways that are far from being ordered and predictable. A WSN therefore has to be autonomous, and able to configure itself automatically and to function without human intervention for as long as possible. The main requirements of a network of this kind are therefore:

- Scalability;
- Low production costs;
- Fault-tolerance;
- Long-lasting autonomy;
- Ability to meet soft real-time constraints.

In order to provide nodes with a long period of autonomy (i.e., low power consumption) and affordable production costs, low-power processors and very small memories are used, but this is not enough, as the amount of energy consumed by communications in WSNs is usually much greater than that used for processing. It is therefore necessary to use protocols that aim at optimizing power consumption, so as to prolong the lifetime of the nodes and therefore that of the system as a whole. However, WSNs are generally used for monitoring applications, which mostly feature periodic soft real-time traffic and require enforcing a minimum data delivery speed so as to meet delay constraints. The requirements on power consumption and data delivery speed often clash with each other, and therefore most of the communication protocols developed for WSNs fall into two categories: protocols aiming at minimizing power consumption (e.g., [1], [2] and [3]) and protocols aiming at providing the desired QoS to soft real-time traffic (such as [4] and [5]). This paper proposes the Real-Time Power Aware Framework (RTPAW), which aims at achieving a tradeoff between power consumption and delivery speed exploiting the features of both categories of protocols.

II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

A. Related work

Some routing protocols, such as LEACH [1] and MECH [3], aim at minimizing power consumption, adopting a hierarchical routing strategy in which a limited number of always active, and periodically re-elected nodes, called cluster heads, form a backbone, while the other nodes can remain asleep and only wake up when data is being sent. The cluster heads are elected in rotation following a probabilistic scheme and remain cluster heads for a certain period of time, called a round. Communication between cluster heads and the other nodes in the cluster takes place by means of Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA): a super-frame is created, in which each node has its own time slot. Once data is acquired, the cluster heads transmit it directly to the base station. To reduce the impact of radio interference between different clusters Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is implemented, each cluster using a different code.

An approach of this kind is very efficient from the point of view of power consumption, but suffers from scalability problems which make it unsuitable for large networks. In addition, both LEACH and MECH require clock synchronization at a network level, which is only possible for small networks. LEACH assumes that the cluster heads can communicate directly with the base station. MECH does support message forwarding between cluster heads, but does not guarantee any QoS.

Following a different philosophy, other routing algorithms have been developed with the aim of offering WSNs a
certain QoS; examples of these algorithms are SPEED [4] and MMSPEED [5]. Based of geographical routing, which is particularly efficient in networks covering a large geographical extension, they try to guarantee a minimum speed in data delivery. These algorithms were developed on 802.11 and do not target power consumption.

Conversely, the RPAR [6] protocol targets real-time applications and at the same time tries to optimize power consumption, by minimizing the number of deadline misses while keeping power consumption low. The power efficiency of RPAR is achieved by constantly regulating the transmission power. This approach is, however, affected by anomalous behavior in heavy traffic conditions, which tends to favor network congestion.

B. Motivation

Our proposal derives from the need to find a communication technique for WSNs that is as close as possible to LEACH as regards power efficiency and to SPEED as regards QoS.

Another highly desirable characteristic is the ability to use, where possible, standard protocols or established protocols that have been widely studied [7]. For this reason in this work we chose to use the 802.15.4 standard ([8],[9]) for the MAC layer, whereas for the routing layer we are currently envisaging an adapted version of SPEED.

III. THE RTPAW FRAMEWORK

A. The basic idea

As a WSN may comprise thousands of nodes distributed over a wide geographical area, it is advisable to use advanced routing techniques that can offer a good QoS in terms of both (soft) real-time constraints meeting and fault-tolerance. It is therefore useful to exploit routing techniques such as SPEED [4] or MMSPEED [5]. Moreover, considering that the phenomenon to be monitored may last weeks or months, it is also necessary to have routing protocols that are efficient from the point of view of power consumption as well. In order to save power it is necessary to allow nodes to go to sleep periodically.

One way to improve the routing protocols mentioned above, which can be applied to a network with a large number of nodes, is to send certain nodes to sleep periodically, as in LEACH [1] and subsequent versions. The geographical routing is not based on the physical address of a node but on its position: if there are other nodes geographically very close to each other, not all of them have to be active at the same time. It is therefore possible to envisage an alternation between periods of activity and sleep periods that could follow a number of strategies. The simplest option is to establish, on the basis of the density of the nodes in the network, a duty cycle for the nodes (without the need for a global time synchronization), so as to guarantee with a certain probability that there will always be an active node to perform routing operations.

Another strategy would be to allow neighboring nodes to agree on the periods of activity via signaling messages. In that case it would be possible to guarantee a fairer distribution of the periods of activity, with a view to minimizing the power consumed by the nodes and at the same time to enhance the QoS on the network. This is the strategy adopted in our framework to achieve the desired objectives. Details will be given in the following.

B. Network architecture proposed

The RTPAW architecture inherits the main features of [1], but with substantial differences.

Similarly to [1] the nodes are grouped into clusters, which we call Aggregated Units (AUs) here. However, the AU structure here is different from that of the clusters in [1]. Here, the nodes in an AU belong to three different categories:

- Cluster Head (CH);
- Relay Node (RN);
- Cluster Node (CN).

In each AU there is one CH, one RN and a varying number of CNs, as shown in Fig. 1. The CH has the task of collecting data from the sensor nodes belonging to the cluster (the CNs) and periodically transmit it to the RN. The task of the latter is to forward the data to other RNs or the Sink node. In this architecture, therefore, the CH handles transmission within the cluster, while the RN handles transmission outside the cluster.

![Network architecture](image)

There are three different types of traffic:
1) Communications between CH and the CNs;
2) Communications between CH and RN;
3) Communications between RN and RN or RN and Sink.

C. Protocol architecture of the RTPAW framework

The RTPAW protocol architecture here proposed has an Aggregation Layer which acts as a mediator between the MAC and Routing layers for the combined handling of energy awareness and real-time support. The Aggregation Layer deals with creating and managing the AU and transmitting the first two types of traffic described in subsection B, i.e. 1 and 2. The Routing Layer lies above the Aggregation Layer and forwards packets between AUs, thus handling the third type of traffic (i.e. 3).

In this architecture, the MAC layer collaborates closely with the Aggregation layer to provide the Routing layer with a uniform view of the set of sensor nodes making up the AU. The basic addressable entity in the Routing layer is therefore not the single WSN node but the single AU.

The Aggregation layer is split into two sub-layers, with the lower part (called MAC-dependent) which strongly depends on the MAC protocol used and represents an extension of
the basic functions needed to implement the level above. On the other hand, the MAC-independent part implements a pre-established set of primitives operating as a shared interface between the MAC-dependent and MAC-independent layers. The task of the Aggregation Layer is to create and handle the cluster and the aim is to reduce consumption by scheduling periods of activity and sleep periods. As mentioned previously, the MAC level and the MAC-dependent part of the Aggregation Layer work closely, as the activity periods may coincide with certain states of the MAC Layer. For example, if TDMA is used for transmission inside a cluster, it is possible to make nodes go to sleep during time slots other than their own.

Above the Aggregation Layer virtually any routing algorithm providing a certain QoS can be used. The algorithm will operate viewing the whole AU as a single node.

The advantages of the proposed architecture are:

- Reduced power consumption, dependent on the efficiency of the aggregation protocol used;
- Advanced QoS management, depending on the efficiency of the routing protocol used;
- Fault-tolerance, also depending on the aggregation protocol used: as the routing unit is the whole AU rather than the single node, the AU will continue to live even if several of its nodes cease to function.

IV. THE PROTOCOLS USED

A. Physical and MAC Layer

The Physical and MAC layers adopted here are the 802.15.4 standard ones [8],[9]; to guarantee greater scalability and fault-tolerance, the non-beacon enabled mode has been chosen. This transmission mode is generally offered by the widely available ZigBee modules. To avoid interference between neighboring nodes operating in different clusters, it is possible to implement a cell-based architecture exploiting the 16 different channels offered by the standard in the 2.4 GHz bandwidth. The idea is to make the radio cells at the Physical level coincide with the clusters of the Aggregation layer.

B. Aggregation layer

The Aggregation layer handles data transmission in a single cluster. The communication protocol for this layer follows the philosophy of LEACH [1], but with considerable differences given by both the need to use a different MAC layer and the desire to improve some of its aspects.

As in LEACH, a superframe is created, in our case at the Aggregation level, and the nodes belonging to each cluster send their data to their CH in their time slots. It should be noted that the Aggregation Layer superframe is not mapped on the 802.15.4 superframe, but is created at a higher level using the 802.15.4 non-beacon enabled mode. As mentioned previously, in our approach there are not only cluster heads (CH) and nodes belonging to a cluster (CN), but also relay nodes (RN). A CH and an RN are elected in each cluster; the former collects data from the other nodes (except the relay node) whereas the latter forwards packets from one cluster to another. It is necessary to provide a period of time, very short if compared to the duration of the whole superframe, in which the CH and RN nodes synchronize their data. The CH and RN must always be active while all the others can go to sleep and only wake up to receive synchronization signals from the CH or to transmit their data during the assigned time slot. As RN and CH nodes consume much more power than the other nodes, it is necessary for them to be elected in rotation in such a way as to balance the power consumption over the network. The CH and the RN could coincide only in the exceptional case in which the AU comprises a single node. In this case the CH acts as an RN and periodically forwards its own data.

The transmission power of the nodes varies according to whether they are RNs or not. RNs have to transmit at a power high enough to reach either the Sink node in a single hop or the RN of the next hop. The transmission power of the other nodes has to be gauged according to the density of the nodes and the number of clusters. Transmitting at too low a power could lead to premature node isolation, whereas using too high a power would not only mean a useless waste of energy, but would also limit the signal quality due to greater interference between nodes belonging to different clusters.

Unlike LEACH, we do not use CDMA to prevent interference between adjacent clusters, but Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA): each cluster for intra-cluster communications transmits on a different channel from that of the neighboring clusters. Selection of the transmission channel can be automatic during initialization of the nodes, using the Energy Detection scan (ED_scan) procedure defined in [8] and [9], or set according to the position of a node. Another important difference between RTPAW and LEACH is that whereas the latter required network-wide clock synchronization, our protocol requires synchronization at the AU level only.

The normal functioning of the protocol is divided into three different phases, i.e., initialization, election and data transfer. The initialization phase is executed when a node is first activated, whereas election and data transfer alternate, not necessarily at regular intervals. In the following a brief description of the three phases is given.

1) Initialization: The main aim of the initialization phase is the definition of the cellular architecture. In our scenario we assume that all the nodes know their own position and that they have been randomly arranged with a relatively uniform density. It is therefore possible in quite a simple and efficient manner to create a homogeneous cellular structure, like a grid subdividing the area being monitored into a number of small uniform regions, each hosting a cell. Channel selection can also be based on the position of a node (and the cell it belongs to) or can be determined following an ED_scan in such a way as to minimize radio interference.

The next step is the first election, during which the CH is elected. If all the nodes are the same, the CH can be any of the nodes equipped with the greatest amount of energy. Then the CH elects the RN (as described below) and sends the transmission schedule to the nodes belonging to the cluster.

2) Election: In cluster-based protocols integrating a cluster head rotation mechanism, whenever a CH is elected it is generally necessary to reconstruct the whole cluster. This gives the network flexibility and adaptability to changes in
environmental conditions. However, in the presence of tight
deadlines, or when constant updating of the variables being
monitored is needed, this may lead to excessive degradation
in the QoS. It was therefore decided to separate the distributed
algorithm for the first election from the one used later on,
which is centralized. In the latter case, the CH at a certain
point (after a pre-established time or because its remaining
power has dropped beneath a certain threshold) autonomously
decides which node is to be its successor and notifies the node
involved. From the next transmission cycle the new CH will
start operating. The decision regarding the next CH is based on
the residual energy of the nodes in the cluster, as signaled in
the frame that nodes send during normal transmission phases.

Election of the RN is different. It should be as independent
as possible from the election of the CH, because the RN
battery could run out more rapidly. However, an independ-
ent election would require complex management algorithms
which would cancel out all the benefits. RTPAW therefore
proposes a hybrid solution. The CH normally elects the RN
autonomously. An RN whose power has dropped beneath a
certain threshold notifies the CH during their synchroniza-
tion phase. The CH consequently chooses as the next RN
whichever of the nodes with the greatest amount of energy
has the strongest signal (it is advisable for CH and RN to be
close to each other, as the synergy between them gives a good
QoS). The first information can be obtained with a negligible
overhead, inserting it in the packets that CN nodes send to their
relevant CH, while the second one can be directly devised by
the hardware.

3) Data transfer: Data transfer in a cluster follows a pre-
established synchronized sequence which emulates a super-
frame structure in the Aggregation Layer. In this way, although
simple CSMA/CA at the MAC level is used, it is possible to
avoid collisions.

The transmission sequence making up the superframe starts
with a beacon frame from the cluster head, used to synchronize
transmissions in the cluster. It is important to point out that the
beacon frame is generated by the Aggregation Layer and so
is not a 802.15.4 beacon frame. It is used for synchronization
with the CNs, so all the CNs have to receive it.

Following this there are time slots during which the CNs
can transmit their data to the CH, using TDMA. Each CN is
assigned a time slot during which it can communicate with the
CH with no collisions. During all the time slots assigned to
the other nodes, a CN can go to sleep. It must, however,
wake up again in time to receive the next beacon frame.

The last section of the superframe is for synchronization
between the CH and the RN.

In the meanwhile the RNs form a backbone of nodes that
are always active in forwarding packets to the Sink node.
They communicate over a single dedicated channel, so during
the synchronization phase it is necessary to switch channels
temporarily. When the RN acquires the updated CN data from
the CH, it forwards it as defined by the Routing Layer. Only
RN can forward data so they are the only nodes to execute
the routing algorithm.

C. Routing layer

As the Routing layer is located above the Aggregation layer,
packets are not addressed to single nodes, but to single AUs.
So, the only task of the routing algorithm is to forward packets
from a source AU to their final destination, usually the Sink
node. The scenario RTPAW was devised for is one in which the
WSN comprises a large number of nodes and may cover a wide
area. For this reason, although the underlying Aggregation
layer contributes towards increasing the scalability of the
network, the algorithm used for routing between the AUs has
to be able to handle large network without any difficulty.
In addition, it is advisable to use a routing algorithm that is as
much fault-tolerant as possible. As said before, the presence of
an underlying Aggregation layer considerably reduces the
impact of faults occurring in single nodes. Finally, the routing
algorithm has to make it possible to achieve the desired QoS,
which in our case is delivery speed. A routing algorithm which
possesses all these features is SPEED [4]. For this reason, in
RTPAW a SPEED-inspired approach is used.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND ON-GOING WORK

The RTPAW framework has been devised to be highly
scalable, flexible and modular and to allow various existing
routing protocols to be adopted. On-going work deals with
simulation of the network architecture and protocol stack of the
RTPAW framework using the well-known NS-2 [101] tool. The aim is assessing the RTPAW performance, also in
comparison with other approaches, e.g. RPAR [6]. A second
activity targets the implementation of RTPAW on ZigBee
COTS modules.
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Abstract—The paper reports on-going work on enhancing the support provided to soft real-time traffic by the IEEE 802.11e protocol. The proposed solution is based on a mechanism, called a Contention Window Adapter (CWA), which dynamically changes the contention window size of the different Access Categories defined by the IEEE 802.11e standard according to the workload conditions of the wireless network. The aim is improving throughput and deadline miss ratio for soft real-time traffic flows under heavy traffic conditions, i.e. when the offered workload approaches the available bandwidth. Preliminary results are presented, which show the potential of the proposed approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

To provide support for QoS in 802.11 networks, the IEEE Task Group E was set up and in 2005 the final version of the 802.11e standard was finally published [1]. The IEEE 802.11e defines two new access mechanisms, i.e. the Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) and the Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) Controlled Access (HCCA). This paper addresses IEEE 802.11e based networks working according to the EDCA mode, which extends the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) [2].

The IEEE 802.11 DCF operating mode, which is widely accepted and used in commercial products, is based on the Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol. Before starting transmission, a node listens to the channel for a time called a Distributed Inter-Frame Space (DIFS), to assess whether the channel is idle or not. If the channel is idle, in order to reduce the probability of collisions with other nodes trying to access it at the same time, each node generates a random backoff interval. Each node decreases its backoff counter as long as the wireless channel is sensed to be idle during a DIFS. If the counter has not reached zero and the channel becomes busy again, the backoff counter is frozen and reloaded as soon as the channel becomes idle again for a DIFS. When the backoff interval is over, if the channel is still idle, transmission starts. The random backoff interval, expressed as a number of time slots, is generated in the set \(\{0,CW - 1\}\), where \(CW\) denotes the size of the contention window. The initial value of the contention window is \(CW_{min}\).

In the event of an unsuccessful transmission (due to packet collisions or losses) \(CW\) is doubled up to a maximum value \(CW_{max}\). After experiencing the maximum number of collisions, a packet is dropped. In the event of a successful transmission, the \(CW\) value is reset to \(CW_{min}\) before the random backoff interval is selected. In DCF, all nodes have the same opportunity to access the channel.

The IEEE 802.11e EDCA is similar to the DCF. However, the EDCA differentiates traffic into four Access Categories (ACs), mapped in the priorities defined by the 802.1D standard [3] as follows:

- \(AC_{BK}\) (background category) for priorities 1 and 2;
- \(AC_{BE}\) (best-effort category) for priorities 0 and 3;
- \(AC_{VI}\) (video category) for priorities 4 and 5;
- \(AC_{VO}\) (voice category) for priorities 6 and 7.

\(AC_{VO}\) is the highest priority category, while \(AC_{BK}\) is the lowest. Each AC has its own queue and parameter set, which includes the minimum Contention Window size (\(CW_{min}\)), the maximum Contention Window size (\(CW_{max}\)), the Arbitration Inter-Frame Space (AIFS), and the Transmission Opportunity limit (TXOPlimit). \(CW_{min}\) and \(CW_{max}\) determine the size of the CW, with CW set as \(CW_{min}\) at the beginning of a backoff procedure.

When deferring, a station needs to wait for an AIFS. The smaller \(CW_{min}\), \(CW_{max}\), and AIFS are, the greater the chances for a node gaining access to the medium are. Finally, TXOPlimit defines the minimum time interval that a node has to wait when trying to transmit multiple frames belonging to the same AC (this is called Contention Free Burst, or CFB).

In this paper, we propose the Contention Window Adapter (CWA), a mechanism to enhance IEEE 802.11e EDCA performance by adapting the Contention Window (CW) of the different ACs to the current offered load over the wireless network. One interesting feature which will be shown is that, even in the presence of traffic from the highest priority class only (i.e. \(AC_{VO}\)), according to the amount of real-time traffic and the size of packets in this class, the real-time performance can rapidly and significantly deteriorate with growing workloads. This is due to the \(CW_{min}\) and \(CW_{max}\) settings provided by the standard, i.e. 7 and 15, respectively, which determine a narrow range of backoff values for the packets in the \(AC_{VO}\) AC. Here in this paper we will shown that it is beneficial to adapt \(CW_{min}\) and \(CW_{max}\) to allow for
a larger spectrum of backoff values, thus reducing the number of collisions inside the AC_VO AC. The proposed mechanism does not change the IEEE 802.11e protocol, but introduces a technique to reduce the contention overhead and therefore to use the channel more efficiently for real-time flows, especially when the traffic load approaches saturation conditions.

However, it has to be considered that when different ACs are to be supported, if the $CW_{\text{max}}$ of the highest priority class is increased, the $CW_{\text{min}}$ of the lower priority ACs has to be accordingly set, so as to enforce the different QoS support offered to the each AC according to the standard. The CWA therefore dynamically tunes the $\{CW_{\text{min}}, CW_{\text{max}}\}$ range of the different ACs defined in the IEEE 802.11e standard in order to reduce the potential interference (in terms of collisions) that real-time traffic, here mapped into the highest priority class AC_VO, could suffer from other lower-priority ACs.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 related work is addressed together with the motivation for our paper. Sect. 3 describes the CWA mechanism. In Sect. 4 preliminary simulation results obtained using the Network Simulator version 2 are shown. Finally, in Sect. 5, conclusions and on-going work are outlined.

II. RELATED WORK

With the swift development of 802.11 WLANs, together with the increased need to provide QoS support in such networks, in the last years many research work addressed the new IEEE 802.11e protocol.

A number of studies have targeted analytical performance models in order to evaluate the impact of changing the various parameters of EDCA. Xiao [4], for example, extends the Bianchi [5] model, implementing EDCA by means of 3-dimensional Markov chains and analyzing network behaviour for CWs of various sizes, but not including the effects of variations in the AIFS of the various ACs. Kong [6] also uses 3-dimensional Markov chains to characterize the procedures of the various ACs with variations in both the CWs and the AIFS. These works have shown the effectiveness of changing CW depending on the network load.

Recent work describing mechanisms for CW tuning include [7] and [8]. The work [7] introduces an approach called AEDCF, that does not implement a mechanism to vary the range of CWs, but calculates an ideal CW on the basis of the number of collisions experienced by the transmitted frames. Once the ideal CW is known, the current CW ($CW_{\text{current}}$) for the next frame is set by taking whichever is the lower between the minimum CW ($CW_{\text{min}}$) of the AC the frame belongs to and the ideal CW. The approach is shown outperforming EDCF, the IEEE 802.11e pre-standard distributed medium access mechanism. However, it uses a parameter named Persistent Factor, that was present in an earlier version of the IEEE 802.11e standard, but does not appear in the final version.

The approach proposed in [8], AEDCA, estimates network congestion by using the value of the current CW (i.e. that of the last frame sent). The distance between the current CW and the $CW_{\text{min}}$ is compared to the maximum distance between $CW_{\text{max}}$ and $CW_{\text{min}}$, for the relevant AC, deriving a parameter that is utilized to calculate the new CW for the next frame to be transmitted. The AEDCA approach, like the AEDCF one, does not provide for changing the values of $CW_{\text{min}}$ and $CW_{\text{max}}$, but simply chooses the best one in that range.

Instead of setting the CW to an optimal given value in the $\{CW_{\text{min}}, CW_{\text{max}}\}$ range defined by the standard, the CWA mechanism here proposed adjusts the range of the current CW (i.e. the values of $CW_{\text{min}}$ and $CW_{\text{max}}$) on the basis of information on the network workload collected during a time interval. This allows to have a CW adapted to the current network status, not limited by the bounds defined by the standard, which proved to be inappropriate in many network load conditions, as will be pointed out in the next Section.

III. THE CONTENTION WINDOW ADAPTER

The aim of the CWA is enhancing real-time performance of the highest priority traffic, AC_VO, while maintaining a better QoS than the other ACs. As stated before in Sect. 1, CWA adapts $CW_{\text{min}}$ and $CW_{\text{max}}$ in order to reduce the number of collisions inside the AC_VO AC.

In order to clearly explain the basic principle of CWA, let us consider the results shown in Table I. They refer to tests run under ns-2 [9] with a 11 Mbps network made up of 20 stations, each generating AC_VO packets of 160 Bytes with a period of 20 ms, giving an overall workload of 1280 Kbps. With such small packets and high transmission rate, the AC_VO class obtains poor performance when the setting defined by the IEEE 802.11e standard, i.e. $CW_{\text{min}}[AC_VO] = 7$ and $CW_{\text{max}}[AC_VO] = 15$ are used. This is because in these conditions the AC_VO class is highly congested [10].

In the 6 different sets of simulations reported in Table I the $CW_{\text{min}}$ and $CW_{\text{max}}$ were statically set at the beginning of each experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$CW_{\text{min}}$</th>
<th>$CW_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>Average delay (s)</th>
<th>Average jitter (s)</th>
<th>Throughput (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.01699</td>
<td>0.01249</td>
<td>67.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.01811</td>
<td>0.01760</td>
<td>80.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.01701</td>
<td>0.01596</td>
<td>89.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0.00970</td>
<td>0.00724</td>
<td>98.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0.00750</td>
<td>0.00490</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>0.00790</td>
<td>0.00574</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that, although all the packets which are delivered arrive on time (i.e. they meet the 20 ms deadline), the throughput is significantly higher for settings such as $CW_{\text{min}}[AC_VO] = 15$, $CW_{\text{max}}[AC_VO] = 31$ onwards than with the default settings $CW_{\text{min}}[AC_VO] = 7$ and $CW_{\text{max}}[AC_VO] = 15$ provided by the IEEE 802.11e protocol. In addition, the results show that, with wider contention windows, the delay and jitter experienced by RT packets
is reduced. This is due to the smaller number of collisions experienced by RT packets thanks to the broader range of backoff values.

From the various tests run it also emerged that a good way to reduce the collision probability is to vary \(CW_{\text{min}}\) and \(CW_{\text{max}}\) by doubling both of them. These results were also confirmed by other tests run with a greater number of stations and different workload conditions. For this reason we will henceforth adopt settings such as \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VO] = 7\), \(CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO] = 15\) or \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VO] = 15\), \(CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO] = 31\), etc.

The above considerations led to the development of the CWA, which is based on the idea of dynamically varying \(CW_{\text{min}}\) and \(CW_{\text{max}}\) according to the network load. The parameter used in the CWA to assess the network load is the ratio \(r_c\) between the number of collisions \(n_{\text{coll}}\) affecting the highest priority packets \(AC\_VO\) and the total number of packets sent \(n_{\text{pkt\_sent}}\) in the \(AC\_VO\) AC during a given observation interval \(\Delta t\):

\[
    r_c = \frac{n_{\text{coll}}[AC\_VO]}{n_{\text{pkt\_sent}}[AC\_VO]} \quad (1)
\]

This parameter is an index of the level of congestion on the network seen by the \(AC\_VO\) class. In order to minimize the bias against transient collisions, an Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) estimator was used. In a generic \(i\) interval, the value of \(r_{avg}^i\), to be used by the algorithm, is updated in the following way:

\[
    r_{avg}^i = (\lambda - 1) \times r_{avg}^{i-1} + \lambda \times r_{avg}^i \quad (2)
\]

The CWA takes this parameter into account when adapting the \(CW_{\text{min}}\) and \(CW_{\text{max}}\) of the various classes, every \(\Delta t\), as follows:

1. procedure Contention Window Adapter
2. if \((n_{\text{pkt\_sent}}[AC\_VO] = 0)\) then
3. \(r_{avg} := \text{EWMA}(n_{\text{coll}}[AC\_VO]/n_{\text{pkt\_sent}}[AC\_VO])\)
4. if \((r_{avg} \leq \alpha)\) then
5. call procedure Decrease()
6. else if \((\alpha < r_{avg}) \& \& (r_{avg} \leq \beta)\) then do nothing
7. else if \((\beta < r_{avg}) \& \& (r_{avg} \leq \gamma)\) then
8. call procedure Increase(1)
9. else if \((r_{avg} > \gamma)\) then
10. call procedure Increase(2)
11. end if
12. end if
13. end procedure

In Sect. IV, the results obtained with \(\alpha = 0.2\), \(\beta = 0.6\), \(\gamma = 2\) and \(\Delta t = 0.3\) s are presented. These boundary values have been heuristically selected through a broad set of simulations run with varying parameter sets under ns-2 [9].

To maintain the differentiation between the different traffic classes, in the CWA an increase in the \(CW_{\text{min}}\) and \(CW_{\text{max}}\) window for the \(AC\_VO\) class has to correspond to a cascaded increase in the \(CW_{\text{min}}\) and \(CW_{\text{max}}\) for the other ACs, i.e. \(AC\_VI\), \(AC\_BE\) and \(AC\_BK\). This cascade mechanism used to update the CW of the various ACs is shown in the two pseudo-code procedures below.

1. procedure Increase\((n)\)
2. repeat \(n\) times
3. if \((CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO] = 63)\) then
4. \(CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO] := ((CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO] + 1) \times 2) - 1\)
5. \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VO] := ((CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VO] + 1) \times 2) - 1\)
6. \(CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VI] := ((CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO] + 1) \times 2) - 1\)
7. \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VI] := CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO]\)
8. \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_BE] := CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VI]\)
9. \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_BK] := CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VI]\)
10. else if \((CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VI] < 51)\) then
11. if \((CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO] = 63)\) then
12. \(CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO] := ((CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO] + 1) \times 2) - 1\)
13. \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VO] := ((CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VO] + 1) \times 2) - 1\)
14. end if
15. \(CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VI] := ((CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VI] + 1) \times 2) - 1\)
16. \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_BE] := CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VI]\)
17. \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_BK] := CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VI]\)
18. end if
19. end repeat
20. end procedure

To give an example on how the increment is done, let us consider a \(CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO]\) equal to 15. Formula on line 4 of the Increase procedure will give a value of 31. In turn, a value of 31, would give 63. Thus, the CWA shifts the range of CW moving through the values defined in the IEEE 802.11e standard [1]. Here the value 63 has been chosen as an upper bound for \(CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO]\) in order not to compromise the performance of this class with excessively long backoff times.

1. procedure Decrease
2. if \(((CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VI] < 127) \& \& (CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO] > 15))\) then
3. \(CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO] := ((CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO] + 1)/2) - 1\)
4. \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VO] := ((CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VO] + 1)/2) - 1\)
5. \(CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VI] := ((CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO] + 1)/2) - 1\)
6. \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VI] := ((CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VO] + 1)/2) - 1\)
7. \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_BE] := CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VI]\)
8. \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_BK] := CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VI]\)
9. end if
10. else if \((CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VI] > 63)\) then
11. \(CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VI] := ((CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VO] + 1)/2) - 1\)
12. \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VI] := ((CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_VO] + 1)/2) - 1\)
13. \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_BE] := CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VI]\)
14. \(CW_{\text{min}}[AC\_BK] := CW_{\text{max}}[AC\_VI]\)
15. end if
16. end procedure

The Decrease procedure makes the opposite of the Increase one, shifting backwards the values of \(CW_{\text{min}}\) and \(CW_{\text{max}}\) of \(AC\_VO\) and of the rest of the ACs.
IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Here preliminary results are shown which outline the benefits of CWA. Extensive simulations using ns-2 [9] with the TKN 802.11e patch ([11],[12]) were performed.

In the scenario addressed here, the nodes communicate with an Access Point at 11 Mbps. Simulations showed that if the CW size is appropriately set, RT traffic performance is considerably improved using CWA. More specifically, the probability of a packet of a given AC colliding with another packet belonging to the same AC is reduced. Here we show this with particular reference to the AC_VO class.

We considered a scenario in which a number of nodes transmit RT traffic towards a Base Station (BS). In a factory automation scenario the BS could be, for example, a PLC receiving field variables from a number of sensors. The type of traffic here considered is periodic, with a period of 20 ms and a frame size of 45 bytes, which means 18 Kbps per station. Simulations were performed with a growing number of RT stations, from 1 to 25. With 20 stations or more and such small packets, the network reaches saturation around 500 Kbps [10]. All the simulations were run for 50 s.

Fig. 1(a) compares the throughput obtained with and without CWA, while Fig. 1(b) compares the deadline hit ratio in the two cases (a 20 ms deadline was chosen). The improvement obtained with the CWA is due to the considerable reduction in the number of collisions involving the RT frames.

The greatest benefit concerns the throughput obtained, which, using CWA drops only in the scenario with 23 or more stations, as at that point the network reaches saturation. However, although the deadline hit degrades, the throughput is still much higher than the one observed in the same conditions when the CWA is not used.

V. CONCLUSION AND ON-GOING WORK

This paper has addressed an approach to enhance the soft real-time performance of the IEEE 802.11e protocol. The proposed solution, called CWA, is a mechanism which tunes the Contention Windows of the different Access Categories defined by the IEEE 802.11e standard, adapting the values of \( CW_{\text{min}} \) and \( CW_{\text{max}} \). Preliminary results have shown the effectiveness of using CWA for soft real-time traffic, achieving higher throughput and consequently a much lower number of frame loss as compared with the standard behavior of IEEE 802.11e. A lower deadline miss ratio is also obtained.

On-going work is addressing several aspects. Firstly, the problem of using CWA in the presence of stations that do not have soft real-time traffic: if a station tries to transmit only traffic with a priority other than the highest (AC_VO), the CWA cannot react on the basis of the collisions affecting that type of traffic, as ratio is defined for the AC_VO class. On-going work is addressing this problem and possible enhancements of the algorithm proposed. Secondly, we are analyzing the effect of using CWA for lower-priority ACs, and for bigger frame sizes. Both aspects are in development and the results obtained so far are encouraging. We also plan to make comparisons with other techniques in the literature. In parallel, we are also investigating the implementation of CWA on COTS network boards, in particular on the Atheros chipset 5212 equipped with the MADWiFi open source driver [13].
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